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Abstract 

This thesis opens up a line of investigation in graphic methods 

for the display of numerical management information. A specific class 

of graphic representations, called Matrix Displays, is defined as the 

direct mapping of data tables into two-dimensional graphic matrices. 

Each data item is represented by variations in the sizes of dots or bars, 

or in the density of grey shadings. 

A three-step research methodology is chosen to assess the feasi-· 

bil i.ty of Matrix Displays for management information reporting: . ( 1) Find·-

ings i.n other fields relevtmt to the thesis of feasibility are idellt,ificd, 

(2) a theory ot the usefulness of Matrix Displays and a corresp·~mding 

model arc then proposed, and f i.nall y ( 3) the practical utility of the 

Hatrix Display model is assessed in a real-life managerial environment. 

First, it is found that two different fields of research provide 

strong evidence that Matrix Displays arc technically feasible. Experi-

mental results on human visual performance demonstrate that Hatrix 

Displays can aid perceptual tasks such as discrimination and pattern 

. 
recognition. Hulticlimensional analytic research suggests that simple 

statistical structures (such as clustcrings and linear or circular or-

derings) show up as density gradients around the main diagonal of a 



similarity matrix vlhere similarity coefficients are mapped into shades 

of grey. Both lines of evidence lead to a theoretical contribution on 

the pro.per distance metric for defining spatial relationships in Matrix 

Displays. Then, a general-purpose model of data analysis with Matrix 

Displays is designed into an interactive computer program called MATBORD 

(for ~rix Display Boards). This program incorporates three levels of 

matrix data analysis, namely, raw, profile, and similarity data displays. 

Rules for reorganizing any Matrix Display by permutation and/or grouping 

operations are suggested. Furthermore, a variety of scaling, binning, 

and enhancement procedures for improving the graphic transfer of infor-

mation to the user are provided. 

Finally, the practical utility of Matrix Displays is assessed 

in a real-life managerial environment. In a case study of implementation, 

MATBORD is used to prepare two quarterly reports enabling a manager at 

the Department of Labor Regional Office in San Francisco to evaluate 

the perfonilance of twelve subordinate entities. Later, the mmuJgcrial 

feasibility of l'1ntrix DisplAys is investigated in a session \-!here the 

above managet· and his staf[ are invited to interact directly \llith HAT-

BORD in a la.boratory environment. As a rcsul t, it is found that t-1at.r ix 

Displays are both technically feasible and management feasible, in the 

sense that managers accept this mode of repres.entation. However, the 
• 

direct use of a Matrix Display of similarity data by a manager seems to 
( 

require a fair amount of learning and practice. This suggests that the 

-
systematic implementation of Matrix Displays in a management environment 

tnay necessitate the intermediary function of an information analyst. 
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Cclui qui fait le·pain, celui qui fait levin, 
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PREFACE 

It seems worthwhile to provide some historical background on 

how I came to choose this thesis topic. 

My interest for graphic displays was initiated while I was a 

student of Professor Bertin, head of the Laboratoire de Cartographic 

at the Ecole des Hautes Etudes, Paris. Dr. Bertin gave me a basic back-

ground in graphic display theory and encouraged me to observe empirically 

the role of graphic displays for management. Under his direction, I 

ran a field study on the formatting of management reports in a large 

oil ·company in France. 

Later, Drs. Churchman and Crossman helped me to pursue this 

interest by guid~•g me in a pilot study of the use of graphic di~plnys 

in managerial documents. A case study of an airline maintenance infor-

mation System (United Airlines Company) and of stockmarket analysis 

reports (American Express Company; Davis, Skaggs & Company) confirmed 

the results obtained in France. The study led to the definite conclusion 

that two basic classes of graphic representations had some usefulness 

for management, namely, time-series and Matrix Displays. 

The choice to focus on Matrix Displays was a difficult decision, 

guided by a belief and by some circumstances. 

The belief was that, because two-dimensional data tables have a 

prevailing role in numerical management reporting, their direct repre-

sentation as Matrix Displ_ays might become a general mode of representa-

- tion. The circumstances were determined by my involvement in a conjoint 
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research project of the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and the u.s. 

Manpower Administration, where it appeared that Matrix Displays would 

be of more inunediate utility than any other form of graphic representa-· 

tions. 

.., 

·~I 
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lliTRODUCI'ION 

This ~hesis presents.and analyzes ways of improving the transfer 

of'· information· between the management data:.. base and the manager through 

Matrix Displays, a specific class of graphic representations. 

Background 

The notion that graphic representations can help the human user 

interpret statistical data can be traced back to Playfair (1805) and, 

more recently, Brinton (1914). Until recently~ however, the rational 

aspects of graphic displays were underestimated, because of an emphasis 

on the aesthetic side of graphics and the overpowering significance 

attributed to numbers. Over the last quarter century, several conveq~-

ing attempts have been made to bring graphics to a rational de.finit:ioJt; 

that is, to define formal rules for the process of mapping stc:d ist. i cal 

data into 1~rapltic variables. 

( 1) RescarcheB of cognitive pr~~~ show that perception at1d 

~ognition are definitely related. For instance, Shepard, Hovland, anJ 

Jenkins (1961) used a graphic display to support tasks of categoriza-

... 
tion by h\unan subjects. More genera fly,· experimental results place 

graphic on a par with verbal language as a mode of representation ... 
(Atwood,. 1971). Consequently, the idea that human cognition has a 

I 

dimensional spatial character is explored· in relation to human problem 

solving (Newell and Simon, 1972). 

(2) Statistics is another fiele1 where the. rational side of 

graphics has been recognized. For instance, Wilk and Gnanades ikan (1968) 
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systematize the use of probability plots in order to discover the 

properties of parameter distributions. Anderson (1960) proposed using 

graphic variables such as the orientation and length of bars to convey 

the multidimensionality of a data set. Chernoff (1973) suggests using 

the various features of a face (for example, position of nose, shape .. 
of mouth, etc.) to convey multidimensional variations •. More generally, 

the notion of a "non-metric" approach to multidimensional scaling 

(Shepard, 1964a, 1964b) has resulted in a trend of research which em-· 

phasizes graphic considerations (Shepard, 1974). 

(3).Finally, geography exemplifies an applied field where the· 

consideration of graphic problems--such as mapping a three-dimensional 

earth onto a two-dimensional map--has been a tradition at least since 

Mercator. Recently, a French cartographer, Jacques Bertin, has proposed 

a set of rational rules for the construction and manipulation of graphic 

displays (1967, 1969, 1970). Since I have had ~n opportunity to meet 

nnc1 study with Professor Bertin, this thesis owes much of its furia 

francese to Bertin's ideas. 

Problem 

In this thesis, l adopt a management science viewpoint and 

address the question of how graphic displaycl can· help the manal~er 

interpret an available data-base. 

AI though there exist many ways and mode.s of g~aphic representa-

tion, and each might have different implications for management, we 

shall restrict our atterition to the specific case of Matrix Displays. 

:t-1atrix Displays are dis plays organized in a matr i.x-1 ike fashion, with 

lines (rows) and .columns such as those found in management data tables. 
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For instance, the comparison of the performance of ~ managerial entities 

on a set of£ management crit~ri~ can be-visually realized on an X£ 

Matrix Display with~ profiles of£ vertical bars, Because Matrix 

Displays directly map tabular data. into graphical. representations, it 

has been proposed that they can be of general use in management infor-

mation situations where data tables are used extensively (Bertin, 1969; 

Kitous, 1972). Moreover, the lack of management science research on 

Matrix Displays suggests that the research payoff would be higher with 

Matrix Displays than with other well-stuQ!ied graphic formation such as 

time-series. 

Consequently, I shall address the research question of how 

Matrix Displays can help the manager inquire into his data-base. 

Method 

The method that I shall use is exploratory rather than confirm·-

atory, because the field of graphic display research--and particularly 

Matrix Display research--is still largely undeveloped, 

'l'hc research methodology is called "feasibility assessment" }Jy 

analogy with technological assessment studies \vhich aim at evaluatiug 

the impact of new technologies on a complex·of social variables (Wcis-

becker, 1974). In the context of m~nagement science, this feasibility 

assessment approach obeys three requirements. 

(a) To identify findings in various fields which support the 
thesis of the feasibility of Matrix Displays • 

An exploration of the research literature had led to the 
recognition that two dramatically different fields of 
scientific inquiry contain findings relevant .to Matrix 
Displays. These two fields areExperimental Psychology 
(human visual performance) and Data Analysis (multi:
dimensional scaling) •• 

3 



(b) To translate the findings so that their relevancecan be. 
clearly seen and to structure the relevant information .into 
a theory of Matrix Displays. 

One essential asp~ct of my contribution is to show that 
the observations and results generated by two different 
lines of inquiry converge to a suprising extent toward 
a theory of Matrix Displays. Accordingly, I formulate 
some hypotheses on how those results can be integrated 
into such a theory, and I propose a set of quantitative 
measures and guidelines for the use of Matrix Displays. 

(c) To assess the feasibility of Matrix Displays in a managerial 
environment. 

The idea here is to obtain some cues as ·to how a mana
gerial audience would receive and use Matrix Displays 
for daily decision-making. I propose to focus on the 
specific situation of management information reporting, 
and I provide an implementation study involvit1g the 
participation of managers at the United States Depart
ment of Labor. 

The means which I have used to achieve this methodology are 

several-fold. Intellectually, I have contrasted in a dialectical man-

ner the human subject ("lUJS") of experimental psychology and the multi~ 

dimensional data analyst ("MDA") of statistics, so as to reach a syn-

thP.Lical viewpoint. Practically, I have designed an interactive model 

on the basis of the above theoretical contribution, and I have wr:i.t:t:en 

the corresponding computer program to permit interactive Matrix Display 

usage. Empirically, I have assessed the utility of Matrix Displays by 

\vay of an interactive session where managers tltemsel ves prepared a 

management report including matrix displays and numerical taples. This 

it session was actually the result of a long preparatory process, and 

-gave. an opportunity tu tnanagers- and- acade.m"ic faculty -to confront their 

views on the utility of graphics. 

Results 

The. major contribution of this thesis is to show that Interactive. 

4 
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Matrix Displays are feasible aids to management information reporting: 

(1) On the one hand, I demonstrate the technical feasibility 
of Matrix Displays. A three-step process of data analysis 
transforms a Raw data matrix into a Profile (normalized) 
matrix, which-rs itself used for computing a matrix of 
Similarity coefficients.· The Similarity matrix has a funda
~ental role as a basis for sophisticated multidimensional 
analysis. 

(2) On the other hand, I assess the managerial feasibility 
of Matrix Displays. The main result here is that managers 
accept the Raw and Profile matrices as a support to manage
ment information inquiries. However, the notion of Similar
.ity and its corresponding ~latrix Display seem much more 
difficult to understand and, therefore, to accept. Conse
quently, a suggestion is made that an "information analyst" 
be the interface management person between the manager and 
the interactive process of data analysis with Matrix Dis
plays, 

The plan of the thesis reflects this two-fold approach: Chap-

ters II, III, and IV present a·technical contribution to a theory of 

Matrix Displays; chapter VI deals with the managerial feasibility of 

Matrix Displays for information reporting. Chapter V hasthe difficult 

: •)lc of translating the theory into a feasible model, appl icahle to Uw 

managerial reality. Finally--orrather: tostart with--the fin:;t 

chapter is <1 ge11eral introduction to the issues we shall denl with in 

this thesis, a11d pm:ticularly to tlu:: relation between Matrix~nisplays 

and roHnagement, 

5 



CHAPTER I 

FROM MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS. TO MATRIX DISPlAYS 

The aim of this chapter is to provide a description of the 

general area, as well as the purpose and method of this research. In 

the sections below, I shall attempt to present sequentially: 

( l) The general ar.ea· of our inquiry; that is, management infor~ 
mation systems from the viewpoint of the relations between 
the individual manager and his data-base; 

( 2) The restriction of our re.search to the "mode of presenta
tion••· variable, and more. specifically the use of gr.aphic. 
displays by managers; 

(3) The general traits of a methodology for a synthetic assess
ment of the utility of graphics for management (graphic 
displays as models); 

(4) The choice of a specific type of graphic representation 
called "Matrix Display'' as being the essential vehicle of 
our assessment study. 

One general probll~m of a managetuent information system (MIS) is 

the prohh~m of· interfacing managers and management data so that. informa-

tion be perceived. There are many different ways to realize this inter-

face, from the building of categorical codes, such as in Accounting, to 

the use of qualitative verbal reports, where intuition plays a larger 

role tl}an numerical precision. There are also many possible ways to 

observe the information search in the org~mization setting, depending· 

on whether group phenomena or individual behavior is the relevant is-

sue. 

6' 
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The present thesis foc.uses :primarily on the information search 

of the individual manager who seeks to extract some meaningful informa-

tion out of a data-base. Here the notion of a data-base implies 

( 1) tha·t the data are available in numerical form and ( 2) the informa-

tion systems are computer-based. 

With this specification in mind, the following definition covers 

most of the ground that we shall explore in this· chapter: 

An information system consists of a person of a certain psycho
logical type who faces a problem within some organizational 
context for which he needs evidence to arrive at a solution, 
where the evidence is made available· through some mode of pres
entation (after Mason and Mitroff, 1973). 

This definition decdmposes the interfacing relation between the ~anager 

and the data into its most noticeable elements. However, these ele-

ments are not always independent. For instance, the mode of representa-

tion influences the formulation of the problem which, in turn, deter-

mines how evidence is gathered in a given organizational context. 

Similarly, the psychological type of the manager might influence the 

choice of a mode of representation. The above definitiotl thus provides 

a somewhat.nrtificial, but nevertheless useful, framework for diseussing 

information systems. 

Putting aside the question of the mode of representation, \<.'hich 

I shall address in some depth later, the remaining issues can be classi-

fied under two headings: 

(1) How the manager's biases and models influence an information 
query 

\ 

(2) How the MIS itself can be made .. intelligent" by incorporating 
rules of inference 

In order to integrate these t\Jo different- approaches to the !'HS problem, 

we need to examine a third approach: 

7 
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(3) An interactive paradigm for information transfer 

I.l.l Aspects of Managerial Influence 

There are two alternative (and complementary) ways to look at 

the relations between the manager and the data-base: On the one hand., 

it is possible to consider that the manager uses his own mental models 

and a priori intuitions to filter and select some relevant information 

out of the data universe. This approach, which consists in going from 

the manager to the data, might be called the "influence" approach, 

since the manager is supposed to know beforehand what to lookfor in 

the data. On the other.hand, it is possible to consider the inverse 

relation of going from the data-base to the manager to design analytic 

methods which filter and prepare the data in such a way that they are 

directly usable by the manager. This second approach I call the "intel-

1 igence" approach, since it amounts to developing intelligent methods 

for the recovery of data structures. The diagram below ·shows how the 

two suggested approaches complement: 

Influence -------
~Inte 11. ige.n_c_e ___ _ 

... >1e available HIS research 1 itcrature divides equally between those two 

approaches. 

Researches on the influence aspects have. emphasized the discovery 
.~ 

of factors which explain hm.;r managers' mental models and/or attitudes 

influence their search for information. We shall here focus on three 

such factors: 
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a. Cognitive Style 

The notion of cognitive style has receiv~d wide success in 

studies of-the implementation of management scienc~ proposals, where it 

was observed that the difference in the "thinking styles" of managers 

and researchers could account for some of their misunderstandings. In 

particular, it was .observed that managers tend to use heuristic reason-

·ing where common sense, intuition, and feelings about future developments 

have more part than formal models. For instance, an experimental study 

by: Huysmans · (1970) showed that ''heuristic,. (manager-1 ike) subjects who 

received information in an analytic form (equations, numerical data, 
. . 

e.tc.) advocate a lower degree of use of the information than "analytic" 

(scientist-like) subjects. Barbichon and Ackennail (1970) obtain the 

same result in a French environment and differentiate the "empirical" 

(management) type from the "mathematical" (scientific) type. Mason 

and Mitroff (1973) use the expression "psychological type" to convey a 

more complex typology where they distinguish modes of cognition from 

modes of evaluation of cognition. The alternate modes of cognition -are 

sensation and intuition; the alternate modes for evaluation a~e thinking 

and feeling, Each of the four typ;s obtained by combining these binary 

. . l d.ff . \ . cr~ten.a ws a ~ ·erent concept of ~nformat~on. For a manager who is 

a sensation type, information will be "raw data" or "hard facts," while 

an intuition type will. look for "sto~ies" and ''sketches of future po·s-

sibilities." On the other hand, the thinking type will emphasize the 

formal' abstract characteristics of the data, while the feeling type. 

will look for "stories that have a st'rong mo~al component." 

9 
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b. Organizational Factors 

The organizational context in which the manager is placed intro-

duces various biases, distortions, and transformat.iohs in the way he 

perceives data: 

-His task induces him to take a biased view at data. For in
stance, Cyert and March (1963) observed that cost analysts tend 
to overestimate costs and sales managers to underestimate sales. 
Dearborn and Simon (1958) show that, more generally, each execu
tive perceives the aspects of the situation that relates specif
ically to the activities and goals of his department. 

-His hierarchical position may make him perceive what he wants 
to hear. '£If the recipient is a Superior, there will be a 
tendency to.make the information consistent with the transmit
ter's perception of what the recipient wants to hear (Ference, 
1970) .'' More generally, a process of uncertainty absorption 
takes place in the organization so that the inferences, instead 
of the data themselves, are communicated. 

-His experience with the data over time enables him to select 
important figures, recognize errors, ~nd adapt Xo ''nois~· ef
fects ( Cyert and March, 1963) • There is, however, a r i.sk of 
missing the important information when it comes, since it takes 
some time to recognize large incongruities in the data (Bruner 
and Postman, 1969). 

The individual motivation and beliefs of the managc.r also plny 

a considerable role in his perception of the data. For instance, Hntmner 

·and Ringel (1965) show that the lack of confidence of a manager in the 

data set cause him to delay action or even to refuse to act. Earlier, 

'l'ajfc.l ( 1957) had shown that differences in the .a priori value attributed 

to the data influence the perception of their objective importance. 

Mpre generally, ·a nonmotivated user won'-t: make use of the data; while 

a motivated manager may unduly emphasize certain aspects in the. data. 

Mulhern (1972) presents an actual situation where managers preferred to 

create data which fitted their view rather than to use available data 

10 
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which they did not understand. 

1.1.2 Aspe~ts of MIS Intelligence 

The above section has shown that, accor~ing to one school of 

research, the manager is inevitably led to look at the data with his 

own cognitive style and with tl{e biases which his task, position, and 

beliefs impose on him. Another school of research, oriented more toward 

stati~tical than behavioral considerations, focuses on the other ~nd of 

the MIS problem; that is, data processing aspects. The general idea is 

to entrust the computer system with tasks of statistical inference. so 

.that the manager is given a digest of the data rather than the ra~ data 

themselves. / 

This. approach has resulted in proposals .for making the MIS be-

come intelligent and, consequently, has resulted in scales for judging 

/the intelligence of observed management information systems. Two such 

scal~s are.presented below: 

Znnnetos (1968) 

I. State modules of raw data 
2. Classify data (perceive 

differences) 
3. Extract differences 
4. Store simple cause/effect 

relationships 
5. Manipulate cause/effect 

relationships 
6. Infer probabil istically 

and challenge models 
7. Derive functional rela

tions from experience 
8. Appreciate own inferen

tial behavior 

Table 1.1 

Mo~tgomcri (1971) 

I. Pre~proccss raw data (Clean, 
Edit) 

2, Create, organize, eliminate 
files 

3. Maintain and update files 
4. Retrieve information 
5. Perform logical operations 

on data 
6. Apply statistical trans

formations 
7. Generate digest reports 

11 



Although Zannetos' model is somewhat more idealistic than Montgomery's, 

they both illustrate the same point; namely, that actual systems rarely 

go beyond steps 3 or 4, while suitable systems should have capacities 

starting at step 5 and up. Consequently, the researchers advocating 

the: intelligence approach, recommend that computer systems be refined 

and sophisticated enough to provide a level of tti_ntelligence" (inferen-

tial power). 

Some researchers have gone even further by proposing that moral 

issues be added to the factual and statistical aspects of the manager's 

information query. Kunz and Rittel (1970) propose that four different 

types of issues be distinguished: 

(1) 
( 2) 

( 3) 
( 4) 

Factual issues: Is x 
Moral issues: Shall 
Explanatory issues: 
Instrumental issues: 

the case? 
x become the case? 
Is x the reason for y? 
.Is x an appropriate means for accom
plishing y? 

'J.'ypes (1) and (3) above arc included in Zannetos' and Montgomery's frame-

works. On the other hand, Types (2) and (4) include moral and tcleo-

logical issues \vhich are also part of the management process. The e:X:··· 

tent to which computer systems can replace management in this rcspeet is 

still not very clear at this point. We leave it here as an open qucs-

tion---our own observation being that present computers have no "moral" 

capacity. 

Very 1 i ttle evidence is available on the utility of systems 

which present a modicum of uintell:h_gence" i that is, s.ome d_ata digesting • 

. One interesting experiment was with an interactive system in a production-

inventory situation (Chervany and Dickson, 1974)," where data was pre-

s;nted either in _raw form, or condensed by means of summary stat!istics. 

The results of the experience support the general contention that the 
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condensation of the data improves the managerial performance. It was 

also shown that the performance of managers using the summary data was 
I 

more predictable than that of manage~s using the raw data. But one 

unexpected and undesirable side effect was that the users of:the summary 

data had less confidence in their decisions. 

I.l.3 An Interactive Paradigm for Information 

The above result--that managers using summary statistics achieved 

a better performance, but had less confidence in their decisions than 

managers using raw data,--shows that the "intelligence .. of a MIS may 

adversely "influence" its users. A sophisticated system may have infor-

mational benefits but behavioral costs in the sense that its users do 

not "trust" it in various ways. Reciprocally, a system which produces 

masses of. raw data is beneficial cost-wise (the cost per datum is very 

low), but results in information overload on the user side, There needs 

to be a balance between the level of sophistication of a system and the 

level of satisfaction of its users. 

At the elementary level of the relation between the manag~r m~ 

the data-base, it is proposed that information results from the inter-

actiqn of the manager's mental models \.Jith the data evidence: It is 

the manipulation of event (data) to observer (manager) that allows him 

todiscovermeaning (Johnson, l969) •. According to this view, the infor-

mation search is described as ~n interactive process between the manager 

and his data so as to reach a line of evidence which satisfies the man-

ager's quer~. This description is general enough to.account for a whole 

set of possible empirical situations of informat'ion search. Is it pos-

sible_to describe the interactive relationship between, the manager and 
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the data into more specific terms? 

· The notion of a trade-off between the costs and the benefits of 

information provides one interesting specification of the interaction 

paradigm. According to the cost:benefit model (Marschak, 1968, 1974), 

the interaction between the manager and his data is dictated by the· 

economic objective of maximizing the utility of information. The 

utility is defined as a function of two criteria, benefit (gross payoff) 

and cost, increasing in the former and decreasing in the latter. The 

costs of a system are easily computed as the costs of the information 

services to the manager. On the other hand, it is more difficult to 

determine the economic benefits of a system. Marschak proposed than an 

economic evaluation of the benefits is possible, where "benefit" is 

defined as: The expected des irabil i.ty of the outcomes of managerial 

actions decided on the basis of the information produced by the system.-

This cost:benefit formulation has been tested in experiments 

where subjects are placed in a situation of information-purchase (Irwi.H 

and Smith, 1957; L:mzet:ta and Kanareff, 1962; Edwards, 1965; llcrsluuan 

and I,evine, 1.970). Th(~ experimental results show that: 

(l) 'l'he general strategy of information purchE1se obe.ys the. rule 
"purchase another datum if it is subjectively worth more 
than it costs."' 

(2) Subjects' strategies satisfy the,above qualitative rule 
rather than optimize its utility-maximization formulation. 
Depending on the circumstances, subjects purch~se less 
infortnation (Lanzetta and Kanareff) or more inform.:ition 
(Hershman·and Levine) than the maximization of utility 
would indicate-. 

This general result points to the value of the cost:benefit approach 

more as qualitative paradigm than a uniquely quantifiable model. 

When the cost:bcnefit model is·used to evaluate a given MIS, it 

14 
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may be particularly difficult to estimate the system's benefits in the 

same terms as its costs (for example, in dollars). Most of the benefits 

of an information system relate to some behavioral change, over a period 

of 'time, in a' variety of ways, as opposed to the economic, immediate, 

specific nature of costs. Consequently, it has been advocated that the 

benefi.ts of a given system: be estimated in qualitative rather than 

quantitative terms. For instance, Swanson (1974) measures the management 

benefits of an actual system through an attitudinal (qualitative) vari-
, . 

able called "managerial appreciation . .,. More generally, it is proposed 

that the benefits of a system be evaluated in reference to the quaiita-

tive appreciation of its users. 

The emphasis on the us~rs' appreciation is fairly new in manage-

ment science, where the natural tendency for scientists is to measure a 

system's benefits in accordance to their own technical·viewpoint (Church-

man, 1972b). Consequently, it requires some effort ori the scientist's 

part to accept that users may have a say in the appreciation of system's 
; 

benefitt;. Aecording to King c.md Cleland (1975), it may even requite thv. 

scientist to chauge radically his value system, and to adoi>t the. bcli('f 

that 

a technically-optimum'system which goes unused is inferior to a 
system which is technically inferior, but perceived to be useful 
by the organization's -managers.· 

. 
The present ,thesis is an effort to reconciliate the two sides of MIS 

c 

design--technical optimality and practical utility. Accordingly, it 

will include developments and results concerning the technical feasi-

bility as well as the managerial feasibility of graphic displays. 
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!.2 ~anagemcnt and Graphics 

1.2.1 Graphic Displays in Management 

It is a well-observed fact of management fife that graphic 

displays are used in a variety of situations and trades. For instance, 

in a field study realized in France (Kitous, 1972), graphic displays 

were found to be practicaLly used in the building industry (Gantt type 

charts), in: the oil industry (inventory control charts), and in public 

~dministration (scatter plots and maps to display statistical data). 

'l'hese ·findings were confirmed by a subsequent empirical study made in 

the United States; business documents collected on-site show a definite· 

tendency for managers to use graphic displays as an aid to decision-

making (Internal reports were collected at the United Airlines Company, 

Davis Skaggs Company, and the United States Department of Labor in San 

Francisco). There even exist specific business periodicals exclusively 

devoted to the publication of graphic charts, such as the "3-'rrenus" 

series in the stockmnrket business. 

The variety of graphic formats used in management situations 

seems overwhelming. However, it is possible to differentiate between 

two basically different modes of graphic representation: 

(1) Certain representations, such as those used in advertising, 
present pictorial· information: people, familiar films, or 
photos. The basic characteristic o~ these is to be aesthet
ically pleasing. 

( 2) Another branch of graphic:::; has. dev_eloped formal displays 
basea· upon ge.-ornet:r ic and/or symbolic rules' where learning 
has a certain role to play. By opposition with the immedi
ate, intuitive status of pictorial representations, these 
representations have a rational or constructed status. 

At the macrol c.vel o[ a gcncr<tl theory of graphic dis plays, there are 

undoubtedly relations between t;hese two basic grC:lphic formats. For the 
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purpose.of this thesis, however, only the second type of graphic repre-

sentations \.Jill be cons ide red, thus excluding purely aesthetic consider-

ations out of the boundaries of the present research. 

According to a theoretical framework proposed by Bertin (1967), 

the area of rational, or constructed, graphics can be divided into 

three types: plots, graphs, and ·inaps. In each case, two- or three-

dimensional representations are possibie. Since most management appli-

cations are two-dimensional, and since two-dimensionality carries the 

essential implications of any such graphic representation, we shall· 

1imit our attention to two-dimensional displays. 

(a) Plots 

A plot is any graphic representation such that the two dimensions 

of the'plane are explicitly used. Each dimension represents a variable, 

or some expli.cit set of differentiable variations such as catego~ics, 

'l'he table sbown be, low presents different types and instances of ''plots,'' 

with some corresponding management applications: 

Table 1.2 

'l'ypc~ _I_n_s_t_a_n_c_e_s Appl icat ioiiS · · 1----~~~--------------------·---------------------·------------------~--~--~l 

Continuous plane 
(Cartesian) 

Discrete plane 

1'ime-series 

Scatter-Plots 

Matrix Displays 
(e.g., Bar Profiles) 

Economic Forecasti~g 
Control Systeins 

Market Analysis · 

Performance Comparisons 

The concept which is essential to the plotting of data is the notion of 

two-dimensional position; that is, it is possible to determine a 2-D 
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"address" for each available data item. Depending on how the plane is 

used, it is said to be used in a continuous or discrete manner. We 

shall later examine the specific case of matrix displays in more detail. 

(b) Graphs 

A graph is a set of points, called nodes, such that at least 

some pairs of nodes are connected by branches, called edges. A whole 

set of mathematical methods, placed under the name "graph theory'' have 

been specifically devised to solve graph problems (Berge, 1958, 1968; 

Ore, 1963). The most important definitions, with respect to management 

applications are: 

(1) A graph is said to be connected when there exists a path 
between any two of its nodes. 

( 2) A circuit in a graph is a path which is close.d on itself. 

(3) A tree is a connected graph that has no circuits. 

The table shown belm.J summarizes some of the graphic aspects of graphr;. 

::raph 

Connected graph 

Trees 

Table 1.3 

Ne.tworkr; of 
relations 

PER'r diagram and 
Gantt chart 

Hierarchical 
representations 

Group behavior in 
organizations 

Production scheduling, 
activity networks 

Organization Chart 

'J'he use of graphs has found a large application in the managerial world, 

\vhi.eh may Le nccountcd for by the relative simplicity of their design 

(Citrenbaum, 1972). 

18 
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(c) Maps 

A map is a constructed representation of spatial Telations in 

the human physical world. Haps are the most ancient graphic representa-

tions to have been rationally constructed for human usage. They present 

' 
some fascinating problems of p~ojection (projecting three dimensions 

into two) and "mapping•~ (producing maps at various resolution levels). 

Maps are currently used in almost all manageriaJ acti~ities involving 

spatial decisionmaking sucl). as transportation, urban planning, warehouse . 
locations, etc. 

I.2.2 Interactive Graphics ·and Management 

The recent availability of low-cost computer graphics terminals 

has triggered the process of implementation of graphic aids in ·mana-

gerial environments. The rationale behind the ti'se of such termin-als is 

· that: 

(1) They insure repeatability and prec1.s1.on in the design -of 
graphic displays; the displays are drawn by the computet· 
according to formal, repetitive rules (Sutherland, 1963); 

( 2) They permit obtaiuing several different displays (n\ul tiple 
pictures) of' the same datn-l•ase, which is an improvement 
over the "one-p<Jsd" procedti:rc \-/here one display only is 
produced (Welsch,, 197lJb). 

(3) 'fhe poHer of the computer is coupled with the gener·ality of 
the graphic formats, thus enabling heuristic se~rch mcth6ds 
to be applied to problems ~tich cannot be solved by the 
usual optimization methods (Newell, .1969; Garman, 1970) • 

/ 

The most important _reasons why interactive com~uter graphics 

have recently reached a large management audience is their- low cost . 

. The following table summarizes-some-price data (in 1975-1976) for inter-

active graphic terminals 1 including computer interfaces: 
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Table 1.4 

Lease 
Brand Device Model Purpose Price($) ($/month) 

$6,000 
·..;~ 

Digivue Plasma Display 512-60 All 
Imlac Refresh Tube PDS-ID All 9,970 
Princeton Storage Tube 801 All 8,150 
Tektronix Storage Tube 4010 All 4,000 150-350 

4051 All 6,995 280-450 

Quotron Alpha-screen 800 Stockmarket 200-300 
MCM Alpha-printer MCP AP L-keyboard 5,500 

As can be seen by comparing the upper part of the table (graphic termi-

na1s) with its lower part (alphanumeric terminals), the price range for 

graphic terminals ($4,000-$10,000) is only slightly superior to the 

price range for alphanumeric terminais. Moreover, it is expected that 

the price of graphic terminals will still decrease in the years ahead, 

due to the development of improved technologies (Society for Information 

Display, Proc.eedings Los Angeles, 1975). On the basis of the prices 

nhove, it is possible to estimate the display cost of an elementary plot 

produced int<::rnctive1y at: about $1.00, under the assumptions t:ha1· the 

t:cr:minal is used 5 hours p(~r day to produce an aven:~ge of 15 pluts each 

hour. Even with a threefold increase (to include the computer-procesaing 

cost), this cost remains fairly low compared to fhe cost of a human~made 

plot. 

Management science research in interactive computer graphics 

has dev~l_opcd_ o_n _the _1 in~s .. of S.utherland Is computer program caned 

Sketchpad (1963). The general idea is to usc graphic displays as means 

for communicating the results of analytical procedures applied to typical 

problen)s. Sketchpad itself enables the user to measure the mechanical 
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tensions and forces which a graphic representation implies (for example, 

draw a bridge and measure the implied forces). Typical management sci-

ence applications include: 

(l) Garman's Hags (1970) which uses Gantt charts as an interface 
to the solution of simple and complex job-shop scheduling 
problems • 

. ( 2) We{sch' s Troll (1974a) where scatfe~~ plots and tree repre
sentations-are interfaced to statistical methods. 

(3) Scriabin and Vergin's Layout (1975) which uses graph_ic lay
outs as a means to convey spatial cOnstraints in plant lay
out problems. 

. . 
1.2.3 Hanagement and Graphics: A'Research Problem 

The aforementioned evidence concerning the relations between . 

management and graphics can be summarized into two propositions: 

PI: Graphic displays are widely used in practical management 
situations. 

P2: It is possible to design interactive systems 
interface between the user (manager) and the 
pr6ce~ures is made up of graphic displays. 

where the 
data an<llytic 

• 

'I'hese propositions are useful descriptions of what is practically done 

and Hhnt can potentially be done. But they do not explain whether spe--

cifi.c graphic representations would be useful, ar1d: if so why. Only ot1C 

study in rn<'lnagcment science seems to have thoroughly considered 'the is--

sues associated with the usage of graphic displais (Scott Hort6n, 1971). 

·.Having observed how real-life managers reacted to the introduction of 

·an. interactive graphic system in their direct environment, Scott Horton 

in his research (Ph.D. thesis) reaches the.conclusion that graphic dis-

plays had a. strong positive effect s incc they related precisely to the 

cognitive needs of the managers involved in the planning process. Time-

series plots impr-oved the coordination between the production and mar-

keting policies of the firm, and fu~thermore in the planning-of the 
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production it$clf graphs introduced organizational changes. This evi

dence drives us directly to the present dissertation which will focus 

on a specific class of graphic displays. 

I.3 A Management Stience Approach to Graphic Displays 

In this section, we develop the view that graphic displays are 

models having definite cognitive implications for decision making. 

Con~equently, it seems possible to apply a managem~nt science approach 

to an explanation of the relations between management tasks and graphic 

displays. A methodology is proposed for assessing the feasibility of 

graphi~ displays in a managerial environment. 

I.3 .1 The Cognitive Implications of Graphic Displays 

The common belief which has hindered the development of rational 

gr~phic research is the idea that graphic displays are essentially the 

"cosmetics" of management life. This belief is itself related to the 

notion that· graphic displays arc used to make things "look pretty," and 

that they must come at the very end of the data analytic process. 'l'oo 

much attention to the acsthctical side of graphics has led to lll~.glect of 

its rational side and to belief that graphics have no nthinking" i.rnpli-

cations. 

Happily enough, this common credence has not prevented a number 

of statisticians, economists, and geographers· from examining the think

ing side of graphics--that is, graphic displays as an aid to human cog

nition. The results obtained to date are summarized below in a sixfold 

categorization expressed in qualitative terms. This categorization pro;. 

vides explanat:or·y guitlel incs as to why graphic displays might be useful 

interfaces in the manager/data relationship. 
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(1) Graphic Displays convey relations of proximity between ob
jects. 

This is the most ev~dent, yet least understood property 
of graphic displays. The pcrcept~on of relations of 
proximity between objects enables the user to recognize 
groups of neighboring objects. Consequently, it may 
be the basis for the determination of clusters, with 
all its implic~tions for categori~ation purposes (Zahn, 
1971) • 

(2) Graphic Displays permit us to recognize relations of simi
larity. 

Although, distant in space, two objects might be similar 
(for example, have the same color). Graphic Displays 
permit us to recognize such similarities and, more 
generally, to compare the features of perceived objects. 
This is the basis for inferential activities based on 
comparison: For instance, t~o time-series might be 
compared according to their trends, cycles, and turning 
points (Burns and Mitchell, 1946; Box and Jenkins, 1970). 

(3) Graphic Displays lead to inferences based upon simple geo
metric structures. 

_Scatter plots a_re interpreted in terms of "clouds". o[ 
points, regression procedures in terms of a regression 
line, and independence between.variables in terms of 
or:thogonality (right angularity). The appearance of 
geometric structures in the. display has strong impl ica
tions for the associated cognitive process. ( cf. the~ 
development of specific procc.:dures for recognizing 
normality in analysis of varia!1ce, Wilk ;mel Gnanadcsi.kan, 
1968). <1 

(4) Graphic Displays reduce the amount of detail ~l the data. 

The degree of detail available in a map can be varied 
simply by changing the mapping scale which_relates the 
"map space" (in inches) to the "physical space" (in 
miles). Similarly, graphic displays, in general, offer 
an opportunity for mapping numerical items irito grnphic 
variations ~1ich have less resolution. This reductive 
process may be detrimental to absolute precision, but 
it often results in a better perception of the relative 
importance of events (global trends and patterns) (Ber
tin, 1967). 

(5) Graphic Displays can be manipulated for better interpretation. 

Geometric transformations such as rotation, translation, 
and (under certain assumptions) f,;caling by a positive 
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constant can be applied to cartesian displays. This 
permits giving a substantive interpretation to spatial 
configurations (it is of much use in FactorAnalysis). 
Other than cartesian plots, there are display types 
that also have their own manipulative rules: For in
stance, when a graph is known to be "planar," it can 
be rearranged so that no two edges intersect, thus 
facilitating the perception of implied relations (Ore, 
1963). 

· (6) Graphic Displays require some implicit geometric knowledge. 

Cross-cultural studies of visual perception (Segall, 
Campbell, and Herskovits, 1966) have shown that other 
cultures than ours do not perceive displays the same 
way. It is suggested that most 2-D graphic representa
tions require some implicit knowledge of geometric no
tions and conventions. Most such knowledge is of a 
high school level. · 

It results from the above sixfold argument that graphic displays 

have a certain generality for data analytic purposes. Welsch (19~4a, 

1974b) and Tukey (1971, 1975) propose that they be the essential nieans 

for exploratory dat~ analysis. Quenouille (1952) goes further and pro-

poses that graphic displa~s be used for statistical testing purposes. 

It is sufficient, at this point, to observe that graphic displays have 

been recognized as a rational m(~ans foi: aidinr; intellectual inference. 

'l'his may explain \Jhy they have. found such popularity in managem~·.nt 

circles. 

1.3.2 Graphic Displays as Models 

Up to this point, we have argued as if al"l forms of graphic dis-

play lu~d the same value and/or implications. It is suggested now that 

there are major. types- of ·graphic repres-entation and that each type has 

its own assumptions and implications in much the same way as management 

science models do, One subtle and interesting way to uncover the funda-

mental assumptioris of a given mode of display is to consider the distance 
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axioms on which it rests. 

In any type of graphic representation, .there exists a metric; 

that is, a scale that assigns to every pair of points a and b a distance 

value d(a, b). The following conditions are usually regarded to be 

reasonable·axioms of distance (after Beals, Krantz, and Tversky, 1968): 

. Equation 1.1 Positivity: d(a,a) = 0 and d(a,b) ~ 0 
. The distance between a point and itself is zero. 

tance between any two points is positive. 

Equation 1.2 Symmetry: d(a,b) = d(b,a) 

if a t b 
The dis-

Equation 1.3 Triangle inequality: d(a·,b) + d(b,c) ~d(a,c) 
Given any three points is graphic space, the sum of the 
distances from the first to the second and from the second 
to the tliird is not less than the distance from the first 
to the third. 

' l 

Most graphic modes of representation satisfy these three condi-
. > 

tions, plus a fourth one, more specific and more constrained than the 

above. For instance, distances in the Cartesian plane obey Equations 

1.1, 1.2, and 1.3~ plus the Euclidean axiom: 

r. 2 2 ~ 
Equation !~ d(.a, h) = LCxa xb) + CYa - Yb) J 

where x and y arc the x and y-axis coordinates. 

Quite in the f:ame manner, most graphic representations satisfy a "Lourtlt 

axiom.'' 

When graphic displays are used in nwnagement circumstances, 

attention is almost never paid to the "fourth axiom,·~ which is made 

implicitly by the chosen mode of_graphic representation (corisequently, 

one may ''fore~· some data set into a representation which does not quite 

correspond to it). For insta~ce, it has been recently proposed to use 

hierarchical tree representations to. indicate, clusters of attitudes in 

marketing analysis (Green and Wind; 1975). Nowhere in this marketing 

proposal are the ~istance implications of hierarchical trees clearly 
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assessed. Suppose, for instance, that the perceived distances between 

three brands A, B, ·and C are as follows (left): 

Figure 1.1 

Perceived Distances Reconstructed Distances 

Distance 
A 

1.00 

B c 
1.10 A B c 

The three objects A, B, and C presented on the left hand side diagram 

can be hierarchically clustered (tree on the right) by th.e following 

operations: 

(1) Start by clustering A and B which have the shortest distance. 

(2) Then join C to the object-cluster (A,B) at the minimum dis
tance of C with (A,B): that is, at d(B,C) = 1.10; 

Clearly the hierarchical tree on the right (Figure 1.1) does 

not convey the original distance relations within the data, because 

d(A,C) =·~ 1.10 instead of 1,49. This resu1 ts from the very process of 

building a hierarchical tree. It has been sho\,'Il indeed that distance 

relations in a hierarchical tree obey the following condition: 

Equa!_ion 1~ d(A,C) ~ MAXIMUM GICA,B), d(B,C~ . 
'£his axiom called the "ul trametr ic inequality" (Johnson, 
1967) is a necessary and sufficient condition for a hier
archical tree representation to hold, It is mbre constrained 
than the "triangle inequality" mentioned above (Equation 1.3) 
since clead)~:- -

Equation 1.6 MAXIHUM @_CA,U); d(B,C~~ d(A,B) + d(B,C) 
Consequently, we might say that the ~'ultrametric incqualit~· 
is the "fourth axiom" specification for hierarchical ·tt"ee 
graphics. 

In summary, the choice of a graphic mode.of representation--such 
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as hierarchical trees, cartesian ;plots, etc. ,--involves using a particu-

lar topological model. It is proposed that the topological assumptions 

corresponding to a given graphic mode-l must be eli'cited before such 

model .is extensively .used. This is· particularly impo-rtant in a manage-

ment science context. 

I.3.3 A Methodology of Feasibility Assessment 

Before we propose a methodology for dealing with the graphic 

display issue, let us summarize the thread of our argumentation to this 

point: 

(1) We choose to focus on the relation between the individual 
manager and his data-base. 

(2) Graphic display seems to be a widely used manager/data inter
face, with a large variety of pos~ible tormats. 

(3) Interactive computer graphic systems illustrate the paradifp 
of an interactive search for information through graphics. 

( 4) Besides the observation thnt graphics and analytical method~; 
c.omplemcnt well, there is not much management science evi
dence on the relations bct\vecn graphics and manag(~ment. 

(5) A line of rcsenrch in statistics suggests that graphic dis-· 
plays are an efficient support to. cognitive tasks •. 

(6) Another line of r·escarch (topology) shows that gr:1phic dis-· 
plays are spati<tl rnotlels with strong metric impl.icatiotiS. 
1'his suggests to explore the available research results in 
the visual perception of graphic displays: 

'l'hc purpose of our research is to put together a useful structure 

for management graphics as suggested in ( 4) above·; 

In view of this purpose, and the lack of graphic knowledge within 

management sci.ence, it is necessary to propose a methodology \vhich com-

hines safety and risk. On the advice of c. W. Churchman, a methodology 

of feasibility assessment has been chosen, with the following features: . 
(a) Among the variety of graphic dis plays in ( 2), sel f'.ct one 
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graphic type and formulate the thesis that it is feasible 
to use in this particular type of display as a support to 
management tasks. 

(b) Identify findings relevant to the thesis of the feasibility 
of the above type of display. In particular, qualify the 
tentative lines (5) and (6) above for this specific type 
of display. 

(c) Structure the findings into some guidelines for a theory of 
the selected display type, and eventually provide a quanti
tative formulation to those guidelines. 

(d) Translate the above findings and the theoretical formulation 
into management sci-ence terms so that their rele.vance is 
clearly seen. 

(e) Develop a model of the utilization of the selected type of 
graphic representation within specific tasks of management. 
This model might receive an interactive formulation as sug
gested in (3). 

(f) Implement the above model on a case-study basis, with the 
participation of. one or a few managers. Record and analyze 
their reactions to the proposed graphic displays (as sug
gested in I.l.3). 

The safety factors in the above methodology are (a), (b), and 

(f); the risk factors are (c), (d), and (e). The methodology should 

at least confirm or deny the. feasibility of the proposed graphics nnd 

gather- some empirical evidence in a specific managcr'inl environment:. 

The lx~st result which it could provide is a theoretical fram~~work having 

an explanatory value as to why the selected graphic mode is useful for 

management tasks. Thus, the concept of "feasibility assessment," as it 

is used here, involves much more than merely the consider~t.i9n of the 

physical realization of graphics. It includes their justification on 

the basis of scientific ·!?.vidence--available across disciplines, their-

theorization by a work of synthesis, and the observation of the process 

by which some managers c:mue to incorporate and/or reject graphics into 

their management ·process. 
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The plan of this thesis reflects its methodology (points (a) to 

(f) above): 

(a) In the next section (I.'+), we select a. certain type of 
graphic representations called "Matrix Displays." 

(b) Evidence supporting the thesis of the feasibility of Matrix 
Displays is given in chapters II (Experimental Psychology) 
and III (Data Analysis). 

(c) A contr'ibution to ·a theory of Matrix Displays is provided 
in chapter IV (quantification procedures are proposed). 

(d) and (e) Chapter V defines a model of Matrix Display usage 
for management tasks; an interactive computer graphics pro
gram (MATBORD) is designed on the basis of this model. 

(f) Finally, chapter VI describes the implementation of Matrix 
Displays in a Hanpower Administration context. 

I.4 Matrix Displays and Management: An Opening 

The first step recommended in the above methodology is the 

selection of a type of graphic representation for in-depth ?t~dy. This 

choice could be somewhat arbitrary; in our case, ·it has been guided by 

empirical considerations, which we shall try to enunciate now. 

!.4.1 Some Results of an Empirical St{tdy 

In 1971-72, I had an opportunity to carry out a field study 

aimed at detennining the empirical formats which managers nsc in order 

to display their own data. On the advice of J. Bertin, I formulated 

·the explora'tory hypothesis that these formats would indicate how the 

manager ind ividualiy relates to his data. I interviewed a sample of 

17 medium- to upper-line managers in France; three United States managers 

were latter added to the study. I required each manager to designate 

the informational document which he thinks most important for his own 

·managerial needs, and to describe how this specific document is used in 
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relation to daily dec is ions. Moreover, I collected a copy of the docu-

ment for later analysis. 

The results of this study are relevant to .our inquiry into 

graphic displays (Kitous, 1972). Of the 20 managers I interviewed, 

6 were found to use graphic docu!l'ents as an individualized aid to deci-

sion making; the other 14 us~d numerical. data tables. I also found that 

managers using graphics displays were careful to keep the numerical 

sources of the data available, either by superimposing numbers on the 

plots, or by keeping a data table along with the graphic display. The 

amount of data "containedu within a graphic display was found to be 

approximately equal to the amount of data made available through numeri-

cal tables: In both cases, I found an average numl>er of 100 to 150 data 

items per page. All the personalized reports were found to be short 

(2 to 3 pages maximum). 

Among the six graphic displays which were collected, four were 

"time-series•i type and two were "Hatrix Display" types. By "Hatrix 

Displays" I mean displays organized in a matrix-like fashion, with 

graphic variations locatect at the intcrse~tion of rows and coluuuts. For 

instnnee, Icollected a weekly matrix profile used by a marketing manager 

to compare the sales of several food products over a variety of distri-

l>ution channels (supermarkets, co-op stores, etc.). 'l.'he difference l>e-

tween time-series and Matrix Displays is several-fold, including: 

(1) Difference in concept: Time-series emphasize the time ori
-~entatton of-~all events I while Hatr:i.x Displays show effects 

in space (space of products X space of distribution channels). 

(2) Difference in display: Time series are based upon a cb.rte
si<m, c0ntinuous rc.pr('scntnt:ion, while 1'1atrix Displays use 
a i·eprcsl'.nt:nt.ion \-'.i.Lh lliscretc, categorical row and column 
entries. 
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(3) Difference in preparation and updating: Time-series are 
relatively easy to prepare and update on commercial graph 
paper. Matrix Displays require either much Hork, or the 
availability of specific office material such as magnetic 
boards, card holders,. color pastes, etc. (One French inter
viewee had such a material. In the United States, "Executive 
Planning Inc." produces equivalent materials.) 

I.4.2 Research on Matrix Disp_lays 

According to the results of the above research, tw9 different 

possible graphic displays might be selected for a management science 

inquiry: time-series plots or Matrix Displays. After s-ome in-depth 

thinking, I chose to focus on the case of Matrix Displays, which is, 

indeed, a managerial decision. 

In making the decision as to what problem he should work on, 
the operations researcher is in effect making a managerial 
judgment that working on some parficular problem is a better use 
of resources than any other-alternative use (Churchman, 1972a, 
p. 9). 

The rational part of this choice can be expressed as: 

(1) The belief that Matrix bisplays are potentially of general 
usage in management, because they fit the tabular.format of 
numerical data (Bertin, J. 96B). 

(2) 'I.'he observa1.iou that there has been very little. refleeUon 
on the significance of Hatrix Displays for management. lt. 
seems that thP research payoff would be higher herP than 
on time-seric1:; displays, which haw: already benef i.U~d from 
statistical research (from Burns and Mitchell (1946) to 
Box and Jenkins (1970)). 

(3) The empirical finding that Matrix Displays are difficult to 
prepare and update through ordinary pap~r-and-pencil means 
suggests that interactive computer graphics could find here 
an interesting application. The "cost gap" which seems to 
prevent Matrix Displays from receiving a larger audience 
c.ould be bridged by interactive display procedures. 

1.4.3 Definition and Example of Natrix Display 

Definition, A Matrix Display is the two-dimensional graphic 

representation of a data table such that:. 
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(1) 1'he rows and columns of the table are represented as rows 
and columns on the Matrix Display. 

(2) Each data item of the table is mapped into a graphic varia
tion in the. Matrix Display, 

(3) Homogeneous 
variations. 
homogeneous 

Ill us tr.at ion. 

data items are represented by homogeneous graphic 
(It is recommended to use data tables containing 

data; that is, data expressed in the same units~) 

I chose a published case of use of Matrix Dis-

' plays, so that the reader may refer to it. Furthermore this example 

provides a Hatri.x Display of size 20 X 8 (20 rows by 8 columns) which 

is typically in the medium-high portion of the range of matrix sizes 

which we expect to meet. The field study which I mentioned earlier 

revealed thnt most data tables are within the range 5 X 5 to 20 X 20 

(25 to 400 data items). 

In an article comparing the development of countries in tropical 

Africa, Mabogunje (1973) uses Unite.d Nations data to show the diffenm-

tial development of six African countries and two developed countries 

(Japan and the United States), Three· Matrix Displays are used to pn~sent 

Jn<lm:trinl Employment, Value Added, nnd Fixed Capital Forruation in 

20 indus l:rics. I cons :i.dcr he.re the Industrial Elnployment variable, hut 

similar re~JUlts arc obtained with the other two var'iables. '!'able 1,5 

(placed at the end of this chapter) represents the percent distribution 

of people employed in the 20 industries for each country. For instance, 

Malawi has 6.8 percent of its industrial employment in the Textile in-

dust:ry, 29.6 percent in Food products, etc. Each such data item is 

represented by a circle ~f size proportional to the corresponding £igure. 

This provides a Matrix Display '(Figure 1.1) where variations in the size. 

of dots is used to convey varintions in proportio11s. Habog~njc's com-

ments relate to the large imbalance in the distribution Df African work-
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ing population, as opposed to the balanced distiibution of Japan or the 

United States. 

Figures 1,2 and 1,3 presents two alternatives to the use of dot 

sizes. Fig~re 1,2 uses ~ertical bar profiles, and Figure 1,3 uses 

shades of grey r~presented by ~he density of grid lines to display the 

same basic information. The most interpretable display seems to be 

obtained with bar profiles. This should not be a surprising result 

since it has long been known in statistics (Gini, 1939) that graphic 

profile.s adequately convey the concept of distribution. The value-

shaded Matrix Display (1.3) is not as readily interpretable, and the 

comparison of grey densities is difficult except for contiguous cells. 

',['his suggests that perceptual effects may affect the recognition of 

'data within Mat:dx Displays, and leads to the idea that some results in 

experimental psychology would clarify the issues related to the use of 

Matrix Displays. 
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF INDUSTRIAL EMPLOYMENT IN AFRICA 
COMPARED TO JAPAN AND U~S.A 

!AFTER MABOGUNJE,1973l 

PROFILE MAl,. AWl ZAMBIA UGANDA GHANA ETHIOPIA NIGERIA JAPAN us 
BOARD 

TEXTILES .068 . 123 .29'1 .071 . 319 .216 .129 . .OS9 

PAPER 0. 0. .001 . 019 .003 .013 .033 . 036 
PRODUCTS 
.PRINTING . 036 . 0'+3 .02S .072 .02S .069 .0'+1 .0'+6 
PUBLISHING 
RUBBER 0. . 011 .006 .017 .002 .032 .01S .028 
PRODUCTS 
CHEMICALS .0'+1 0. . OS 3 .068 .032 .089 . 0'+7 . 039 

PETROLEUM 0. 0. 0. .009 0. .001 .00'+ .007 
1\ COAL 
BASIC 0. . 1'+0 .017 .010 .017 .002 .OS9 .07'+ 
METAL 
METAL 0. 0. .020 . 03S 0. .076 .067 . 013 
PRODUCTS 
FOOD .296 . 158 .303 .067 . 36 7 .078 .096 .072 
PRODUCTS 
BEVERAGES 0. .083 .023 .05S .0'+2 .027 .01'+ .008 

TOBACCO .2'+2 0. .01'+ .0'+'+ .008 .029 .00'+ .005 

FOOTWEAR .066 0. .020 .07'1 .oso .0'+9 .037 .100 

LEATHER 0. 0. 0. .00'+ .010 .012 .005 .007 

WOOD .029 .101 .081 .261 .028 .085 . 052 .036 
PRODUCTS 
FURNITURES .029 .039 .028 .0'+3 .023 . 052 .026 .026 

OTHER .051 . 12'+ .038 .037 .072 . 039 .050 .03'+ 
NON-I'IETALL 
I'IACHJNERV .012 0. .020 0. 0. .00'+ .086 .096 

ELECTIIJCAL .012 .010 .003 .005 0. .008 .095 .096 
I'IACHJNERV 
TRANSPORT . 117 .133 . 053 .093 0. . 105 .072 .11'+ 
EQUJPI'IENT 
I'IJSCELLANE 0. .033 .001 .01'+ 0. .015 .068 .0'13 
ous 

XBL 767-8645 

Table 1. 5 

--·-----·---·---·--------~-~·-------··~----
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MATRIX DISPLAY REPRESENTATION OF TABLE 1.5 
THE SIZES OF THE DOTS ARE PROPORTIONAL TO THE DATA 

THE HIGHEST DOTS ATTRACT ATTENTION 

PROFILE MALAWI ZAMBIA UGANDA GHANA ETHIOPIA NIGERIA JAPAN us 
BOARD 

TEXTILES e (D @ e e ® @ Ef} 

PAPER 
PRODUCTS 0 0 0 0 
PRINTING 

0 ~ e e ~ ~ PUBLISHING 0 0 

RUBBER 
0 0 PRODUCTS 0 0 0 

CHEMICALS 
~ e EIJ 0 EB ~ 0 

PETROLEUM 
" COAL 0 

BASIC @ Ef} EB METAL 0 0 0 

METAL 
0 EB e EB PRODUCTS" 0 

FOOD @ @ @ EIJ e EB EB EB PRO.DUCTS 
BEVERAGES 

EB 0 e ~ 0 .Q 0 

TOBACCO ® ~ 0 0 0 

FOOTWEAR e EB ~ ~ 0 qj 0 

LEATHER 
0 0 0 

WOOD ·o qj EB PRODUCTS ® 0 EB e 0 
FURNITURE$ 

0 0 0 ~ 0 e 0 0 

OTHER e (D 0 NON.;.METALL 0 EB 0 e 0 

I'IACHINERV 
0 0 EB qj 

ELECTRICAL 
MACHINERY 0 0 0 qj EB 
TRANSPORT G) @ e EB ~ EB. \B EQUIPMENT 
I'IISCELLANE 

0 0 0 e ~ .. ous 

XBL767-8644 

Figure 1. I 
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MATRIX DISPLAY REPRESENTATION OF TABLE 1.5 
THE SIZES OF THE BARS ARE PROPORTIONAL TO THE DATA. 

NOW VERTICAL PROFILES CAN BE COMPARED 

PROFILE MALAWI ZAMBIA UGANDA GHANA ETHIOPIA· NIGERIA JAPAN us 
BOARD 

TEXTILES m I m m m m I m 
. PAPER I I· I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ PRODUCTS 

PRINTING ~ ~ ~ m ~ m ~ ~ PUBLISHING 
RUBBER I ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ PRODUCTS 
CHEMICALS ~ I ; m ~ m m ~ 
PETROLEUPI I I I ~ I I ~ ~ " COAL 
BASIC I !I ~ ~ g I ; m METAL 
METAL I I ~ ~ I ·m m m PRODUCTS 
FOOD m I) a m m m m m PRODUCTS 
BEVERAGES I m ~ ; ~ ~ ~ ~ 
TOBACCO m I ~ m ~ ~ ~ ~ 
FOOTWEAR m I ~ m ; ; ~ I 
LEATHER I I I ~ ~ ~ ~ ·~ 
WOOD ~ I ; E ~ ; ; ~ PRODUCTS 
FURNJTURES ~ m ~ m ~ ; ~ ~ 
OTHER ; I ~ ~ m ~ m ~ NON-PIE TALL 
PIACHJNERV ~ I ~ I I ~ ; m 
ELECTRICAL ~ ~ I ~ I ~ m m PIACHJNERV 
TRANSPORT I !I ; m I I m I EQUJPPIENT 

.I'IJSCELLANE I ~ I ·~ I ~ m rn ous 

XBL 767-8643 

Figure 1. 2 
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MATRIX DISPLAY REPRESENTATION OF TABLE 1.5 
THE SHADES ARE PROPORTIONAL TO THE DATA 

DARKEST SHADES CORRESPOND TO HIGHEST DATA VALUES 

ZAMBIA UGANDA GHANA ETHIOPIA NIGERIA 
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I 1 IJ j_ 
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CHAPTER II 

MATRIX DISPlAYS AND liDMAN VISUAL PERFORMANCE 

The objective of the present chapter is to provide an answer 

to the question: 

To what extent do experiments on human perception support the 
'feasibility thesis? 

Given the multiple implications of this quest,ion, I shall try 

to review and to organize the available evidence so that the strong 

points, as well as the weaknesses, of research results clearly appear. 

All over this section, I shall make use of the acronym HUS to stand for 

"the. human subject, ... in relation to experimental data, The ·acronym 

provides a convenient fiction for the purpose of paying attention in a 

systematic manner .to the way HUS reacts to Matrix Displays. 

"Practically, when I say that HUS is faced with a Matrix Display, 

I mean that lll.JS tries to extract information from a matrix which is 

filhod with visual items of varying size and/or form and/or shade, etc, 

'l'his practical situation has never been studied as such in experimental 

psychology, because of its inherent complexity. ~~here is, however, a 

large number of research works which touch on variovs aspects of this 

situation, and which can be assembled together so as to provide a quite 

complete-cove-rage- of the lllJS perception· of Matrix Displays. 

This chapter is divided into .four sections which organize the 

topic. so that the coverage of the. issues goes from the simplest situation 

(only one dot in the. Hntrix Display) to the most complex situations (the 
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matrix is fully filled with graphic items). Although the research 

evidence, which we shall mention, is mostly experimental, I shall at 

times make use of· some empirical results or observations gathered in 

more general cir~umstances. Given the intent of this thesis to be a 

contribution to an assessment of Matrix Displays, we shall adopt an 

attitud.e of critique, inference, and synthesis, rather than the usual 

descriptive tone of a review. 

I focus here on the perceptual aspects of the relation between 

liDS and Matrix Displays~ This will lead me to refer extensively to 

tasks of perceptual judgment \vhich have been defined in experimental 

psychology. Two types of tasks will be referred to during this 

chapter. 

(1) Tasks of categorical (or absolute) judgment, where ffiJS 
attempts to place a given stimulus into its proper category. 
This includes tasks such as finding its proper uame (Paired-· 
Associate tasks), or such as calling its size or reproducing 
its position on an absolute scale (Discrimination tasks). 

(2) '!'asks of comparative (or relative) judgment, wt1crc liDS com
pares a given stimulus to a given standard. This approach 
is used for the development of psychophysical sc:;:tles 
(paired comp<u·i:oon and other methods). Another instance of 
use is wh0.n HUS i.s asked to compare two visible dot pattc~rw; 
in t\W different matrices. 

II. I Tile ·Discrimination of One Dot in a Mati·ix Display 

The s irrtplest perceptual· problem on which we possess some experi-

mental evidence i.s·one Hhere the user is asked to discriminate the posi-

tion of one dot in an otherwise empty Hatrix Display. By "discrimination .. 

is nieant here the capacity of nus to recognize the position of a dot 

along the discrete x and y coordinates of a ma~rix. The experimental 

procedure rests upon absolute judgment tasks such as: 

(1) One matrix containing one dbt is presehted at a time. 
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(2) HOS·responds by reproducing or calling the dot's position 
within the matrix, 

The measure of the performance which is used is called "Information 
. . 

Transmission" and ·it reflects the amount of discrimination which HUS 

shows. 
' . 

The measurement of Information Transmission is based on Shannon•s 

theory of communication (1949). The fundamental idea is that an event 

is more informative, the more unexpected it is: Since it is possible to 

measure "e.xpectedness"' by way of a probability measure, ·it is pass ible 

toevaluate information as a function of the event's probability. When· 

we consider a se.t of e.ve.hts instead of only one event, the same reasoning 

holds and a measure of "·unexpectedness•• or uncertainty can be computed 

on the event set, Shannon proposed the following measure of uncertainty: 

n 
I = 2: (Pi X log20/pi)) 

i=l 
Eq. 2.1 

This equation provides an additive measure of information, since It + 

I2 = I1,2 accoid~1g to log PI+ log p2 = lug(pl X P2)• The usc of a 

logat:iLhmie hmctjon of base 2 relates to the .definition of: the b;.,fd.c 

unit llS a "bit"; that is, it represents £\tl amount of uncertainty equiva-

h:nt to that of a binary digit (0/1. digit or yes/no answer). A fur·ther 

characteristic.: of this measure of information is that it is sensitive 

to both the number of event set and to the relative probability of oc-

currencc of these events· themselves, 

'£hc~1atter is .very usefuL in perceptual experim~"!.nts, s illCc it 

enables the experimenter to compare the uncertainty of the stimulus ·set 

(which he defines) with the uncertainty of the response set (which liUS's 

anS\-le.rs provide)." From this comparison, it becomes possible to compute 
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an Information Transmission (I. T.) figure which indicates by how much 

HUS "recogni.zes" or .,incorporates" information (Garner and Hake, 1951). 
. J 

Suppose, for instance, an absolute judgment experiment where HUS is asked 

to discriminate the left vs. right position of a dot within a linear 

field of two posit ions. Suppose- further that liDS is presented 100 random 

instances (50 left-sided, 50 right-sided), and that the distribution 

of his responses with respect to the stimulus set show the following 

pattern: 

Table 2.1 

Table of Results (Fictitious Experim~rit) 

Stimulus 
Responses Left Right Sum 

Left 48 5 53 

Right 2 45 . 47 
-

Sum 50 so 100 

If information was perfectly transmitted by liDS, we would find that 

:my "left" stimulus receives a "-left" response, and any "right" stimulw; 

is perceived 011 the right half of the field. 'l'his is hot the case here 

since 2 "left" stimuli received ''right" response~, and 5 "right"'stimuJi 

received "left" responses. 

Hence we need a measure of information which recognizes the 

extent to which I-IUS responses correspond to t h~ expe r imen tc r' s s t i mul i. 

Shannon's measure has been shown to be suitable, since Infor·mat'ion 

Transmission can be written (Garner, 1962, p. 56): 

I.T. = T~tal Possible Uncertainty - Actual Remaining llnccrtainty 

In the casc.sho'l<.rn above, the Total Possible Uncertainty is t>quul to the 
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sum of the marginal uncertainties of the stimuli and the ·responses: 

(1) I?or the stimuli (bottom marginal row of table.) the uncertainty 
is 1 bit since. "left'' and "right" are equi-probable. 

(2) For the responses (rfght and marginal column to table), the 
uncertainty is computed on the basis of Equation 2.1, which 
gives a .997 bit uncertainty. 

(3) Tne actual remaining cert:ainty is the joint uncertainty of 
the stimuli and responses as shown inside the table, which 
is computed to be 1.356 bits. 

As a result, the information transmitted (I.T.) is estimated here to be: 

rr = 1. + .997 - 1.356 = .641 bits 

In this (fictitious) case, the experimenter would say that HUS is able 

to pick up .641 ·bits out of the 1 bit stimulus information.· 

Besides the Information Transmission measure, other experimental 

measures have proven to be of much usefulness: Two such measures are 

the measure of the reaction time which it takes liDS to· respond to a 

stimulus, and the measure of the rate of errors in his responses. In 

fact, Reaction Time (RT) and Error Rate (ER) measures are of more general 

applic;~bility than the. I.T. measure, and they adapt more easily to com-

plex experimental designs. In the following II. 3 section:, 1 shall show 

t.hnt perceptual phenomena of a qualitative. nature, such as the recogni·· 

t:ion of patterns, are more easily captured by rcaetion time and e.rror 

rate measures than by the Information Transmission measure. When the 

latter is used, the experimenter may have some difficulties understanding 

the meaning of the results, as shown below by the discussion of the 

_pot ion of "redundancy." 

lJ.l.l ~ssimilnt:i.on o( Information Ret~arding the Position of a Dot 

The problem that I shall address here is how well does HUS dis-

criminate the position of a dot located as a 2-dimensional area. 
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Before we consider two-dimensional problems, let us observe what 

happens in the one-dimensional case wher~ HUS must judge the position 

of a point~r on a line. Hake and. Garner (1951) ran an experiment on 

this issue; by varying the number of pointer positions from 5 to 50 

(that is, from 2.32 to 5.64 bits), they were able to observe the human 

capacity to make absolute judgments in one dimension. The main result 

which they obtained is that the human capacity is limited to an informa-

tion transmission level of about 3.3 bits, whi~h is approximately equiva-

lent to an ability to discriminate ten posit ions in an absolute judgment 

fashion. This results has been interpreted as an indication that there 

is some form of a "·channel capacity•• limit in perceptual discriminaticn 

and that it is possible to describe perceptual discrimination ability 

for a given problem with a single number (Garner, 1962, p. 69). In 

fact, the capacity obtained in the case of judgments of positions of a 

pointer on a line is relatively greater than those obtained for other 

visual variables such as htie, size, or brightness (respectively 3.1, 

2.8ll, and 2.34 bits according to Eriksen and Hake, 1955). Accordillg. 

to Fittn and Posrwr (1967, p. 49), this might be due to some "anchorirtg" 

effect since, in jlidging the position of a pointer along a line, lllJS 

can usc the ends of tlw. 1 inc as convenient references of "anchors." 

The main result, however, remains that the capacity of HUS to 

discriminate positions in absolute manner along a one-dimensional axis 

is severely limited by some form of "channel -cat--lacity" effect. Does 

the same phenomenon occur in two-dimensional situations? 

In a particularly interesting experiment, Klemmer and Fric,k . 
(1953) have studied the question of how much information HlJS "takes in" 

about thE~ position of a black dot in a \vhite square. The exposure time 



of the display was .03 seconds. The subject looked at a 40 X 40 inches 

projection screen, and he was provided with answer sheets representing 

an empty s-quare with grid 1 ines. · (This had the effect of providing 

Matrix Dist>lay type answer sheets to HUS.) The size of the square 

matrix was varied from 3 X 3 to 20 X 20, hence generating amounts of 

information from 3,2 to 8.6 bits. The main result is that Information 

Transmission increased only up to about 4.5 bit~ (approximately 24 posi-

tions) where it became•constant, thus indicating again-~ "channel capac-

ity limit" type of phenomenon. Since the channel capacity for judgments 

of positions in a single dimension is 3,3 bits, we get the result that 

information transmission is greater with two dimensions than with one, 

but at a cost in information transmission. (See p. 44 for the effects 

of using a variable number of dots.) In other words, if the effects 

of the two dimensions simply added to each other we would get 6.6 bits 

instead of the actual 4.5 bits. This result fits well the general 

obscrvat~on that au increase in .the dimensionality of the stimulus 

i.ncn~nses total information transmissions, but decreases the aver: age 

information tramanissions per dimension ~Garner, 1962, p. 120). 

11.1.2 Adding "Third-dimension'' Variationn to a Dot in Two Dimensions 

In a review study of experimental research at the University of 

Louvain, Fauville (1963) proposes the following frame.work of research: 

A dot which can occupy one of the ten divisions of a line is the 
simplest scheme for a !-dimensional perception. If it can occupy 
a cell in a ni.atrix, then we have a 2-dimeusional perception. If 
now, instead of a dot, we choose to represent a geometrical form 
wit~h different modalities, then we have a 3-dimensional perception. 
And so with colors, oJ:iC'ntations, grey shadi.ngs •... · 

S.i.11ce \.;,~ <dn~<!dy .pn.'t>ent.ed l~xperimcntal results regardi.ng the first two 

steps of tltis research program, there remairis only the last one to be 
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considered, namely, the effect of presenting a visual item which can it-

self be chosen among a collection of items (instead of being a simple 

dot). 

This direction was explored by Fauville (1963) wh~used 4 X 4 

Matrix Displays where the position of an item chosen among four possible 

items was to be discriminated by HUS. Given that the total amount of 

information which is presented in that situation is 6 bits, Fauville 

found that variations of shape, orientation, and color respectively 

convey 5,7, 5.6, and 5,3 bits of information. One implication of this 

finding is that different graphic variables might impair different 

"losses" in the information transmitted. Another implication is that 

compounding dimensions (two spatial plus one purely visual) increases 

the total information transmission to HUS, at the cost of a decrease in 

the average performance per dimension. Here the average discrimination 

performance is comprised between 1.77 and 1.90 bits, to be compared with 

Klemmer and Frick's result of 1.99 bits, per dimension for a L~ X 4 matrix 

( 1953) and \.,ti th Hake and Garner's observation that the information 

transmission in quasi perfect for tl1e discrimination of f ivc posit ions 

on a line (1951). 

Thi~ result is particularly interesting since it shows that an 

artificial "third dimension" variation can increase the information 

transmission capacity of a 2-dimensional matrix; 

II.l.3 Effect of the Length of Exposure Time on Spatial Discrimination 

I mentioned earlier that Klemmer and Frick's experiment was done 

with a stimulus duration of .03 seconds. More generally, all the experi-

ments of this type are run under conditions of limited time exposure 
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(almost always less than a second), so as to capture the effect of per-

ceptual limitations. In the practical conditions of use of Matrix 

Displays, -however, liDS has the choice of remaining exposed to the graphic 

stimulus for long periods of time. For instance, a manager who looks 

at a display for a minute is looking at it 2,000 times longer than a 

subject in Klemmer and Frick's experiment. Hence, the question: Has 

time exposure significant effect on the discrimination of the position 

of a dot in a Matrix Display? 

In their experiment on multidimensional stimulus identification, 

Egeth and Pachella (1969) focus on the very question of the effect 6f 

stimulus duration on discrimination. Using a tachistoscope, a 15 X 15 

matrix and an absolute judgment task, they vary the presentation times 

from .1 second to 10 seconds and measure the information transmission 

in bot.h conditions where HUS is asked to judge only 1 dimension (unidi-

mensional situations) and where he is asked to judge on 2 dimensions 

(bidimensional situation). The results which they obtain arc as follows: 

Table 2.2 

-----------·----·-·---------·--. 

Task 

Un id i.mens :i.onal 
Bidimensional 

Information ------Pre:>ented 
(in bits) 

3,91 
7.81 

lnf o tlll[l t:i.ou Transmit ted 
- (in-bits)-~---·-

____ E_,~yo:~~ rc _T_i'-.n_1e ___ -1 

2.0 10.0 (seconds) .1 

2.74 3,39 
4.94 5,85 

3,49 
6.79 

This table clearly shov.rs that the exposure time has a significant effect 

(_P. < .00:1) on the discrimination of the pusition of a dot both in one 

dimension and in_ two dimensions. It is particularly interestinG t:o oh-

serve that, nt a cost in time, HUS can recover the informnt.ion about. 
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the position of a dot so that almost all the information is transmitted. 

Hence, .the proposition that we should pay attention to the time factor 

in situations of practical use. of Matrix Dis plays is justified. 

11.2 Multiple Dot Discrimination in a Matrix Display 

Up to now I offered conurtents on the experimental evidence re-

garding the human capacity to discriminate the position of one dot in 

an otherwise emptymatrix. Let us now turn our attention to the more 
'i" 

complex situation where HUS is presented a set of dots and asked to 

discriminate their respective positions. Is a .set of dots perceived a~ 

the simple juxtaposition of several dots, or does some form of global, 

"pattern-1 ike" perception take ,place? 

I'i.2~l Multiple Dots and the Dimensionality of the Matrix Stimulus 

As we said earlier, a matrix stimulus is basically two-dimen-

sional. It has been observed, however, than when increasing the number 

of dots to be presented on a single matrix, the .overail capacity of liDS 

to "absorb" infonnat ion i tsclf increases.· For instance, Klemmer and 

Frick (1953) using a 3 X 3 matrix increased the number of dots to be 

prcs<:nted from 1 to 4 and observed that HUS wa::; able to follow up that 

increase. In a further inquiry into this phenom~na, they varied the 

number of dots from 1 to 2 in a single experiment, and similarly from 

1 to 3 and from 1 to 4. Again, liDS clearly shovJed his capacity to follOh' 

up the increase in the information presented as appears in the following 

table (Table 2,3) of Klemmer and Frick's results. Fauville (1963) con-

firmed these results by e~perimenting with 2. dots in a 10 X 10 matrix. 

What is clearly shO\m here is that there is very 1 ittle loss of 

information in the mul~iple-dot matrices. Increasing the number of dots 
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Table 2.3 

Disc-rimination of (1 to 4) Dots in a 3 X 3 Matrix 

Fixe¢! number of dots Varied number 
of dots 

Number of Dots Number of- dots 
1 .2 3 4 1-2 1-3 1-4 

Information presented 
(bits) 3,2 5,2 6,4 7.0 5.5 7 .o 8.0 

Information transmitted 
(bits) 3,2 5.1 6,1 6,6 5,4 6,9 7,8 

Average I. T ./dimension 1.6 1,7 1.5 1.3 1,8 1.7 1.5 

increases the information absorption capacity of IDJS from 4,5 bits 

maximum in the 1-dot case (see subsection III.l.l) to 6,6 bits for 

4 dots, and up to 7,8 bits for the 1-to-4 dots experimental situation. 

Since a comparable increase in Information Transmission could be ob-

tained only by compounding visual dimensions of variation (such as 'color, 

brightneSS, etC,) I thiS procedure Of presenting more than One dot at a 

time has been interpreted to be a method of increasing the dimensionality 

of the Matrix Display (Garner, 1962, p. 119). In other worcls, by multi-

plyiltg the number of dots, the d i.mens ionnl ity of the matrix spact:: is iu·· 

crea~ed to more th<m its basic two dimensions. If each dot amountu to 

a dinH:nsion, then a matrix showing four dots is six--dimensional. AHa 

tnattcr of fnct, this interpretation suits the general principle that an 

increase in the dimensionality of the stimulus h1creases total informa-

tion transmission but decreases average information transmission per 

dimension (see bottom row of Table 2,3), 

According to Garner 0970, p. 353), the relative neff:i.cicncy" of 

the addition of dots on a Matrix Displ~y might be due to the fact that 

th0. two dimensions which serve as the matrix axes (vertical and horizontal) 
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are perceptually independent. A confirmation of this notion has been 

given by Egeth and Pachella (1969) who showed that the horizontal and 

vertical dimensions of a Matrix Display do not interfere in the dis-

crimination of a dot. There seems, however, to be also a limit in the 

number of dots which can be used to increase the Matrix Display dimen-

sionaU:ty: According to an experiment by French (1954a), the optimal 

information transmission would be attained with seven dots in an 8 X 14 
I 

matrix and would decrease beyond that number. This suggests an absolute 

limit of about 35 bits in the information transfer about matrix patterns. 

·This limit wo~ld be a valid indication of how many different patterns 

a human can discriminate out of the same data set (about 3.6 X 1010 

·patterns). 

11.2.2 Effects of Noise on the Perception of Multiple Dot Patterns 

When several dots are pennitted at once a Matrix Display, it 

becomefi meaningful to inquire about the effects of noise on the pc:rcep-

tion of the data. 13y .. noise," I mean any distortion and/or inLC'n.:fcrcttC(~ 

which tnod ify the physical stimulus its c) f. At a very elementary J,,.,d 

it is remarkable that, in order for two dots to be discriminated (i.e., 

perceived separately), they must subtencl an arc of at least 1 minute 

at the HUS's eyes (Van Cott and Kinkade, 1972). This standard is valid 

for normal subjects (i.e., nus with 20/20 vis:Lon) and for targets per-

ceived under normal cond:Ltions of background luminance; it corresponds 

to the capacity of the human eye to perceive at most a ,17 millimeter 

grap separating two dots from a distance of 60 centimeters. If two dots 

are sho~t closer than that, there is a good chance that they will be 

perceived <.~s one dot only, hence demonstrating some "noise" effect. 
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If we put aside the issue of visual acuity, there are two ways 

by which noise may affect the visual perception of a Matrix Display: 

(1) The ·display might show noisy dots along with the true signal 
dots (i.e., there are extra "noise" dots). 

' 
(2) The display might show the relevant number of dots, but 

these might be dis-placed (i.e., there is some noise in the 
positioning of the dots)~ 

Experimental evidence is available on both aspects, as we shall see now. 

French (1954b) required HUS to find in a pattern of noise eac.h 

of a series of multiple dot patterns. Since both the target pattern 

and the noisy pattern appeared on the screen, the task was to recognize 

within a 5 seconds exposure time whether or not the target pattern was 

present within the noisy pattern. French var i~ed independently the num-

ber of t~rget dots (from 2 to 9) and the number of noise dots (from 1 

to 8). The experimental results are as follows (figures estimated from 

French's data plot): 

Table 2.L~ 

-------------· 

i 
Ntunbe.r of Dots 

In~~~fJ e ~:~:;-;;-~~s 
ncrease 'l'argpt clots 

·--------

Perecnt Errors in Recognition Task 
1 2 3 '-1· 5 6 7 8 9 ------· . -

22 26 30 30 33 35 34 39 
/.J.O 33 30 31 28 26 24- 24 

From this table it appears that increasing tbc. complexity (i.e., number 

of dots) of the target pattern improves progressively the recognition 

performance. On the other hand, increasing the. visual noise produces 

n progressive decrement in recogt1ition of the target. According to 

French, the recognition performance decreased when the signal-to-noise 

ratio became inferior to 3:1, which indi.c.atcs that HUS tolerates a ccr-· 

tain amount of noise but that his perfonn<mc.:e is .severely affected by 
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noise when it gets beyond the proposed signal-to-noise ratio. 

In a series of experiments aimed at the study of spatial noise, 

Posner and Keele (1968) used dot patterns varying in distortion from. an 

original prototype pattern. All patterns had the same number of dots 

(9 dots), but the positions of the dot were distributed by way nf simple 

rules of distortions, For instance, the 1-bit distortion rule was that 

any dot in a given prototype pattern was to be randomly moved either up 

or down in the first adjacent matrix cell. Several levels of distortions 

were so defined, and HUS had to learn to associate four different dis-

tortious of each prototype (without kno~ving the prototype itself) with 

a single key press (Paired-Associate learning). Then the experimental 

task was for liDS to recognize a series of patterns some of which had 

been learned before, some of which \,>ere new patterns at the same levels 

of distortion, and finally some of which were the actual un-distorted 

prototype patterns. One fundamental hypothes i . .s that Posner wan ted to 

tent was whether nus could learn the reference prototype through the 

sole present~ltion of its dbtorted instances. The mnin result of l'os--

ner's experiments was that in fact lnJS actually recognizes the unkno\..rn 

protn1:ypc pattern about as \>Jell as the learned distorted patterns. In 

other words, lilJS is able to abstract a faithful r;epresentation of the 

prototype ~ot pattern through distorted instances of it: Hence, HUS i.s 

able to perceive a "central tendency" through noise in spatial positions. 

Of course, this is true as long as the level. of distortion of the dot 

patterns is not too high, Posner suggests that up to an individual 

deviation of each dot by two steps in any direction in the.adjacent 

cells, the actual prototype pattern is still recognized. Since there 

are 24 alternative possible deviations, this amounts to saying that a 



prototype can be recognized so long as its displacement does not exceed 

4.58 bits per dot. 

In surrunary, then !IUS is able to perceive dot patterns amidst 

noise dots and/or in spite of spatial dis-placement, This is true, how

ever, only up to a certain point where recognition collapses as noise 

increases. 

II.2,3 Matrix Displays as "Gestalts,. 

Besides noise effects, effects of a more "qualitative" nature 

might affect the perception of dot patterns in Matrix Displays. For 

instance, it was observed by French (1954a) in a paired-associate experi

ment that, for patterns varying in number of dots from 1 to 12, the 

easiest patterns for any number of dots were characterized either by an 

approximation to symmetry or by some degree of "good continuation" or 

"stringing out"· of points. Further evidence on this point waB r.;iven by 

Sekuler· and Abrams (1968) who had HUS judge the identity of two 4 X 4 

matd.ces presented side by side, Their conclusion th<'~n '"as tha1: ln.JS 

was "processing matric<':S as gestalts, comparing the whole. of a matrix 

with the whole of the other.." Similarly, Fnuville (1963) interpreted 

the slie;ht difference between information presented and informntion 

transmitted in multiple dot tnat:r:ices (sec Table 2. 3 above) as the indi

cation that Matrix Displays might be somel.Jhat perceived as "wholes." 

Let us now go deeper into an analysis of this issue. 

II.3 Gc.s~Jt ~ffects in Hatrix Display Patterns 

The. main result which He have reached thus far is that, if an 

assemblage of dots is presented, they are not perceived each singly nor 

as a chaotic totnl mass, but rather in some sort_of a structured way. 
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The perception of a structure depends partially on the objective features 

of the constellation of points, and we are now trying to find out which 

of these opjective features play !'! major role in HUS's perception~ For 

this purpose it seems suitc:Jble to examine the relation between Gestalt 

concepts (Wertheimer, 1925) and notions derived from Information Theory 

(Shannon and Weaver, 1949), In what follows we sha11 particularly exa-

mine the relation between the concept of "Goodness of figure" (Gestalt) 

and the notion of ".Redundancy ... (Information Theory), 

The concept of a good ~igure is based upon the observation that 

the set of dots follows some uniform pattern: Dots might be linearly 

aligned, or they may be positioned in a symmetric fashion, or the total 

figure may show some form of "balance" (Woodworth and Schlosberg, 1954, 

p. 625), In information theory, a message is said to be redundant if 

there are more symbols 'than the minimum necessary to transmit n particu-

Jar amount of information; redundancy is useful because it provides a 

way to (~nhancc certain aspects of the message and, therefore, to overcol!le 

pertu·rJ>ation and distortions brought on by noise. Because Gestnl t psy-

chol ogists have emphas ize<l that symmetrical figures, say, are more 

readily perceived than asymmct.rical figures, nncl because a property such 

as synuiH~try can be described in terms of redundancy, there has been somt:'. 

speculation that information measures could adequately convey the meaning 

of such qualitative expressions as "goodness of figure." In this sec-

tion, we shall address the· issue of how Gestalt concepts of a qualitative 

na.ture related to information theoretic measures. As a consequence, 

we shall consider: 

(1) A variety of performance measures (reaction time, error 
rate; etc.) instead of the ulnformation Transmission" only. 
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(2) 

( 3) 

A variety of tasks (paired-association, sorting, delayed 
teproduction} instead of just straightforward discrimination 
(for example, immediate reproduction). 

A variety of authors having attacked the problem of goodness 
of matrix patterns in· a variety of ways. Here I shall 
basically cdntrast the approaches of Attneave (1955), Fitts 
and Posner (1956), and Checkosky and Whitlock (1973). 

II. 3.1 . A Study of Redundancy in Visual Pattern Recognition 

This subsection is devoted to the critique of a series of ex-

perimen:ts on the effect of redundancy on visual pattern recognition 

(Fitts and Posner, 1956; Anderson and Leonard, 1958). I shall expose 

in sequence the problem, the experimental approach, the results obtained, 

arid my interpretation of the results' meaning. 

(l) The Problem. According to Information Theory, any event 

which is a member of a large set of events is assigned a probability of 

occurrence and the total uncertainty (or informativeness) of the set 

depeJLds upon the relative probabilities of the various events (see 

Equntion 2,1). When applied in the context of psychological experimenta-

tion, the information measure is used to compute the uncertainty of the 

set of potential stimuli; that is, Matrix Displnys, which can he generated 

through applic.ation of a simple combinatorial rule. Now suppose that 

the. expc!ri.menter wants to restrict his attention to a subset of: the po·-

tential total set of stimuli only, tl~n this very restriction creates 

some "redundancy"· in the definition of the stimuli since we have: 

Total potential ce ____:___ Subset out of which 
. set of stimuli __..-" · . · - - · experimental stimuli 

- --·- -·- -- ·- - ·- . · arc actually chosen 

The information theoretic mcnsurc of redundancy (R) i.s defined in ac-

con.lance with the~ above d irigram; that is: 

so 
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R = 1 _ Actual Uncertainty of Subset 
Potential Uncertainty- of Entire Set 

Eq. 2. 2 

The research question which can be raised is whether HUS is sensitive 

to redundancy in the above sense; that is: 

Is lillS's response to a particular pattern a fraction of the 
redundancy associated with the subset of patterns of which it 
is a member? 

And, more specifically, does redundancy facilitate the recogni
tion of patterns by HUS? 

(2) A Procedure, Fitts and Posner (1956) devised an experimental 

procedure for dealing with th~se research questions. Starting with a 

square matrix of given size, they generate a solid vertical bar within 

each column of the matrix, the height of the bar being determined by 

same sampling procedure, For instance, given a 4 X 4 matrix, it is pos

sible to generate 44 different bar profiles since we have four possible 

heights for each of the four possible bar columns within the matrix. 

Alternately, we might say that the process of generating bar patterns 

randomly within a square matrix creates 2 bits X 4 = 8 bits of informa-

tion. Now suppose that, instead of using a random sampling rule, \ole 

use a rule of Rampling without replacement. In other words, once the 

height of the first column has lJeen chosen, the. height of the second 

column can take only three values, etc., up to the fourth cc>lumn so that 

there cannot be two bars of equal height within a profile. Fitts and 

Posner call this procedure "constrained,'~ as o~posed to the "random" 

initial procedures; the following figure represents the effect of the 

two .sampling rules (Figure 2.1). Here the constrained profiles arc 

characterized by the property that no t\.10 columns may have the same 

height, which in turn restricts the set of all possible such figures to 
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Figure 2.1 

4 ;x: 4 Matrix Random Profile "Constrained" Profile 

be a subset considerably smaller than the set of all possible random 

figures. In other wot;ds, constrained figures are ''redundant" in an 

information theoretic sense, and this redundancy can be comparcu on the 

basis of Equation 2.2 (in the 4 X 4 situation which we illustrate: R::: 

1 - Clog (4 )/8 bits) = 42.75 percent). 

(3) Results. Fitts and Posner (1956) have investigated the 

effect of this form of redundancy on pattern recognition by presenting 

HUS alternately with "random" and "constrained" stimuli, built on a 

8 X 8 matrix. liDS was presented with each stimulus for 2 seconds and 

', 
then he hac1 to sort out in systematic mr.mncr 6 patterns ider1tical th the 

st.imnl us and interspersed among 1+2 other foreign pHi terns. Menu n~eog-· 

nit:Lon time was the performance criterion, ;mel the patterns could be 

presented in single~ fashion (one profilE~ only), or doubled (two identical 

profiles), or mirrored (the profile is reproduced by symmetry). 'fhe 

.-
results are as follows: 

Table 2.5 

Mean Recognition Time (seconds). 

Type of Profile Single Double Mirrored Me au 

Random 1.79 1.87 I. 76 1.81• 
Constrained 2.50 2.67 2.49 2.55 
---
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Clearly, the random patterns are discriminated more rapidly than the 

constrained patterns in all cases. This indicates that the effect of 

"redundancy" was detrimental to nus's performance; in other words' the 

fact that the constrained figures were picked out of a restricted subset· 

of potential stimuli did not improve, but rather slowed dovm the recog-

nition performance, Hence, the seemingly "strange" result that set of 

stimuli \vith largest variability (random set) gave a better performance 

than a set of stimuli with lower variability (constrained set). This 

result was further verified by Anderson and Leonard (1958) with a similar 

classification task, and with a different situation of paired-associate 

learning. 

(4) Comments, The fact that redundancy was detrimental rather 

than beneficial to profile pattern recognition in Fitts and Posner's 

experiment (1956) is not totally counter-intuitive, Suppose, for instance, 

that \-:e introduce here the qualitative (Gestalt) notion of "goodness" 

of figure: Clearly, the constrained figures arc not "good figures" 

because, dufc to the sampling restriction that no hJo columns hav€~ tile 

same height, these tigures always show irregular assymetric pattern~;. 

On tl1e other hand, the random figures have almost alw~ys some ehance of 

containing several doublets of bars of equal height; hence, facilitating 

the fixation of the gaze and the st.ructuration of the perception (anchor-

ing effects). This suggests that the computation of an amount of rcdun-

<Janey accord it1g to an information theoretic formula tells only one side 

of the pattern recognition process, and that it is equally important 

to consider ~he more specific visual characteristic~ of patterns in order 

to hypothesize whether the form of redundancy will be be.nef ic ial or - ----...-
detrimental to pattern recognition. 



II.3.2 Information and Goodness of a Matrix Pattern 

The question of the form of redundancy is of more qualitative 

nature than the question of the a·mount of redundancy. Instead of con-

sidering the statistical properties of samples of figures, it requires 

that we pay attention to the individual characteristics of figures in 

terms o'f their ••goodness ." This in turn brings in the question o~ how 

to harmonize the quantitative notion of redundancy, or information, with 

the qualitative notion of goodness of figure so as to get a better under-

standing Hhat happens lvhen HUS is faced· with a Matrix Display. 

An interesting attack of this issue has been illustra.ted by a 

series of experiments in which Attneave (1955) compared the perception 

of random vs. symmetric matrix dot patterns. 

(1) The Problem. Symmetry is one of the most important qualities 

Hhich might characterize the goodness of a fi.gure. Attneave's i.nvesti-

gation concerns the relations between symmetry and information, where 

tile information content of a matrix pattern is evaluated in an i.nforma-· 

tinn theoretic sense. The specific qm~stion which Att:ueave addn·s:;es 

lS: 

Are syuunctric patterns better perceived than random ones because 
they contain lcs~; 'information, or does their superiority persist 
even ~1hcn infonnat:lon is held constant? · 

(2) A Proeedure. The general idea is to compare how two matrices 

of equal size are perceived, given that one shows a random pattern of 

(!qts, while the other shows a sytnmetric pattern. ··The spe.cifie procc~dure 

which is used is as follows: 

(J.) First generate n ranclow pattern in a 4 X 3 matrix so that 
the. occun:eitcc. of a dot in any cell is determined independ
entl~ with a probability .5 by means of a table 6f random 
numbers. This dcf~1es a 12-bitD dot pattern. 
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(.2) Then duplicate this 4 X 3 base pattern by symmetry in a 
4 X 5 matrix, and duplicate the 4 X 5 matrix itself by 
symmetry in a 7 X 5 matrix. Hence, from one 4 X 3 base 
pattern, two symmetricpatterns of same informe~tion content 
(12 bits) 'arc defined in 4 X 5 and 7 X 5. 

( 3) Al ternativ.ely generate 4 X 5 and 7 X 5 random patterns by 
tising the same rule as for the generation of the base 4 X 3 
pattern. Her~ the information contents of the matrices 
generated are respectively 20 and .35 bits. This procedure 
then provides two groups of 4 X 5 and 7 X 5 matrices; one 
group is characterized by symmetric patterns, the other by 
random path:trns. 

(3) Results. The differences in liDS performance on random vs. 

symmetric patterns was assessed for a variety of tasks including immediate 

reproduction of the patterns, identification of the patterns by names, 

and delayed recall of pattern names. (The two latter tasks are typically 

paired~associat~ tasks.) Attneave obtained the followirtg results, where 

the index of errors is computed as the ratio of the percent error rate 

over the corresponding error rate with the reference 4 X 3 base pattern. 

Table 2,6 

Error Ratio 
(Data inferred fr~n Attneave's plots) 

Sytnmctric Patterns Random Patt:el'll~l 

Task 4 X 5 7 X 5 4 X 5 7 X 5 
---------
Immediate [teprod uction 2,25 3,75 2.75 h.63 
Delayed Recall 1. 50 1.63 ·2.00 2.3B 
:(dent if ic:a t ion 1,06 1.09 l.hO 1,57 

( 4) Counuents. These r.esul ts indicate that symmetric pattE~rns 

are consistently recognized better than random patterns in matrices of 

equivalent siz<' .• But since all error rates are greater than 1, they 

also indicate that liDS always made more mistakes with a symmetric pattern 

than with its corresponding source pattern in the 4 X 3· matrix. In . 
other words, given the same amount of information (12 bits), a symmetric 
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pattern of larger dimensioti (4 X 5 and 7 X 5 matrices) is not recognized 

better than a random pattern of smaller dimensions ( 4 X 3 matriX). Here 

we find that the redundancy introduced by symmetry doesn't improve HUS 

performance over a smaller reference pattern of same information content, 

It is remarkable, however, that among the selected three tasks, 

Identification gave the smallest rate of errors. Since this task was 

the closest to being a pure pattern recognition task, we might infer 

that HUS developed some form of an Uorganizing" process which the infor-

mat ion measure does not convey. Attneave himself observes that liDS· 

tended to remember where dots were located with respect to each.other, 

rather than whether individual cells were dotted. This amounts to say-

ing that the computation of matrix information as the sum of individual 

cells information misses one important aspect of human perception: 

namely, the fact that pattern recognition is related to global features 

of the patterns, 

II,3.3 The Goodness of Matrix Patterns 

On the basis of the two preceding sections, we may now pe1ceive 

an appanmt incompat:ibiJ ity between an information theoretic approach 

and Gestalt concepts: 

(1) On the one hand, information theory enables us to deal with. 
the statistical properties of matrix patterns (sample selec
tion, matrix size, etc.) 

(2) On the other hand, Gestalt theory emphasizes the geometrical 
properties of individual patterns such as symmetry, good 
continuation, -and -other forms of regularity. 

Is it possible to reconcile both approaches so as to understand be.tter 

the factor~> \vhich influence the human perception of matrix patterns? 

(1) The Problem, According to an information theoretic viewpoint, --·-----
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a critical factor in the perception of a single stimulus is the size of 

its subset relative to the size of the total set. One critical aspect 

of the application of information theory to display problems is then 

the choice of which criteria to use in order to define subsets of stimuli. 

' It seems th.:lt the Gestalt criteria would find here a perfect grqund for 

application, since they suggest that certain display features have a 

more important r'ole than others. 

Suppose, for instance, that we pick up symmetry as being an 

important feature in the perception of matrix patterns, then the question 

which we need address is: How does the criteria of symmetry affect the 

definition of subsets of matrix patterns in the universe of _all possible 

patterns? 

(2) A Procedure. Let us first observe that, in order to deter-

mine the universe of all patterns that can be obtained on a square rna-

trice each cell of which c<::n take any of two valt1es (filled or unfilled), 

we need onl)' know two parameters, namely, 

(1) The size of the mCJtrix (m X m) 

(2) The number of filled positions (p) 

If we know these two parameters, we cafi ~enerate all possible patterns 

in a systematic manner. 

One such systematic manner can be defined by way of two geometric 

operations: 

(1) R, which operates a pattern rotation through 90° 

(2) S, ~'hich operates a reflection in the middle vertical line, 
i.e., the y axis 

According to Prokhovnik (1959) ,'we can define the universe of all possible 

patterns on the basis of a smaller number-of configurations, or equiva-
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lence classes. 

(1) Symmetric configurations are those invariant under any 
combination of rotation R and reflexion S, i.e., the group 
[R, sJ of order 8. 

(2) Semi-sy<nmctric configurations are those invariant under the 
subgroups of [R,~ of order 4, i.e., [R2, siD . 

(3) Anti-symmetric configurations are those invariant under the 
subgroups of order 2, i.e., [R2 , S , SR2 , and SR3J. 

( 4) Finally, asymmetric configurations are those which are in
variant under I (identity operator) only. 

In other words, we may generate at least one pattern for any 

given configuration through use of the S,R, and I operators: In fact, 

we know that we can respectively generate 8, 4, 2, and 1 patterns in 

asynimetr ic, anti-symmetric, semi-symmetric, and symmetric configurations. 

This approach provides a vehicle for reconciling information 

measures and Gestalt concepts. Since ea~h configuration can be consid-

creel to form an equivalence class, and since it is possible to know the 

size of that class (i.e., the mimbcr of patterns it contains), we have 

/ 

a means of measuring the relative infonnativeness of each pat lern. At 

the fH1me time., \ve are able to assess the gec:imetri.c: goodness of the pat:-

terns in ter111s of t.lle symmetry they shoH, since. each pattern belongs lo 

m1 equivalence class which is qualified in terms of .symmetry. 

( 3) Some. experi~"0::.ai results. According to what 1 said above, 

"good" pattenlS should be those >Jhich are generated from configurations 

possessing some amount of symmetry (i.e., symmetric, semi-synunctric, or 

anti-synuuetric configurations), while "bad" patterns belong to asymmetric 

equivalence classes .. This distinction was actn:1lly used hy Chcckosky 

and Whitlock (1973) in an experiment where the recognition perfonnance 

of HUS using asymmetric patterns was comp:1red with that of HUS usi.ng 
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anti-symmetric patterns. 

The experimental stimuli were 3 X 3 matrices cont<:~ining 5 dot-

patterns,. members of equivalence sets of size 4 (good patterns) and 8 

(bad patterns). HUS was asked to learn a set of 2 or 3 patterns which 

were consistently either good or bad patterns. Later HUS was presented 

with a series of patterns one at a time, and he was asked to respond 

"yes" 5.f the test pattern matched any of the learned patterns and "no" 

otherwise. 

In order to assess the performance of HUS, Checkosky and \vhitlock 

(1973) recorded both the recognition time and the percent errors made 

on "good" and "bad". patterns. 

~ype of 
Answer 

Table 2.7 

Recognition Time (ms) 
Good Pattern Bad Pattern 

Percent Error 
Good Pattern Bad Pat Ler·u 

1-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
no 
yes 

629 
600 

688 
690 

2.88 
7.00 

3.50 
12.60 

~------------------------~----------------------------------------------------

On the basis of this table it appenrs quite clearly that "good" patterm; 

are recognized faster and more accurately than "bad" patte!-'ns. This 

indicates that HUS is able to take advantage of the fact that good pat-

terns are selected out of subsets having certain characteristics or sym-

metry. Another interesting result is that, when the patterns previously 

learned had to be identified (the "yes" situation), HUS did much better 

with good than with bad patterns (the increase in errors is less than 

the corresponding increase for 11 bad" patterns, and the mean rccogni.tiotl 

time even decreased). This indicates that the identific:ilt.ion t:1s~: t<Jkcs 

advantage_ of a global fe<:~ture such <lS symmetry, which conf inns the: r·~~SIIl t 
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of Sekuler and Abrams (1969). 

(1.1-) Conunents. 'fh~ experiment of Checkosky and Whitlock (1973) 

demonstrates that the Gestalt concept of "goodness" can be approached 

in a quantitative manner. The choice of matrix patterns on the basis 

of their symme~ry set membership is directly related to the information. 

theoreb.c notion of redundancy. In other words this experiment provides 

us with a case where the goodness of a figure is properly assessed by 

way of quantitative measures: Here the Gestalt concept of symmetry is 

directly related to the information theoretic notion of redundancy. 

This has important implic~tions for a theory of Ma~rix Displays 

since it provides some evidence that the user bf a Matrix Display is ~ble 

to take advantage of Gestalt effects. It reinforces the view (Pauvillc, 

1963) according to which liDS can perceive matrix patt(;.rns in a global 

fashion. It also confirms Attneave's intuition (1955) that the user· of 

aMatrix Display is somewhat more able to perceive the relations between 

the displayed elements (dots) than the precise location of the elcnH.·nts 

themselves. In fact, it seems thnt Gestalt effects enable UUS to go 

beyond the 1 imits of his absolute channel capac it.y in n)uch the smne way 

as "chunks" o[ lct.ters incr:~:ase his capacity to absorb verbal infonnation 

(Miller, 1956). 

II .l~ From Experimental to Practical Matricc~ 

Up to this point, we have focused on those experimental results 

which prc~:ent a direct interest_ for the thesis that. Matrix Displays are 

feasible ai.ds to perceptual tasks. In particular, it is possible to 

· summnrize those results into a set of six propositions: 

(1) The CDpacity.ot BUS to discrimiuat:c the absolute position 
of a dot in an empty matrix is limited to about 4.5 bits 
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(24 positions or cells in the matrix). 

( 2) "t-1ul tiple dot displays improve 1-IUS performance up to another 
absolute 1 iniit of about 35 bits, ,or about· 3. 6 X 101° patterns 
(as estimated from French's experiment (l954a) with 7 dots 

(3) 

,in a 112-cells matriX:). 

Besides the two-dimensional position of a dot, llUS is able 
to take advantage of any additional "third dimension" varia,
tion such as variations in the size, color, value shctdi.ng, 
etc., of the dots. This permits to increase, if needed, 
1-UJS's information transmission capacity almost proportionately 
to the information presented, at the_cost of multiplying the 

-visual variables. 

(4) Gestalt effect (such as symmetry, goodness qf form, good 
continuations, etc.) have a cons ideraLle role in matrix· · 
pattern perception, as shown by time arid error data. Appar

·ently, 1-UJS is able to recognize and take advantage of any 
such regularity present in the matrix data. It is difficult, 
but pass ible, to connect the quantitative measurement: of 

·information to the qualitative characteristics of Gestalt 
. regularity. 

( 5) HUS can tolerate a moderately high amount of noise itt the 
matrix patterns--both in the. posit ions of dots and in the 
organizat ~on of patterns as \·Jholes. An cs timatc of .. the 
signal-to-noise ratio down to which lillS can recover tlw 

. proper picture is a ·3: 1 ratio. Below this lew~l, llliS per
formance is dramatically impaired. 

( 6) HDS' s performance improves as the observation time· inereasen. 
Since it requires about 10 !.:ceot1ds for HUS to pick. up the~ 

absolut.e position of a clot in a medium-sized mat.ri.x (f•>r 
example, J 5 X 15), we expect tbat the informab.oll pickup 
oil larger ancl/or fully--filJc.d W.lt.rices Hill require orde1: 
.6f minut(~s. 

'fhe above experimental results provide solid gui.dcl ines .us to 

the value of ~atrix Displays for visuril recoVtition piocedurcs. However, 

it i.s r:emarkable that these results, which we assembled here for the 

purpose· of supporting our thesis, have been oLtained under: limited ex-

perinw.ntal conditions such as: 

(a) Use of sparse m~trices (rarely filled at.more than 50 percent) 

(b) With essentially lJjnary stilllul:i. (each cell is either filled 
or empty) 
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(c) Showing mainly categorical data 

As a re.sult, the practical situation--which we expect to meet--of a 

management user faced with a nearly full, multiple valued, and possible 

non-categorical data matrix, seems to be far outside the experimental 

circumstances. 

Hence, there is a need for us to explore the ways in which the 

empirical situation of matrix usage can be connected to the important 

results found in experimental settings. In the subsections which follow, 

we examine the three above points (a, b, and c) so as to show that the 

available experimental evidence is applicable to empirical situations 

as well. Again, I shall use experimental results concerning liDS's per-· 

formance in perceptual situations. 

II.4.1 Ftill Multilevel Matrices 

When a matrix is filled with graphic symbols taking multiple 

values, the possibility to discriminate between ''filled" and "empty'' 

positions seems to be .lost, because all matrix positions are filled. 

'l'his, hcivJever, does not mean that t:he matrix cHn no longer be; used for 

d iscritni.nation purposes: In fact, the contrary phenomenon occurs, that 

a filled matrix is still more advantageous to discrimination tasks than 

a nearly empty matrix. Ouly the complexity of the problem increases by 
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(at least) a factor of two. · · 

This X 2 factor has a rationale behind it: Given a fully filled 

matrix, !:lfcl:~ are two ways in which discrimination between cells inay 

occur.. On the one hand, liDS may d iscr.iminate differences in the overall 

arrangcme.nt of cells, i.e., differences (or irregularities) in positions. 

On the other hand, liDS may discriminate differences in the overall simi-
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larity betwet~n the visual characteristics of the c'ells. , These two pos-

sible approaches correspond to two elementary comparative tnsks, which 

have been enunciated long ago by Gestalt theorists (WertheinH~r, 1925; 

Woodworth and Schlosberg, 1954, p. 625) as: 

.(1) The comparative judgment of the proximity of items 

(2) The comparative judgment of the similarity of items 

For in~tance, consider the following display matrices: 

Figure 2,2 

ODD ODD oo·o 
ODD DO D DOD 
ODD DOD DOD 

(1) ( 2) ( 3) 

The first matrix shows a homogeneous, fully filled field with cells 

h<1viug the same size and regularly positioned with respect: tv each otll(·.r. 

'l'he second uw.trix sho\.\'S the same basic items, with a slight IIIO(Iifieation 

in the posi.Uou cif one cell flt the ~>econd row, third column. Thi~; modi-

fieation disrupts the perception of the whole matrix, since the reader's 

att:cnti.on is immediately attracted by the irregularity in u1e arrangc:uient. 

It illustrates the role of proximity in the recognitiori of fully filled 

matrices. Finally, the ]<Jst matrix, (3) I shows the effects of using·. 

ot~e .item distinctly differing in size from the other items. 

'l'he fundamental idea Hhich is illustrated here is that a full 

m~trix offc~rs at least as much opportunity for discriminatiou tasks as 

a nearly empty matrix. HUS is able to make use of both spatial clues 



(relations of proximity between items) and visual clues (relations of 

similarity between items) in discrimination activities. The fact that 

a matrix is filled does not modify the basic problem of discrimination; 

rather it gives it more complexity, in the sense that elementary varia

tions have now to be judged against background of other items. Very 

few exp'eriments have been run with matrices in ·"filled" conditions. 

I would like to mention the one by Williams (1969) who used "cluttered 

fields" approximating the filled matrix situation, in order to 

evaluate the effectivene.ss of color vs. size vs. shnpes variations for 

discrimination. Another is the series of experiments in children's 
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cognitive development realized by Piaget and Inheldei·, (1967). Both ap

proaches confirm that it is possible to extend to filled, multilevel matrices 

the results obtained on simpler, nearly empty matrices. 

11.4.2 Psychophysical Considerations 

I mentioned above that a matrix which i.s filled offers <m op

portunity for similarity comparisons between gn.1phic items. ThL:; rll iscs 

thv. question o[ hmv the distribution of values of the graphic i.tems 

inf 1 ucnces HUS pet·formance. 

Al t:hough no direct evidence is available on this point, we pos

sess some elements which come from the field known as ".psychophysics." 

If \o.'e cons idcr that nus compares elementary items two at a time' this 

perceptual situntion is somewhat equiv.:Jlcnt to the comparative judgment 

of a stimul-Hs Hith a stcmdard, leading te-such ansHers as: "same," 

"bigger," or "sm~ller."· 1'hc concept -of psychophysics is to relate the· 

psychological sensation (that is, the human judgtilent) to the uudcrly:i.ng 

physical characteristics of· the stimuli. The fundamental result is the 
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·observation that, as expected, psychological sensation is related to 

physical variation. As early as 1860, Fechner had formulated a loga-

rithmic lay.> according to which, when two stimuli increase proportionately 

in size, their difference (or ''just noticeable differenc~') is perceived 

as increasing logarithmically (i.e., less than proportionately). Rertin 

(1967) -shows that this law holds for variatious of sizes of dots. 

However, recent research has definitely shown that the logarithmic 

formulation of the psychophysical law is not universal. Psychophysical 

transformations other than the logarithmic function have been found to 

hold, depending on the exact graphic variation used (e.g., size, shape, 

density of shades, etc.) and depending on the user's recognitiou tasks. 

For instance, Bertin {1967) proposes. tha1~ a logistic function (S-shaped) 

is appropriate for variations in value density. Jenks and Knos (1961) 

def inc several pass ible transformations iti.clud iug the inverse Ingar itlunic 

function (i.e., the exponential). These results can be. applied to the 

cas<: of Hatrix Displays: They suggest that a variety of psychophysical 

tumsformations be nvailablc to t.he user, which would t1pply tltcm d,·pc:Hdine 

. on tlw specific cireum~~taJJecs and needs. 

Most experimental evidence on the perception ofHatrix Dinplays 

has been gathered in circumstances where categorical data only was used. 

Since management application may require the consideration of other data 

types, it is important to observe how a vnri.cty oL datn types may affect 

matrix perception. 1'he figure bel0\-1 (Figure. 2.3) sho\-lS the three basic 

data types which a management table may conta{n. The di~;t:inctioh maLle. 

here bett-lCCll categorical' orJ inal I and cardinal data correspotHls to the 



:Figure 2.3 

0 1 1 0 2 4 1 3 .23 .56 .22 .36 
t--- --

0 0 1 0 12 8 5 9 .86 .40 .16 .47 

1 0 1 0 11 6 10 16 .72 .52 .44 .37 
-- r-· 

1 1 1 0 7 13 14 15 .36 .60 • 7 5 .12 

Categorical' data . Ordinal data Carel inal. data 

distinction of measurement theory between nominal, ordinal, and quanti-

tative measurement (Ackoff, 1962). In th~ above figure, the categorical 

data are binary items such as those classically used in perceptual ex·-

periments: Graphically, they show up us 2-states cells (either empty 

or filled). More generally, categorical datCI show up as n-states cells 

where the n-statcs are conveyed by means of any graphic variation (such 

as size, value shading, shape, color, orientation, texturej .etc.). 

When ordinal or cardinal data must be graphically represenu~d I 

rut ~1tercsting problem of mapping occurs, namely, 

Can ordinal mtd cardinal variations be ecmveycd by any kind of 
gtaphic variubl~? 

Bert in's research ( 1967) proves that not any graph i.e variable c<m convey 

on1i.n:.:tl or cardinal variations. In fact, it shows that very fr.·w g1·aphi.c 

variables Can convey variations other than cat~gorical: Namely, 

(l) Variations of texture, shading, and size can convey relations 
of order betHccn items (ordinC!l data) 

(2) Only vnri2ti.ons of sizP can convey qu;mtitat.ive relations 
betHeen data items (cardinal data) 

The result is of considerable importance for the practical usage of 

-Hatrix Displays, since it indicates a fundamental limitation in the 
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capacity of "third dimension" variables (i.e., variables other than the 

plane's 2-D) to convey fully metric, quantitative dntn variatiom;. 

This limitntion is not criticnl to the use of Matrix Displays, to the 

extent that it is al-ways possible to combine graphic variables so as 

to represent as much qunntitative variation as needed. One of its cf-

fc.cts, however, may be to reduce the metricity, or qunntitative precis ion, 

of the data which I-IUS absorbs display-wise. 

that: 

In sum, this chapter based on experimental evidence, has shown 

(1) Matrix Displays can su~port perceptual tasks such as dis
crimination and pattern recognition. 

(2) HUSts information absorption capacity is limited by various 
perceptual character is tics. But HUS is able to reduce t.he 
information overlo<:~d by taking advantage of any structural 
feature such as redundancy, symmc,try, etc., present in the 
display~ 

( 3) There is a difference in degree, not in kind, bet:\.Jeen the 
experimental use of Hatrix Displays and thc~ir pu1et.i.cal 
usage. Expcriment.al resul Ui apply to the pract i.cal s iluation 
of a tn:.inogcment liSCr as well. 

As a consequence, we definitely concfudc that Matrix Displays are fca~>iblc 

nids to hu1nnn visnal pen.:cpt:icm. 
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CHAPTER III 

MATRIX DISPlAYS AND MULTIDJMENSIONAL DATA ANALYSIS 

The aim of this chapter is to assess the utility of Matrix_ 

Display for supporting Data Analysis, and more specifically, the' analysis 

of multidimensimtal data sets. As opposed to the previous chapter, 

where we dealt with tasks of immediate perception, we are now concerned 

with tasks of cognitive inference, based upon the recognition of statisti-

cal structures within tl~ data. The structures which have been rccogni~ed 

of much usefulness in· multidimensional analysis arc those rd. a ted to 

ordering and/or clustering tasks. We shall hereafter evaluate the cap-

abilities <md limits of Matrix Displays as a mode of: representation :md 

discovery for such structures. 

As in the preceding chaptci, I shall make usc of n specific 

acronym t.o des iguatc in ·:1 homogeneous and permanent fashion the: user: of 

t,1atr-ix llispL'lys which we eonsir.lcr in tllis chapter, ThiH ch;.u·ncter, 

called MDA---for "Mul tidiml~usional Data Analyst"--, will be th1~ m:t:or 

of our inquiry into the ability of Matrix Displays for multi<l imens i.onal 

analysis. As we shall sec, HDA pr·oceeds to an analyr; is by focur:> ing on 

a spc~cific type of data matrix, called the similarity matrix. The pri-

mary research question that we shall face will then be: 

To ~Jhat extent docs research in mul tid imens ional sealing support 
the thesis of the feasibility of Matrix Displays? 

There is very· 1 ittlc research material avai.lable to answe.r this 

question. Only the \.Jorks of Guttman (195/J., 1955~1, 195Sb, 1966) offer a 
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direct attack. on the :lssues involved with the discovery of structural 

patterns in a similarity matrix. There. are, however, a Jot of scattered 

pieces of evidence that the Matrix Display of similarity data has some 

payoff for. multidimensional analysis. In the sections which follow I 

shall then attempt to combine and integrate the available evidence~ in 

the best mmmer, so as to show that the Matrix Display of similarity 

data is a feasible aid to MDA. I shall, in particular, demonstrate that 

three typical analytic. tasks (one-dimensional ordering, two-dimensi.onal 

ordering·, and cluster analysis) can be accomplished by way of Matrix 

Displays. 

III.l Mul tidimen:=d.onal Analysis and Matrix Displays 

III!l.l Principles of Multidimensional Analysis 

A multidimensional data set typically consists of an~ X£ matrix 

wit~~ object entries and£ attribute entries, with eaclt object sc?red 

on each attribute. To the extent that the scores are nor.inal ized, it is 

possible to describe the data m[ltrix as a set of n profiles ovc.r: 1!. attri-

hutes. The bnsic aim of multic1imensj.onal analy~;is is to reduce the 

complexity of the n X £ dnta set to a set of lower cw,~lcxity, n X ~ 

such tltat g is very.small compared to either nor£· 

'l'he general principle which haf; bcc11 u~ed to solve this problem 

is based on the observation_ that the statisticnl reduction of an .!l X .E 

u:niversc into an !.: X g_ universe (where 9. << ~: ,£) amounts to nn equivalent 

reduction i.n the space of reprl'.sentation: If ench of the £ attributes 

was represented as a dimension in space, cnch of the ~ objects couhl he 

plotted on this £-dimensional space; the problem of: multidimcnsionnl 

analysis is to reduce the dimensionality of the. spae:e from .P. to 9. \.Yi:thout 



losing the spatial configuration of the~ objects in the process. The 

principle which is then used to guide the analysis is that it is accept

able to represent _e-dimensional data in a space of dimensionality much 

lower than _e, if. and only if the relations of spatial proximity between 

the n objects keep reflecting the relation of similarity between these 

objects·. 

The concept '"hich is central to multidimensional analysis is 

that of similarity: If two objects have exactly the same profile over 

the .e·attributes, they arc said to be fully similar; conversely, objects 

with exactly opposed profiles are said to be fully dissimilar. There 

exists a whole variety of ways to compare numerical estimates of simi

larity, called similarity coefficients; Depending on the type of data 

at hand, the objectives of the analysis,.and the degree of precision 

which is required, MDA may usc various measurcs,.from "association co

~fficients" for non-metric data to "resemblance coefficients" for fully 

metric data (Sneath and Sokal, 1973), One typicnl, wide.sprc:1d example 

of ~~ ind.larity cocff icicnt in Pearson's product-moment correlcl Lion co

efficient (see Equation 5,1) with pr.operties (for any two objeets I and 

J in the set) : 

(1) Correlation (I, I) ·- maximum = +1 

( 2) Correlation ( l,.T) ·- corr.elation (J, I) 

( 3) Cot;relation CI,J) belongs to interval [-1, +[] 
In general, similarity coefficients verify property 1 (the Similarity of 

an obje.ct with itself is maximum) and property 2 (the simil<uity between 

two objects is independent of their order), But property 3 is a specific 

f~ature of the P~arson product-moment correlation coefficient and related 

mcnsures, 
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In any case, as a result of similarity computations, MilA gets 

an n X ~ similarity matrix which is symmetric around its main diagonal 

(property 2 above). Hence, the first step in mul tidimcus ional analysis 

can be illustrated as the process of going from the n X £ data matrix 

to :m ~ X n similarity matrix: 

Attributes 

1 2 3 4 

A 

B 

Objects c 

D 

Profile Natrix 

Figure 3.1 

5 

A 

J3 

c 

D 

Objects 

A B c D 

Similnrity Mntrix 

diagonal of 
h:i.r;hest 

c.:ocfficients 

Once t:he ~X!!. similarity matrix is obtained, the' problem of lllult:i.diauen--

sioiwl analysis is to find a representation of the n objects in a f:paec 

of dimensionality g_ (with. g << ~,£) Stich that the relation of proximity 

in spact~ typically correspond to r.elations . of similarity between objects: 

The more similar two objects, the closer they should be in g-space. 

III,l.2 J-lcthodeJog;y·of Multidimensiotwl Analysis 

Originally, the mcthodolor;y of mulU<limensional analysis has 

developed upon the notion that it is possible to approximate the n x n 

similarity matrix by one of lo,,•cr rank (lkk<Jrt and Young, 1936). This 
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has led to Factor Analysis and related methods, where MDA looks for the 

space of lowest dimcnsiounlity which is compatible with a stringent 

criterion of statistical validity. One such criterion, of general util-

ity, is the percent variance in the ti X n similarity matrix accountl'-d 

for by tlw recomputed :1 X 2 factor matrix. For instance, a 95 p<~rcent 

level v·ariance accounted for is generally regurdcd as a sufficient guaran-

te<>. that the s_-diinensionaL representation faithfully reproduces the 

n X n similarity matrix. 

'!'he procedure which is used in the above approach is to set a 

priori n certain wanted level of validity, and then to search for the 

loHest dituensionaU.ty compatible Hith it, i.e., 

Given the n X n similarity matrix, find the space of lowest 
d.imens_:!:onality-S. which is compatible with a fixed criterion 
level C, 

As a result of formulating a criterion level C of high statisti.c<.~l sig-

rdficcmee, it: ltas generally been observed that the "lowest" dimcnsion<llit:y 

~ \-.1hicb results is r(~]ativcly high (a minimum of 5 to 7 dimcnsiotts). 

'J'hi~--~ ltiglt tlilllcnsir>na.lit:y in turn <Jffect~> thL~ interpretability o[ II>C 

:m:.dy[;_i!.l, since t--1DA c.1nnot easily interpret cot1figuratiorw in t1 (j or 7-

ditlleun ionnl space. ·As a· conrJeciuencc~, an aJ t:crnati.vc approach h:w c.meq•,(~d, 

\vhcre the problem is "reversed," i.e.., 

Given the n X n sin1ilar.ity matrix:, fix the uimcnsionalit.:y of 
the space to q~ an<1 find the confi~uration which, \~i.t!~in that 
space, gives The best fit to a statistical criterion C. 

This fonnulation is at the origin of the. Mul tillimens iollnl Seal iug 

wethods ('forgerson, 1958; Shepard, l962a, 1962b; Kruskal, 1964a, 1964b). 

Acconl.ir.t[~ to these mc:thods, l-1DA scc~ks prinwrily to obtain readily inter-

prC'.tnhlc configucnt:ionS--··-hcnce, coJtfigurations in <:1 space of low dimen-

s i.onal i ty. For ins t.:mcc, Shcp;n·d ( 197/f) J'ccommcnd::; t.h.::ll one- <md two-
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dimensional spaces would provide for suitable representations of similar-

ity data, In accordance with this view, the statistical cr,:i.tcrion to 

be used for judging the adequacy of a representntion is less stringent 

than a criterion of absolute validity such. <:~s the variance crite.rion .. 

-. For_instancP, non-metric measures of goodness-of-fit, based only on the 

correspondence between ranks in the orderings of similarity coefficients 

and proximities have bc.en specifically devised (Kruskal, 1964a, 1964b). 

In suuunary, the use of scaling methods permits representations which an:·. 

generally less accurate but more interpretable than traditicmal factor 

analytic methods. 

'I'he methodological debate which HDA must face when dP.ciding t1pon 

·which ·niul tidimcns ional method- to use is thcu whether to choose accuracy 

at a cost in interpretahil ity, or interprctabil ity at a cost in accuracy. 

'!'his debate resembles very closely what Tukey (1971, 1975) calls the 

debate between "exploratory" data analysis vs. "confirmatot"Y" data analy-

sJ_s: On the one hand, an exploratory approaeh aiuis at f indiug low-

dimcns ioual, reatliiy in tcrpn:tablc conf jgul'ations; on the otl1•~L- hand, 

a Cold' ixmatory appt"oach seekH primarily to obtain a high level of Htet-

tisti.cal ~:ignificance. A:J \.Je ::::hall see no\''• the twe of a niatrix rr:.pre· 

scntrrl:ion of Similarity dn tn changes the Wlturc of this debate; bccaw;e 

it l(inds ·itself to both an exploratory and a confirnwtory l:lpproach. 

III. I. 3 Mul tid:imens ional Analysis with Hatrix l~isplays 

In the classical formulation of multidimcnsionnl analysis which 

we gave in Ill.l.l, MDA at·tcmpts to reduce a ,E-<limem;jonal spnce, obtained 

by interpreting each attribute as a dimeusion in space, to a space of: 

lower d imells i.onal ity, g, 'fhc goodness-of-[ it of the configuratious in 



g dlmcnsions to the origin<ll £-dimensional datn is measured through ref-

et:cncc to the p-space in which similarity coefficients have been 

computed for each couple of objects (I, J). This _m~thodology 

then involves a comparison of the relations of proximity between the 

objects in two different spaces: the Euclidean g-dimcnsional space of 

rcprcscntatiott" <;nd the statistical space of similarity coefficients. 

When multidimcnsionnl analysis is· based upon Matrix Displays, 

it is proposed that the similarity matrix itself be the display space 

(Czckano\vski, 1932; Guttman, 1955a; Shepard, 1974). As a conseqHence, 

the previous methodology of comparing relations of proximity in space 

to rclatiolls of similarity in data becomes more involved, The general 

idea is to compare the structural features 6f the configuratirn•s which 

appear on the similarity matrix with "ideal pattern gradients." These 

ideal p<~ttern gradients correspond to the geometrical templ[ltes which 

Dcgcrm<ln (1972) proposes to be the fundwncnt:al simple st;ruetures which 

MDA lilU!o t seek to cl is cover: 

'J'lw ~:.!.'.:!J .... f?D stnw.turc, which reflects the. twtjon of :.1 ] ill<' in 
space. where neir;h:lJorhoo<l J:'clation~> and rnnL-or:d<~r.ing (:;m he 
f ir.urecl 

Tlte Q.L!2lLE\1. structure, which conveys the notion of an ordered 
structure closed on·itself inn circular fa~;hion (like: a t·ing; 
Knuth, 1968) 

The ~creLc clnss, or Cluster structure, \vhich permit:; the 
representation of the concept of mutually exclusive, i.ndepeudeut:, 
and nornin<~l classes 

'l.'hese ideal s implc structL1rcs pervade the whole f iclcl of multi-

UilllCIIS.iOllaJ nnitlyfjiS because they arc the tools t..>hich permit t:fll: org;mi-

?.atioll of: cogniti.on nncl the setting up of the appropri.atc inferences when 

l'1DA i.s faced wi.Ui A given set of dat:a. They have, ho\.Jevcr; g•·('at·er 

itnportancc for the metlwcl of wd.ue: Matrjx Di~;playf; because it has been 
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shot·Jtl-- in a more or less direct fashion--that to each of these ideal 

templates. there corresponds specific patterns otl the similarity matrix 

(Guttman, .1954; Dunn. 1975). As.a conseq'7encc. the problem of multi-

dimensional analysis becomes one of: 

(1) Reorganizing the ro'" and column entries of the 111alri.x so 
that it shows a pattern which approximates one (.or a com
bination) of the ideal tcmplate(s) 

(2) Evaluating the goodness-of-fit of the actual c~nLi.gurations 
to the postulated corresponding template(s) 

This in turn implies that the nature of the methodological issue of 

validity vs. interpretability, which appeared above as conO i ct.i.ng re--

quir.ements, is changed. I shall observe here that tile more valid a · 

matrii configuration--in the sense that it fits a pattern-~tl1c greater 

its interpretability. This observation will itself be at the root of -

the quantitative assessment of Matrix Displays that I shall deliver in 

chapter IV. 

In the present chapter I shall focus on the avaj labl c· research 

evidence which is scarce and needs to be rciutc.rpretcd to apply to t!lv. 

Matrix Display is11ue. '!'he follo'"ing sections, each of which focuu on 

one'of the three simple ntructures of lJer_:1~rm::m (1972), pr·ovide a trmw--

lation and a r:eorganizuti.on of the available evicleJice so that it supports 

the thesis or the feasibility of Matrix Displays for multidimensional 

analysis. 

III.2 ~~x Displays andOne-Dimcnsionnl Order Analysi~ 

II1.2.1 £_~iple of One--Dimensional Or.d(~rin~ 

A onc-d imcns ional on1e~r ine; is <1 perfect ordering aloug a d itilcll-· 

sion, i.e., an or-dering such that. given n objects, they are perfectly 
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ranked at equally-spaced intervals from first to last along a certain 

continuulll. This continuum, or d{mcnsion, rcpre:o;ents the criterion of 

ranking. -In the case Hhich we are concerned with now, this criterion 

must be discovered by .<malysis: The~ objects are knO\vn through their 

s~nilarity relations, ancl the problem is to arrange them in rank-order 

so their distance relations along the rank-ordering inversely correspond 

to their relations of similarity. This is a direct application of the 

principle of proximity-similarity which I presentE>.d c.arUer as a general 

principlP in nultidimensional analysis (p. 71). In essenec, the principle 

of proximity--similarity states that the relative positions of objects 

in space should be cli.rectly related to their relative similarities--the 

closer two objects, the more similar they be. This principle has a k~y 

role nil over mul tidimcns ional analysis becatwc the spatial representa--

tion of o!Jjects is so central to the interpretation process (1'orgerson, 

19~8; Coombs, 1964; Shephard, 1966; Benzecri, 1973). 

When applied to the situation of rank-ordering, the principle 

tinn nf nrdcr han been strjetly_dciined in <lll axiomatic Ul.:lllncr hy wry ()r: 

(l) 'fhc~ axiom of ·transitivity: 
· I 'f, ~T aml ~T S K ::..-.i;'> I ~ 1<, when I, .J, and K ar:e o b jd~ ts and 
< indicates prece:<l<;nce and "' ind i.e a tcs co inc: i<lcncc 

(2) The ctXi.ont of anti-syttunetry: 
I ( .T and :J < I 9 I ::: J 

(3) 'J'hc axiom of comHc.cteuncss: 
Por any I I J, either I < J or J < I 

Wltcn <.~lJ these axioms hold on a gi.ven objc.ct--~H't~, this set is said to 

possess A comple1<~ onl<:ring. When axiom 3 docs not hold, the orcleri.ng 

is sni<l to l>r: only partial (Dchrcu, 1959). 'l'he interest of the notion 

of orckriuc; more~ Lencr:JJJ.y lies i.n i.ts imp1icati.on~> for coc;nit.i.v<~ infc·.r~. 
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ence: Because order is the most clcmcntnry measure of the relations 

betw<~en objects in a set (Ackoff 1 1962) 1 its f im1 iut; permits multiple 

cognitive open1tions to take place, In the context ~f management, the 

rank-ordering of managerial ,entities on the basis of their performance 

provide the manager with (at least) a frame.\·JOrk for control and for 

instrumental activity (Miller, 1969), 

In the Matrix Display formulation of the problem of fi.nding a 

one-dimensional ordering, the similarity matrix plays an essential role 

both as a "container"· of· the~ X~ similarity data, and as a mode of 

representation by 'itself. Considering the mode of. representation, it 

has been suggested that the numerical values of the elementary similarity 

coefficients be vis\.1ally "translated" by way of shades of grey with 

black meaning maximum similarity and white meaning minimum similarity 

(Bertin, 1967; Dunn, 1975; l.ohrding, 1975),_ This convention "'ill be 

adopted hereafter,, Hhere the cells of the similarity matrix Hill l><~ cro:;s-· 

hatched according to a shadiug scheme. For inst[lnce, with cor.-rclation 

eocrficients belonging to the interval (0,1) the. darkest sh:1dc will he 

ass igncd to the vnlue 1 and the liglttcf>t shade to t.Jw value 0, [ill iutcr--

me.d i.ary values being reprc~;cn ted with c:o.rrespo!lc.l ing iu·tc~rmct1 i ary sh<.Hks. 

The i!lterest of using thic; visual equivalent of Uw. s imi.Vu:ity 

matrix st.ems from the fact that, in the case where the object eutries 

of the matrix can be perfectly rank--ordered 1 this shoHs up as a specific 

gradient over the matrix. This gradi.cnt has been put into· <·.viclence by 

Gt1ttman (1954-, 1955a, 1955b, 1966), who calls i_t. the "simplex'' pattern 

since it indicates a simple linear order among the qh_jc.ct entries, The 

simplex is characterized by the fact that the largept eocfficients are 

next to the ma i.lt d:i.agonaJ and taper oft qs. qnc !.\O<'.S to the upper right 



and lower left corners of: the matrix. In other words, the further away 

twu objects arc in the mAtrix entries, the smaller their similarity 

coefficients. Guttman (1954) proposes a functional fonnul.:ttion of this 

relation as: 

'similatity (I,K) = Similarity (I,J) X Similarity (J,K) Eq. 3.1 
where I< J < K 

Suppose, for instance, that five managerial entries (A,n,C,D,E) are 

perfectly rankable along a dimension indicating their quality of: per-

formance. Then their matrix of sirnilarity will show up this property 

by displaying a perfect simplex pattern (see Figure 3.2). 

In summary then, the discovery of a one-dimensional ordering 

between objects amounts to the finding of a simplex pattern in the 

matrix of their similarity coefficients. 

Ill. 2. 2 Hctlwd for the Discovery of a Simplex Pattern 

In· r;en<:~ral, the order in which MDA f:inLls the objects (i.e., the 

rul·n: and co1tllilllf3 of: the~ matrix) at the outsc·.t of: tlw :_malysi::; i_:-: pur·<·ly 

rm H1om. 'fit c-. 111 lfl 1 y L i.e p cob Jem lx:conws then Oil<'- of recovering <l s'i llijd <'. x: 

p:1ll:i~rn on the: b:wi!3 oC n f:irni_l:n·i.ty matrix which shows a r:ntdom onlct·i.ng 

of ol>_-jcctf.;. This mit~hL itself be :1 difficult proces8: For itwtancc, 

n ~;J jght pcrtur·bation of the ordering shown in Figure 3.2 (pe'nnuLing 

the objects C ancl E) rcsuJ. ts in a completely u iffcrent din play (Fig-· 

m·c; 3.3). The process of analysis is, in fact, to go from representations 

1 H-.<~ F igun· 3. 3 to re.prc.scntations 1 ike Figure 3. 2. In other words, 1'1DA 

must fincl Uw specific pe.rnnl1:ations simultaneously along the roH and 

column entrie-s such that, except for r.:mclom fluctuations, the entries 

d('ct·ease nwuotonically \vith dif;t::mcc from the principal di;tgonal 

(Sbt·p~tnJ, 197Lt). '!'he ro\'' and col11mn cntrief.; n(~cc1 to be rcarr.:mgecl 
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simultaneously in order fol;' tht' matrix symmetry to be kept. 

The principle of proximity-resemblance appl ics to tliis problem 

of matrix reorganization in the follo\vinr; ltlanner: 

(1) On the one hand, it is possible to detenninc distance rela
tions between objects on -the-basis of their positions alone; 
the rank-,order. 

(2) On the other hand, the similarity data provides estimates 
of the resemblance between pairs of objects. 

The analytic problem is then to find that one-dimensional ordering which 

maximizes 'the correspondence bet\.Jeen the inter-object proximities and 

the inter-object similarities. 

i'hat a rank-ordering of objects impl ics chstance relations be-

tween them can be seen .in the following example. _Suppose that four 

objects A, B, C, and Dare ranked in that orclcr, then a set of on]er: 

relations between the inter-object distances also holds: 

Figure 3.LJ 

1··---1-··----+----t All = BC =~ CD ( AC ::: )',)l < AD 

A B C D 

The mo:Jt noticeable result i:> that, -to the complete ordcriug of the 

four objects (A,B,C,D), there con~csponds. only n partial onkring of 

their six inter-object: distanees. Equivalenty, we might: say that a 

rank-order of objects implies a series of: ties in their ·dis.tallecs (for 

n objects, there ar:c n- 1 tics in the. lowest distance value, etc., • .• • 1 

up to 2 tics only for thcsecond11ighcst distance value--in all: (n- l) X 

(n - 2)/2 tics). 'l'he analytic problem. is then to assess, at any point 

during the process of re~nTallging the 1.1atrix rows and columns, the ext<-'.nt: 
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to which the implied relations of. distances effectively fit the sitid.larity 

data themselves. 

This problem is formally equivalent to a problem which is known 

as the "optinwl linear ordering"· or the ""electrical layout proLlem" 

in operations research (Adolphson and Hu, 1973; Goldstein and Lcsk, 

197 5) : 

Given a set of n electrical compoitents (i.e., objects) and their 
n X (n- 1)/2 levels of \virc inte.rc:onncctions, assi.gn then com
ponents to n successive, regularly spaced positions in line so 
as to minimize the overall length of connecting ·wire which is 
used. 

S i.nce ttl<>. notion of "interconnecting wire" is strictly equivalent to 

the notion of similarity, the p_roblem of finding au optimal linear or-

dcring is identical to the problem of rearranging the rows and columns 

of the s i.milar i ty tnatrix so as to approximate a simp lex: pattern. The 

criterion which has been proposed for optimal linear ordering thus applies 

as \.icll to the. discovery of a simplex. Thi~; criterion has becu specified 

AS: 

n-1 
Minim:i?.e · L 

l=l 

n 
D( l,J) X S(l,J) r:q. 3 ~ 7 

when~ J>( T,J) i.~; tltc: di~;tmtcP between 1 ,:mel J along the rank-ordc~r (chni.tl 

di~,:tancc), nnd S(T,,T) is their cocfticicnt of similarity. The SUinmaUon 

is done only on one--half of the sfmilarity ·rnat:rix, because the mati·i.x is 

symmc.tric arouud its mni.n dia~onal. An intuitive interpretation of the 
' . , I 

above. criterion can be given by observing that it amounts to putting 

furthc!'t aputt objects hav.int; the leasL siwilarity, ;mel, reciprocally, 

putting; c:losc.st togcthel~ objects \,•hiclt have the most similarity. 

Given the. above crit<~rion, the procc·.ss of searching for a simplex 

can possjlJJ.y lJe done visually by ~mA. llntil recc.nUy, however, thi.s 
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eventuality could not be reasonably proposed, due to the cost of mani-

pulating similarity displays only by way of paper and pencil (Sneath 

and Sokal, 1973). The present availability of low-cost interactive 

graphic terminals permits one to envision a state-of-the-oct where the 

burden of constructing the display would be left to tlw computer, freeing 

MDA for more creative work (Lohrding, 1975). In the case of the search 

for a simplex; this "more creative" work would eventually consist in tlH~ 

permutation of rm.,rs and columns so that the con£ iguration approximates 

the general feature~ of a simplex pattern. 

This process, however, might be a tedious one, since there arc 

n!/2 possible different permutations of n objects, and since the. visual 

load irii.pose.d ou 1'1DA may excec<l his recognition abilities. (I sholl 

develop this theme in chapter IV.) Cousequcntly, it is proposed that 

numerical methods be used to help MDA in his search for a simplex paLtern. 

Because of the very high number of puss ible pcrmuLatiot1s I the 1\UITIC'.r ieal 

methods proposed in data analytic situat:ions c:qnivaleut h"> tht1t of t.hc 

search for a H .i.mpJ c.x, Dre local search proee,Jun~s: 

Stc.n:ting with <W initirll. arrangcmc.nt (usu;ll ly c\w!>c:n at J:anclolll) 1 

one S(~nrciwf.> a ~mall set of modifications of it for an improved· 
arrnngcm('nt. We call t.bi.s a local. sear-cit p1·ocedure. 'fhe itc:r<ttiou 
consif>ts of applyinr; thr. loc.a:Cscarcil"-:iT;;;;ori.Uun until 1w i.mprtwl~ment 
can be marJc (GoldstP.in ;mel Lesk, 1975, p. 15). 

Amonl~ tile v;n:iety of available local search techniques 1 two seem to be 

particularly suite-d to the. search of n simplex pnttcrn in a similarity 

matrix: 

(1) Permutation algorithms, which test for all the possible 
permutations of a small r1umbcr m of contiguous objects in 
the: prescn t rank-order i.ng, and sh itt the m-window along the 
n-orderi.ng until no further improvement is made 

( 2) Insertion algorithms, \vhich select ouc or several oh jects 
and inser l them in every pos i t:ion 1 searching tor. au improved 
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arrangement 

The computational cost is of the order of n X Cm!) for permutation al-

gorithms tind of the order of n 2 for insertion algorithms. It is possible 

to combine both types of procedures Hith more elaborate sear~h ~•chcmcs 

such as branch-and-bound techniques (Lnwler.and Wood, 1966; Nilsson, 

1911) • 

In summary, I have sho'-'rll in the two previous sections tlwt it 

is possible for MDJ\ to use a method of onc-dimens ional analysis based 

upon a Matrix Display of similarity da1:a. The thrust of my <trgumcnta-· 

tion has been as follows: 

(1) A OHE!~dimensi.onaJ ordering of the objects shows up as a 
specific patte~n in the si.ri1ilarity matrix: the simpler. 

(2) The search for a simplex pattern necessitates multiple 
perumtatioi1s and rearrangem€•n1.s of the matrix ent:r i.en. 

( 3) 'fhe process of permutation can be heJ pcd by a formal cri
terion of optimization whicll estimates the corrcspondc.nc<:> 
bct"'''.c.n the known relations of similarity and the observed. 
proximitics between the objects. 

(ll) J?inally, ·it: is pos·!liblc. to cuvisiott art itlteractjvc pri)Ct'.n~; 

Wh(:'rc.by 1'\UA w;e:; !Joth visuaJ ll!cthods <md IH.Jilter ical 1 ucal 
se:.H:-eh ~llgoritluns. to rearraHgc the matt ix entr ic~;. 

As we sai.d .earlier, the research literature which is available 

to i11fer the fensibility of :tv.!atxix Displays is scnrce ancl incomplete. 

I would l :i.k.e here to point ou l: several of the :Jrcns in which tlloL·e rese.an:h 

rcsul ts arc needed in order for the Natr ix Display of s irniJ.ari ty data 

to bect11ne a tool for an.1lysis. I shalJ. later in this thesis (chapter TV) 

provide a set of original results which partially answer the prolJJ.cms 

111cittioncd bel O\v. · 

ProbJem 1; \.JhaL kiw1 of distance llletric should be US('.d to 
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.account for the computati.ons of inter-object distances on the 
simi.larity matrix?. 

I have shown that it is possible to help the process of rcoq•;anizing 

matrix entries by ~·my of a numeric<:ll criterion (Equ<:ltion 3,2) which 

incorporates a distance measure. This distance me<.~sure, however, call!tl)t 

possibly be the usual Euclidean dist<:lnce, because the matrix space docs 

not correspo~d to the Euclidean model: It offers discrete, equally 

spaced variations, instead of the continuous interval-scale variation 

of a Euclidean space. Hence, the need for a refl~ction ·on the nature 

of the metric which underlies a Matrix Display. 

Problem 2. How can JviDA assess the extent to which ;:m actual 
coniigurntion fits the perfect simplex pattern? 

Even when the entries of the similarity matrix are rearranged in the 

best matmer (i.e., s_o that the.partial orderine; of the inter-object 

distances inversely correspond to the complete ordering of the similarity 

coefficients), nothing guarantees that the data themselves do conform 

to A perfect s i.mplex pattern. In al 1. practicnl situations, MilA must: 

c.:x.p<'r:t. the o],setved objects to be rankablt> o11Jy to a limitccl C!X.Lc·ttL; 

by v;ly of coJis,~.CJlti2nec>., the nc tu<l1. pnttc ITt wh j c h the. s ]_nd.l ari t y tnntr b_ 

sho\\':; must be expected to a_pproximate the perfect simplex. only. Sine<: 

the-: inferc.nee:s of MDA ·:_n:c essentially basc.d upon· the use of 'the rank-ordc~r 

mockl as a cognitive template, there is a need. for validation procedure~;: 

Tht-~ dcgrPe of validity of MDA's inferences clcai'ly df:'pcnds upon the de-· 

gree of validity of the c.mpiri.cal pattcnt observed, as compared to the 

perfect simplex. Hence, the. need for some rcsean:h into procedures 

specifically sui ted to the val i d<JU.on of matrix p.:~tterns. 

Problem 3. Can s :imp lex anolys is be hcJ pcLl by graph i Ct.ll methoclH 
~1ppi1;g the similarity tlata int:o a ~;mallcr lHHnhc't· of shade 
variations? 
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I said earlier that the matrix representation of similarity datn is based 

upon the idea that it is pass U)lc to map the datn into corrcspoud ing 

variations of slwcling. The nature of this correspondence and its optimal 

format have never been clearly studied (to my knmvle<lge). Since 

several graphical reduction procedures might be used in order to map 

the s i111i.larity data into a fewer number of graphic items, it is important 

that a comparative and combined assessment of these several methods be 

done. Given the experimental e':'idencc that I gathered in chapter II, 

and the natur:·e of NDA' s requirements, I shall propose in chapter IV an 

original treatment of this problem. 

III.3 ~atrix: DisplAy~ and Two-Ditn('nsional Order Analysis 

The methodology of finding a two-dimensional ordC:!ring in a 

similarity matrix is similar to that used for one-dimensional ordering. 

There arc, however, a number of specificities which m<1kc two-<:1 imc>ns iontJl 

ordcri11g a more: complex problt>m than one-··d.ilncusionnl orde.riHg. 

I 1 T. 3. ] I-~~~._!~!Y hi-~~~~: __ !~·;· f i~'J:..~:...j~-~.~:_ of ~-1!_(::~-~-!:~~~·~~~~r..!._ ex P <:_!:_!~~ 

\vhcll the avni.Jable simi.Jnrity d<1ta is such thr1L it cannot fit 

propc 1·ly n onc-d inww:: ionnl ( s .i1nplr~x) byrollH'S i~;, it is neec:;!HII·y to n·fer 

to a t\vu· dimcri~:ional hypoUH~Si!: and to obsnrve the onlerint~ of tht~ n 

obj(·cts in two, r::rt:her than one, dimensions. lntvitivc~ly, n perfect 

t\-Jo--clinwns:i.onal ordering \-Jould be such that its projections on the two 

clilllC!lsi.ons \-Jould shoH two completely itH1cpcnuent orderings, sons to 

provide HDA with maximum information. This conjecture has been proven 

mnthe:mat:ically to hold true by Guttman ( 19.SLl-), who proposes that tile 

it1c~al model of .:1 two-dim<'ilsion.:ll or~kri.ng is a circle--which ind(~ecl has 

the property that i.U-; points C<lll be. orLllot~onfiJ Jy projected in two 
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dimensions. Guttman then proposes to call ncircumplex" (ci.rcular order 

of complexity) the ideal model of a circular ordering as it appears on 

the s imi.larity nwtrix. In the dis cuss ion which f\>llows, the c ircumplcx 

will play a role analogous to that which the simplex had above. 

The notion of a circumplex corresponds to Degennan' s "circular 

structure" in two dimensions (sec above, p. 74 and ·oegcrman; 1972). The 

value of: the' cireumplex for cognitive inference lies in its illustrating 

the notion of an ordering which is defined only up to a circulrtr pcrmu-

tation. This type of ordering has no beginning nor end (the objects 

arc not ranked from "hige$t" to "lowest") but rather all the objects 

have equal rank: The only lm.;r which holds is a law of ncighborin~, like 

in the positions ~f individuals round a table. Shepard and Carroll 

(1966) propose. an example of circular ordering Hhich is akin to a mc.magc-

mcnt situation. Suppose a series of three-attribute performance proLilcs, 

such that each profile resembles its neighbors and the last profjlc r:e-

semblcs the first one: 

Figure 3.4 

(A) on (C) (D) (E) (F) 

J71\ll rrtf\J n-r~ ~TTl Rll l7f\Tl 
~-w ULLJ UJLJ l_'llLJ l_~ UlJ 
This series of profiles poss~ss the interest~l~ property th~t each sue-

cessive profile is cleduce.d from the prececlin~ one by a simple t.ransfonna-· 

tion, :mel the two extre.me profiles (F) a11.d (A) are similar. Typically, 

this series can be said to "·folcl back" on itself and consequently the 

order (A,B,C,D,E,F) is circular. 
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As the simplex, the circumplex can be defined as a formal order· 

pattern on the similarity matrix (Guttman, 1954): It is indicated by 

a gradient such that the largest ·coefficients are along the main diagonal, 

taper off about half\vay from the nwin diagonal, and increase agni11 to\varcl 

the.extreme corners of the matrix. This exactly corresponds to the 

mathewatical ·notion of a "circulant" (Reed, in Guttman, I955a). Fig-

ure 3.5 presents a perfect circumple:ic obtained according to an ndclitive 

definition give.n by Guttman (1956, p. 326). This circumplcx is shown 

on the symm<~.tr ic 1natrix as a diagonal ordering, Hith the added feature 

that it f~lds back on itself (the extremes' A and Fare s~nilar). The 

same circumplex can equivalently be shown as a t\.Jo-dimcnsional eircular 

ordering by arranging the row and column entries of the matrix so thnt 

the ordering (A,B,C,D,E,P) is obtained within the matrix itself. Fig-

urc 3.6 shows that the row ordering (J\,B,F,C,E,D) and the colunm orderinr; 

(F,E,J\,Jl,B,C) correspondstothc internal circular ordering (1\,B,C,D,E,_F). 

In summary, it is prt)pose.d here that the senreh for a two-<1 imPH-· 

sio11nl onh~ring on the. t-tfltrix Display of ~dmilar:ity data be o1:i<·nl~<·cl 

t{)\,J:n:d th<~ d :i scovcry of ~' c ircump·l ex p.Tttern. This pnttern i[·> de( itwd 

.::w n npecific gcJ<]:i.c:nt h-1 the ~;ynunet.rjc :d.mil:.nity matrix, obtained \vlwn 

llotlt U1<' ro\-J .::mel the col uutn entries shnw ttc sante onkrillG. It cau aJ :>o 

be sho1vn as an approximate c irelc in two dimensions by rearr.::-mg)ng the 

matrix cnt:ri0.s orthogmwlly tu cnch othc.r. 

According to the above. subsection, the two-dimensi.on<1l mntrix: 

ordcri.nr; problem can be fonnul<ttcd: 

Gi.vcn Uw n X n syuuuctric si.mi.larity matrix, rcarran!Y,e [;imul
t<mcously its rows nn<l colunms so as to approxinwtc <.t ·circumpl<~x 
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THE CIRCUMPLEX SHOWN AS A 2-DIMENSIONAL ORDERING 
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pattern in the best manner. 

Not much direct research evidence is available to solve this problem. 

!t is possible, however to decompose it into subproblems so that pre~ 

vious methodological research applies to it. One such decomposition, 

which I propose to adopt, is: 

( 1) Find an optimal circular ordering of the n objects. 

(2) Among the possible n cyclic permutations of this ordering, 
choose the·one which shows the best circumplex pattern on 
the similarity matrix. 

(3) If a two-dimensional representation is needed, rearrange the 
ordering of one matrix entry orthogonally to the othei. 

The most complex of these three subproblems is (1), which is formally 

equivalen~ to the ••traveling salesman proble~' in Oper~tions Resear~h-

(Bellmore and Nemhauser, 1968; Lin, 1965): 

Given the set of distances between n cities, a salesman is re
quired to_visit each of then given ~cities once and only once, 
starting from any city and returning to it after having visited 
the (n - 1) others. What tour''' should he choose in order to 
minimize the total distance traveled? 

The problem of circular ordering is equivalent to the traveliug 

salesman problem to the extent that the n(n - 1)/2 similarity coef.fi.cients 

·can be· interpreted as indic.:1ton1 of proximity (i.e., inverse o( dis--

tanees). Consequently, the criterion become.s one of maximizing the 

total similarity among objects along the tour. Mathematicnlly, the 

problem can be formulated: 

Given S = S(I,J) the set of the n(n - 1)/2 similarity coef
ficients and t = (i1 , i 2 , ••. , in, i 1 ) any tour and 

. . . ' 
dered pair _representation of t, 

*A tour: A path passing once and only once through each city 
and closed on itself, 
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:Maximize S(I,J) Eq. 3. 3 
(I,J)e. t' 

This criterion insures that the optimal tour t is such that the sum of 

the similarities between neighboring objects is maximum. 

Recently, a computational procedure has been proposed for solving 

the problem in a general fashion (Held aud Karp, 1971). Since its cost 

is pretty high, ru~ since it does not fit the purpose of the present 

work "W'hich cmphas izes interactive data analysis techniques, I shall rely 

here upon more classical approachc.s to the trnvel ing s<tlesman problem----

that is, heuristic, local search procedures. One such method, called 

the "e-opt" method' is of spec~al interest for ITIY purpose .• 

'fhe e-opt method (Lin, 1965) has been suggestc<l on the basis of 

graph-theoretic considerations, namely, the theorem that, in f':C'Hera1, 

an optilllal tour doe.s not intersect itself (Barachet, 1957). Clearly, 

then, <1 t-our which jnterscct itself cm1 he improvc~d by rcplacinl'; (:.lt 

lcnst) 1 he t\v(l arc~; Hhich jnterscct with the correspond ill).', llon--jlltcr-

:~ec.till!~ :Jt·cs. A tr.HJI: iB s:d.<J t(l he 2--optimal if it is impossililc t.o 

hAl <llCt';. Mnn~ generally, Lin ( J 96~i) propo~;en tl1at a tour be ~;;tid to be! 

e optiltlt1l ("f-··Opt") j_f it is i.nqH!S~;j_IJJe to obtain a t.our: With highc~r 
I 

simi lnri Ly by n•.plCtcing .nny e of its are hy anotlwr set of e accr;. Lin 

further develops a sc t of theoi·cms according to \vhich all the possible 

tours can be partitioned into 1-opt, 2---opt, •.• , n--opl: subsets, where 

1·hc- n-opt sub~;ct. :tctu<tlly ccHll:aiJts the. OVPl'.'tJ 1 optituum tour. 

The intcrcf>t of tlwsc~ graph-theoretic consickrations is that: 

they permit cnte to ckvisc a tour-to--tour improvement algorithm with a 

h ir:h hctwfit-cost. ratio. Til('. procedure is to st:.Jrt \v:i.th a rnmlom tour 
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and ,systematically ,try to find the corresponding 3-opt tour by replacirig 

any three arcs of the tour by three other ones. When three arcs arc 

broken, the resulting strings of objects are permuted in all possible 

manners, searching for a better arrangeiuent (the objects within each 

string retain their relative order). Once an improvement is found, 

the resulting tour is treat~d as an initial tour and the process is 

iterated (Lin, 1965; Goldstein and Lesk, 1975). The benefit-cost ad-

vantag~ of this procedure st~ms from the fact that it has a nontrivial 

probability of achieving the best optimal tour, at a cost which is pro

portional only to n3 (as compared to the (n - I) /2 cost of searching 

systematically through all the possible tours)~ 

In the context of the search for a circumplex pattern, it is 

possible to envision a man-machine iterative procedure where MDA selects 

an initial to·ur and then runs the 3-opt algorithm to find a better 3-opt 

tour. MDA then visually checks the correspondence betHcen. the rc~;uJ t itq•: 

pattern and a circu111plex. He may th(~n decide to modify it by a manual 

permutation atLd to run the 3--opt algorithm again; or, he may Jer.:id•.: to 

stop ;tf this po:lnt, having decided thAt the rcstilti.ng pctttent is wuor1g 

the best which eould be reaclled with the available similar i.ty data. In 

light of this process, problem ( 2) and problem (3) receive the. follo\.;inc 

solutions (see p. 87 for staten1t~nt of problems (2) and (3)): 

(2) The n cyclic pcnuutatiotlS of the chosen 3-opt tour are tried 
out, c'lnd the bt"1e which provides the bcs:t approximation to a 
circumplex pattern on the symmetric matrix is selected. 

(3) It is possible to use a simple rule to find the ordering 
~hich is orthogonal to a given ordering. For inst.:~nce, a 
simple orthogonal orderine rule .might be based upon the ob
servation that the objects with median position in one pr
dering should be placed at.thc extremes of the other order~1g, 
and reciprocally (Coombs, 1964). 
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III.3~3 Unsolved Problems in Circ~mplex Analysis 

The main areas of incomplete kno,.Jledgc regarding circumplex 

analysis a:rc essentially similar to those which I mentioned in reference 

to simplex analysis (11.1.2.3). They take, however, a slightly different 

form, to the extent that the circumplex is a specific pattern, with its 

O\vn fea·tures and requirements. The three questions which I mentjoned 

earlier tak.c the following form for a circumplex: 

(1) Considering the qualitative formulation of the circumplex: 
on the symmetric similarity matrix: 

Is it possible to find a quantitative distance metric 
that·would account for the formation of s~ch a circular 
ordering pattern? 

Clearly, the concept of a circle requires a continuous, euclidean formu-

lation, and the Matrix Display does not have such formulation. Hcnec., 

ag:1in, the question of the postulates of the distance· metric eorrespon<l-

ing to n Matrix Display. 

(2) Considering the e>JLc-dimensional, symmetric matrix, which 
is used in the analytic proec[ls ot rceogni:d.n(. a drcu111plex, 

What stnti.ntir.al criterion of goodner;s-of-.fit could MDII. 
use ill oulc.r t:o asse8s the Li.L between a given f'ollL igur;J .. 
tion nu<1 the icknl circumplc.x: patt.crrl'? 

'fhi~; j~ the pt·oblem of val:i.ctation, and it is not possiblC". to conceiv(• 

a daU1 rmaJyl::ic np.proach \vi.thout providinr.; some~ guidelines on tlli~; poirit. 

(3) When the similm:ity mntrix is dir<~ctly used as [I basis for 
display, there are sornc impl icat.ions as to, 

llt)\ .. ' tlw Matrix Displ.1y rcpr.e:·scntation relates to the 
ma·trix <mulysis process. 

In pa1·t ieuJ m.·, the mapping rules which m~e· used in the proCl'SS of t.rmis--

.latinr; nunH:rical coefficients into shades of grey sc£>.!11 to llave im 1.111-

porl:nnt: l>carine: on the recognitioll of cireumplex. pattcrus by MDA. 
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III.4 Hatrix Displays and Cluster Analysis 

I uow turn to an assessment of the utility of Hatrix Displays 

for conveying the notion of discrete, mutually exclusive, and exhaustive 

classes of objects on the similarity matrix. This corresponds to the 
~ '·.· ' 

third "s implc structure'.' which. Degerman (1972) ~alls the "dis crete 

class," or cluster structure. 

There has been very litJle research (actually, none, except 

for a proposal by Dunn; 1975) on how the Matrix Display representation 

of the similarity matrix,can help MJ:¥\ discover clustering structures, 

Consequently, this section cannot be built as the two preceding ones, 

on the consideratio.n of previously defined ideal templates--such as the 

simplex and the circumplex--which are proposed to guide the analytic 

process •. Rather. I shall attempt here first to present the problem awl 

methodological issues involved with clustering, and thEm to show how n 

matrix representation relates to these considerations. The conclusion 

which {shall reach is that it is feasible to use Mntrix Displays to 

dE~tect.thc pn:t:H:.nce of clusters on the similari.ty. matrix: Clusters 

actualJy shoH up as square groupings of homor;cneous shaue placed sy.tt-

uwtric<llly m:uund the mnin diagonal. 

III.4.1 The Problem of Clustering 

I call "problem of clustering" the problem of grouping a set of 

n objects into a smaller number of homogeneous, exhaustive, and mutually 

exclusive clusters. The cognitive advantages to be gained from the con-· 

struction of discrete clusters of objects or events are that: 

(1) It reduces the mental load (e.g., memory) required to des
cribe and to remember the set of objects (Miller, 1956; 
Shepard et al., 1961). 

(2) It ·provides a framework for instrumental activity, such as 
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when a manager defines a management policy for each cluster 
of entities (Cormack, 1971). 

(3) It pt"crmits the establishment of category systems (Bruner, 
GoodnO\v, ;md Austin, 19 56}. 

These three features mpk.e cluster analysis one of the most important 

aspects of multidimensional analysis, as is shown by the eurrcut upsuq<,t~ 

of interest in clustering methodology (Sneath and Sakal, 1973). 

The mathematical formulation of the clustering problem needs to 

refer to the notion of a partition: 

Given a finite set N of n objects a partition P of N is a col
lection of m subsets [c1, .•. , em] such that, for i,j = 
1, 2, .•• , m: 

(1) c· 
~ t 0 i.e., no class is empty 

( 2) i t j ~cin cj = ~ i.e.' all classes are dis joint 

m 
( 3) u C· ·= N i.e., the union of all class<~s is l. 

1 

11: is possible to generate in a systematic fashion all the possible 

N 

partitions of a set N into m classes, with m varying from l ton (Hell's 

[~encrating function, Berge, 1968, p. 37). All the possible partition~; 

cmt be n~pn~:._;cnted as the nodes of a lattice. For in~;t:anee, a ·set. nf 

n "' ] objc.ctr; (A,H,C) gc.nccatc.s the !attic(~: 

Figure. 3.7 

(A,B,C) 1-class partition (P-ltmtper) 

(A,B) (C) (C,A) (B) (C,B) (A) 2-classes partition 

(A) (B) (C) 3-classes partition (P--spl i1 t.<·T) 

'l'hl~ hit~ltcst llode in the Jntticc n:~pn·sents the lulllper partition when~ 
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all the n objects are packed into one ciass (m =. 1), while the lO\JeSt 

node is the splitter partit1on, with each object forming a single class 

(m = n). All other partitions are :Lntermediary between the extremes. 

The intei~si of drawing this lattice stems from the fact that 

Cluster Analysis· is n methodology f:or searching the best partition p* 

in the lattice. The n objects are visually given as points in space, 

and .the problem is to find that ~artiiion p* of the n points such that 

the m classes of the partition effectively represent clusters of neigh-

boring points, Since the position P-splitter obviously represents an 

optimal partition in each case (because each point is its own neighbor), 

this specification needs something more: 

·(1) Either the number of classes m is fixed tom, and p* is the 
optimal partition at the ~ level of the lattice (horizontal 
search) 

(2) Or the number of classes m is le£ -fre~ to vary from 1 to n, 
and MDA looks for a set of hierarchically nested positions 
(vertical search). 

l'ractically, the second formulation has been found to be more convenieut: 

and much more economical than the first one. Although it does uot gu<tr·-· 

ant:ee the attainmc!nt of the absolut:cly optimum partition for n !,~iven 

number. of elasses m, it generally leads to reasonably homogc:ncous chJS·-

ters of objects close in space. 

III.4,2 Cluster Analysis with the Minimum Spanning Tree 

Principle. The above approach (2) can he easily implemented 

through the "minimum spanning tree" concept. Suppose n points arc given 

in space, forming a net\.mrk, possibly mul tid imcns ional, Then a tree 

spanning these paints is tiny set of straight line segments, joining 

pairs of points (Gower and Ross, 1969), such that: 
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(a) No closed loops occur. 

(b) ERch point is visited by at least one line. 

(c) The tree is connected .• 

If we call "length of the tree" the sum of the lengths of its segments 

(sum of distances), then the minimum spanning tree has 

(d) 'rhc. minimum po~sible length. 

For instance, to the network shown on the left below there corresponds 

the minimum spanning tree shown on the right: 

Figure 3,8 

A 
A 

B 
}\ 

c 

Network in Space Minimum Spanni.nt•; Tree 

'J'he lllinitlltlm spann5.ug tree o[ a s<>t of points can be used as :t 

ha::; J ~.: Lor cJ.11stc.ring because it lu.w the~ foJ l<Hving propertiefJ (?.:thn dc.l!tOil·· 

f;trcrLcs lhc.n, as thcorctns, 1971): 

(1) Por .:my pact.i Li.on of lh(~ points into t.wo di.sjoilll.t~d classf's, 
the nununum ~;panning tree gives the edge of minimum l(~ugt:lt 

bet\<Jecn the two classes. 

(2) Any of the minimum spanrdng tree edges is a minimum link f:or 
a binary partition. 

(3) If thc.re arc re.al clustC'rS in spacl~, the mi.nj.mum spanning 
t rcc d oe.s not: b rcA k them. 

Th12sc. properties c<m be iJ1w.>tr<.ltcd on the above example: 

(1) For tlw pD.rli.tion [CA,J~,C) (D,E,l•'U the edge AD·has minimum 
length ( .:w com[Hll'Cd to CD or Cl•') . 
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(2) Any edge of the mlnJ_mum spanning· tree, such as AB,, is the 
edge of minimum let1gth bet\-.'een the classes of a two~class 

partition (here (A,D,E,F) and (B,C)). 

(3) The mhtimum spanning tree, by passing through each point 
so that the total distance is minimiz~d, respects the rela
tions nf proximity inhcre~t in the data. 

The above theorems insure that, in principle, tile minimum span-

ning tree spans the objects in such a way that_(at least) approximately 

c~npact clusters are obtained. 

Method. The most economic algorithm for_computing the minimum 

spanning tree of a. set of pohtts has been independently formulated by 

Prim (1957) and Dijkstra (1959). GO\ver .and Ross (1969) provides an 

example of implementation of this algorithm, which requires the order 

of n 2 computations. 

Once the minimum spanning tree is found, the problem of defining 

m clusters becomes the problem of deleting (m - 1) edges from the tree 

so_ that the resulting connected subtrees correspond to the m most compact 

clusters. Zahn ( 1971) .proposes a rule for deletion: A tree edge I.J 

whose length is significalit.ly larger than the average of nem·by edge 

lengths on both sides I and J. ~;houlil be dclct(:d. For instance, the: 

folloHing diagrmn :;hows :>olutions for m = 2 and m = 3 (m is t.Jw desired 

number of classes in the parti_tion): 

A 

- - --

2 classc:s clustering 
·cA,B,C) (D,E,F) 

E 

Figure 3.9 

I 
I 

A o __ 
I 

B~ 

- - - -

3 classes clustering 
(A) (B,C) (D,E,F) 

E 

F 
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As can he seen, the clusters which are obtaiued through thi.s method are 

hierarchically nested within each other, since each lower level cluster-

ing (going do\-.'11 the part it ion lattice) results from a disae;gregat:i on 

of the partition at the previous level. (Here (A, B, C) has been broken 

into (A) and (B,C),) 

As I said earlier, the use of the minimum spanning tree method 

dot>s not guarnntee. MDA that the partition P ~,o.•hich is reached for any 

number of classes m is the optimal p* at this level of pnrtition. 'rhcre 

is, howeve.r, good evidence that the minimum spanning tree provides a 

high benefit--co·st ratio, s i.nce: 

(1) Its results are i.n close conformity to the spatinl relations 
of proximity between objects. 

(2) It is insensitive to small amounts of noise wickly and 
randomly spread over the observed space, 

(3) It is cconomicnl computnti.on-wise. 

provider: Wt i.Ttlerprc>t:.ttion of the meaning of Lht' clust.er:;; u!Jt.aiH<·~l t:llt~>ll!',h 

tlw mini11n1tn r;p:mnirq~ tree appro~wh, in Lcrm~J of tliC' prupertj c~l of t lw 

distnncc !llett·i.e ~lSBoc"i.atcd to. tlione clusters. If we call "a chaiJt" fr·um 

nbj.::-ct 1 to ohjPct J, any ~(:quencc. of objecU; Cx1,x2, . ,xp) wh.ich 

lure;est link dj~;tance: 

size. of chain (I,.J) -· mm:iwum [nCxk, Xk + I)] 
k = 1,2, •.• , p 

tht~n tlw mininmm spmming tree provi<k.s, for each couple of objccU; l 

and J·, the. minimal chnin size. of nll possible chains f:rom I to J: 

D'(I,,J) ::: minimum [si%e of ch.Jin (I,,T)] 
all po~~s iblc. chains Eq. 3.1~ 

:John~;on (1967) sho\v~; that the clistnnce llll'.t:ric D' satisUcs a ~:pecific 
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distance etxiom (the ultrametric inequality) \.Jhich is more constrained 

than the usual triangle inequality axiom (see chapter I, p. 25). 

As a cpnsequence, the clusters which are obtained through appli-

cation of the minimum spanning tree approach are, in genei:al, approxima--

tions to the actual clusters present in the data. Specifically, it hns 

been sho\-.•n that the minimum spanning tree approach tends to resull in 

long, chain-like, and occasionnlly straggly clusters (Benzecri, 1973; 

Sneath and Sakal, 1973). 

III.4.3 Applicability of a Matrix Representation to Cluster Analysis 

As we shall see now, there exists some few but definite research 

ev:i.dencc that the matrix representation of similarity data might help 

MlM in the process of cluster analysis. 

Principle. As with order analysis, the basic data set which is 

nvailal,le to t-1DA is the~ similnrity matrix, where each sit<tilarity cocf---

ficient (I,.J) rcpri.:seuts all estimate>. of the resemLlance bL!twc:e.n the· 1.\M 

objects I rmd J. It is proposed that this similarity matrix be 1·eprc-.. 

sP.ntcd, as before, by way or nhades of grey proportional to tlw v<-tltws 

of the sim.i.larity coefficients (the higher the similarity, tht~ daJ:J:.cr 

the shnde). 

The fundamental principle to be used to guide the anal ys i.s h<'re 

is the very principle \Jhich \,•as used for order analysis, namely: 

Reorganize the matrix entries so that the relations of proxiutity 
between objects correspond to their relations of similarity. 

This principle, whc>n applied to t.he specific problem of cluster analysi::;, 

leads, ho\,•ever, to a different process of pattern recognition than the 

approximation of simplex or circumplex patterns. 

ThL! recognition of clusters on a Hatrix Display. h'hen a real 
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clustering is present in a set of objects, it shows up on the similarity 

matrix under a "canonical form." 

In this cnnonicAl fonn the entries of the matrix decrease mono-
tonically away from tlw main diagonal up or do1vn along any column, 
m1d right or left along any row (Dunn, 1975, p. 333). 

In other words, the~ clusters show up as square blocks of homogeneous 

shading, located symmetrically with respect to the main diagonal. More-

ovc.r, when some of the clusters present a hierarchical structure, this 

manifests itself in the matrix "as a nested proe;rc~:sion of sharply de-

1 ineatC'.d diagonal· blocks converging dov..,nv..'ard into the black end of the 

scale (Dunn, ibid)." For instance, Figure 3.11 slw1.Js the cluster struc-· 

ture obtained by reorganizing the similarity matrix of Figure 3.10. An 

interpretation of this Matrix Display (3.11) can be given as follows~ 

(1) Two clusters are totally dissimilar: 
(2,6,1,8,7,4) and (5,9,3). 

(2) Hithin the first cluster it is possible to clisc:rillljnat·t>. two 
subcJustcrs (2,6,1) and (8,7,4). 

(3) Again, it is possible to decompose (2,G,l) into (2,(l) nnd 
(J.). 

ln consequence, i.t i.s observed that the Ma:Lrix Display conveyn 

t\-Jl' djU:erent aspects of the clustering: 

(1) A partiti.on-aspect·, since it is possible to choose a given 
lcvcJ. of posi.Uoning, m, <md determine the relevant. m cl<w
scs. For instaucc, .m = 3 t;;i_ves (2,6,1) (8,7,4) ;md (5,9,3) 
in the above <'.xample. 

(2) A hier<1rchica1 nesting asp(~ct, ~inc:c it is por>siblc to 
recognize the following ne.st:ing relations on the abovt~ 
matrix (see Figure 3.12, p. 99). 

Dunn (1975) furthC'r ~;hews thaL Ilk canonical cluster form of 

thv s im1.Iari.ty matrix is related to the mini.utum spanning trc>e algorithm.· 

This algorithm can lw used hy MDA as au aid in the rcore;~mization of 

the rmv <md colu11m cntrie~; of the. matrix so thnt clusters sho\.J up. 
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EXAMPLE OF A SHADED SIMILARITY MATRIX 
(AFTER DUNN,1975l 

98a 
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BY CHANGING THE ORDER OF THE ENTRIES 
CLUSTERS SHOW UP AROUND THE MATRIX 01AGONAL 
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Figure 3,12 

( 2 ;6 11,8, 7, 4, 5, 9, 3) 
~-

~,4) (5,9,3) 

(2,6,1) (8,7;-lf) 

~-
(2,6). (1) 

Rather.than."minimum" spanning tree, one should say here "max:i.mum" span-

ning t10e£:'-, s_ince the criterion to be used is the maximization of the 

similaritie~ along the tree (as opposed to the ,minimizati_on _of distances). 

The reas.on ."''hy I devoted the previous. section to spann~ng tree optimiza-

tion procedur~s is_then because of the implicit correspondence between 

the canonical form of cl ustcrs in a similarity matrix and the maxi.mum 

spanning tree procedure. 

Some questions. As before in the cases of one- and t\vo-dimcn-

s i.onal anal y:> i.s, there are a number of issues unexplored and when' son1(· 

additional work would be nePded. Among these I selected the foll<>I.Jing 

thr·ce quest .ion:;, which d i.rectl y relate to those mentioned <'<11'1 icr ill 

ITI,?.,J HJiil llT.3.3, 

(1) 'IIJc distance. tactrie: allcl its implications: 
J:; there a rationale why clusters should appe<Jr as fHtuarc 
tlocks along the main diagonal of the matrix? 

(2) The validity-check question: 
Is it possible to v.nl idate the results of a mntr-ix clustering 
process by the recourse to some statistical criterion of 
validity? 

(3) The graphic mapping question: 
Can HDA's search for clusb,·rs be h<:>.lped by graphic trans
formations which would help cluster detection? 

The follovling chapter proposes some elew~nts of answer to these questions~ 

as an original contribution to the theory of t-1atrix Displays . 
. . 
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In summary, the present chapter has shown: 

(1) That three simple structures, of value for multidimensional 
analysis, have visual equivalents in similarity matrix 
patterns, 

(2) That the process of analysis with the similarity matrix 
consists in permuting and rearranging in various ways the 
rows and colrnnns so that specific gradients show up, and 

: (3) That heuristic, local search optimization ~ethods can rea
sonably help the proces~ of rearranging matrix entries. 

As a consequence, it appears that Matrix Displays are feasible aids for 

the discovery of simple statistical structures. In particular, it seems 

possible to envision interactive procedures by which the user could 

benefit from the coupling of display techniques and analytic methods 

so as to determine." such simple structures. 
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CHAPTER IV 

A QUANTITATIVE APPROACH 'ID MATRIX DISPlAYS 

The aim of this chapter is to shoH that the two lines of.evidence 

generated thus far,· namely, 

(1) The evidence ~onccrning the human visual performance with 
Matrix Displays (chapter II) and 

(2) The evidenc~ pertaining to the utility of Matrix Displays 
for multidimensional data analysis (chap.ter Ill), 

mutually reinforce and point to an integrated, quantitative approach 

to Matrix Displays. 

The proposed quantitative approach is a contributioi1 to a theory 

of Matrix Displays, since it requires that the available experimental 

and elllpirical results be integrated at a higher level of abstraction. 

Simultaneously, th12 proposed approach is a contribution to the practice 

of H:tl:r i~ Displays since the qual i tatiVl! material of previous chapters 

is trAnslated into for111al guidelines aud nw.asurcs for practical usnr;e. 

'fhis dual cmphas iB on theory and practice is .not to be se(:n as son1et:lt i11~; 

unexpected: It comes directly from the very purpose of the present .work 

to assess and to justify the feasibility of Matrix,Displays. 

The primary forms of this quantitative approach .wil1 be limited 

to three issues which seem to be central to an assessment of Hatrix 

Displays: 

(1) The problem of measuring distances b.etween matrix positions 

(2) Tlle 1~elated problem of assessing the goodness-of--fit between 
[~ctual configurations and ideal templates 
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(3) The question of reducing the graphic information so that 
the information transfer to the user is maximized 

These three issues were mentioned earlier in chapter III as research 

problems: I have found that it is possible to solve them (at least in 

an approximate manner) by relating together perceptual evidence and 

analytic findings. As a result, this chapter demonstrates that Matrix 

Displays are an effective interface between perception and analysis. 

One of the achievements of this chapter is to point to specific 

areas where future research would have important payoffs, Another, more 

essential, achievement is to provide a variety of quantitative procedures 

which will be used as formal rules in the design of a model of Matrix 

Display usage (chapter V). 

IV .I A Distance Metric for Matrix Displ~ys 

lV .1 .1 Formul.1tion of Two Plausible Distance Models 

The goal of the matrix aualysis of similarity data is to des--

cribe the set of the observed objects in terms ·of a spatial configur;ltion 

on tltP. matrix itself. Since this spatial configuration impl ien rcJn.tlons 

of diBtanee between objects, the problem of representation .is to nrrtmge 

the objects in such a way that their relations of dist<.mccs inverst~ly 

correspond to their similarities. Once a distance measure is defined, 

it becomes possible to impt·ove the process of rearranging the matrix 

rows and colwnns so that better fit to the tiridcrlyihg similarity data 

is obtained, For instance, it becomes possible to use an optimizati~n 

criterion such as Equation 3.2. 

The definition of a distance model (or a class of models) for 

matrix displays involves both pcrceptu.al and statistical considerations. 
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The axioms of a distance model must obviously correspond to the way !IUS 

perceives. distance relat:ions in the Matrix Display. Simultaneously, 

the smr;e a;-~ioms must be able to a_ccoun t for those patterns in the simi-

J.arity data which-arc deemed to be significant by MDA. The essential 

quality. of a distance. model is thus to be an interface between perceptual 

and statistical factors, and, ·consequ~ntly, to possess expl~natory power 

as to why Matrix Displays are useful aids. 

The usual, Euclidean definition .of the distance between two 

points I and J of coordinates, (x1 , y 1) and (xJ, y
3

) in a two-dimensional 

space is: 

DCI,J) = [cx1 - x3 )
2 

+ Cy
1

- y3)~ ~ Eq. 4.1 

This definition assumes that the two-dimensional space is continuous 

ever0-Jhere, so that the segment IJ is made up of an infinite number of 

intermediary points (Thomas, 1969). Pythagoras' theorem, which states 

that the square of the hypotenuse in a right-angled triangle is equal 

to the sum of the squarr·s of the tt-Jo other si.dcs, is <1 direct consequence 

of the above nxiotu. Another con~;equcncc 1.s that the sltoJ.·tef;t. dis t <Hll.~(: 

between t:h'L) points is a straight l:i.nc. 

'!'his axiom hns been found, howev(~r ,. to possess qu.lte import'tm1 

limitations on the "following grounds. 

(1) Frrnn a mathematical viewpoint, it is only one among the 
general class of distance metrics called the power metric 
(or Hikowski metric) characterized by: 

Eq. 4.2 

The Euclidean metric (Equation L+.l) corresponds to the 
special case of r = 2, but other metrics c:an just as \.JC~ll 

be constructed with other values of r. (As \.Je shall see 
belo~.,r, r"' 1 and r::: 00 also provide useful metrics.) 

(2) From a perceptual vie\vpoint, it has been shown experimentally 
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that the distance models used by HUS have more variety, than 
the simple Euclidean model would account for (Attneave, 
1950; Shepard, 1964; Hyman and Well, 1967): Hence,. the 
recognition that there torresponds different.distance 
metrics to different perceptu·al situations. 

Two Models. The Matrix Display mode of representation offers 

a case where the Euclidean axiom no longer applies, By its very nature, 

a Matrix Display shows a fixed number of discrete elementary cells cor-

responding to discrete, countable row and column entries, As a conse-

qucnce of its inherent discreteness, a Matrix Display does not fit the 

notion of a space continuous everywhere, as is implied by Equation 4.1. 

Rather, a Matrix Display is an essentially discdntinuous space, where 

distance measures increase by sudden steps at the crossing of between-

cell£ boundaries·. From this viewpoint, there seems to be two possible 

models of the relations of distance between an elementary cell and its 

adjacent neighbors, 

Figure 4,1 

2 1 .. 2 1 l 1 - ··--:-- --- ·--
1 0 1 1 0 1' 

---· -- -·- -- ·--· 
2 1 2 1 1 J 

(a) Orthogonal Model (b) Adjacency Model 

The orthogonnl model assumes that, from·a given ceil, th.e only 

possible displacements are either horizontal or vertical, As a conse-

qucnce, the distance relation:> bctHccn a cell and its neighbors are those 

indica led in the right hnnd side of Figure' 4.1( a): The cells located 

on u cliagonal from the center cell arc at D ::. 2 because two elementary 

clisplacements (one horizontal, one~ v~rbC'al) arc necessary to reach tlwm. 
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The orthogonal model has received a mathematical formulation as the 

additive "-city-block,. metric •. This rr.etric is formulated by way of 

Equation 4.2, with r ~ 1: 

D(I,J) = lx1 Eq. 4.3 

According to the original idea of.Attneave (1950) the city-block situa-

tion is typically that of an American city where no diagonal displacement 

is possible across a given, block, so that the only way to join two op-

posite corners is to walk both sid('.S of the block. 

The ad j<1cency model, on tlw. other hand, allows for d iagonE~l 

displacements across blocks, so that the eight cells adjace~t to a givffil 

matrix cell are equally distant trom it, at D.~ I. The mathematical 

formulation of this model is formally equivalent to the limit case ob-

tained with r =(X) in Equation 4.2, and I call it the "Supremum block 

metric" by analogy with the "Supremum metric" in the Euclidean case: 

For .:my two given cells I and ,T, the above equation provid('s the minitnul't 

number of adj:tccnt matrix cells which it is necessary to ct·ot>S in onlr.-r 

to go from I to J. 'rhe nwximum of the: two absolute diffen'tH'(~S in co·-

ord inat.~s tluts proviCles i.n ;my case Ute. minimum path between any t1,;ro 

matrix cells. 

Interpretation of the Two l'1odels. The contrast bct\.Jeen the 

classical Euclidean model and the two models which I propose for the 

measur<e.ment of matrix distances can be illustrated by considering the 

elementary distance between two points I and J in space (figure 4.2), 

'fhe basic difference bet\,;rcen the Euclidean model and the other two models 

is that the latter proceed by a simple process of counting blocks. 

Accordingly, I call them the "block mod<:>.ls." 
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Figure 4.2 

I / 
(l) -r--

J 1 
I ( 2) 

'J ,., 

~ 
(1) 

~ 
( 2) ·~ 

J 
.T 

Eucl i.dean 

(D = 25 = 5) 

Orthogonal 
(~ity blot~k) 

(D = 5) 

Adjacency 
(Supremum block) 

(D :.: 3) 

The block models may not be the only possible models for dis-

tances on a Matrix Display. However, they arc the most plausible models 

becc:.usc they rest upon two most relevant assumptions: 

(1) A Matrix Display is an essentially discrete mode of reprc~ 
septation. 

( 2) The neighborhood of a matrix cell is defined as a .~.ubset 
of those cells which are adjacent to it:. 

One .interesting feature of. block models is that they proviclc 

sevcnll equivalent paths between any two given points (in the above 

d ispl~1y l'-'O cquiv;-1lent pathD ( 1) ancl ( 2) m:e proposed bctw,'.cn 1 ;me] J). 

Alluthu:· feature is that the block mockl~; r:csul t in iutcg<~r di::;t:mcc 

values, and consc~qucntly they t<•.nd to provide ties in the di!;t;mc<.: 

measures (Shepnrd, 1974). 

The pcrce.ptual implications of the two models are sl ir;htly di.f-

fere.nt, since the adjacency model permits diagonal moves. This tnodel 

is intuitively more appealing than the orthogonal (city-block) model, 

because we expect HUS to Lc able to perceive dist:mces in a diagonal 

fashion. To my knowlc.clp;l' it is the first time that such a model is 

propo~cd at the juncture of pe>rccpt:ion.Dnd st<.d:istical analysis. 
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IV .1. 2 The Hetric Description of the Simp lex and Circumplex Patterns 

In chapter III, I described qualitatively two patterns which, 

when present in the similarity ma_trix, indicate order relations beh.'een 

the observed objects. I would 1 ike no\v to assess the extent. to wh i_ch 

the above distance models are compatible with these specific. patterns. 

·The Simplex. I described earlier the simplex as a pattern such 

that the largest similarity coefficients are next to the main diagonal 

and taper off as one goes to the upper right and lower left corners of 

the matrix. Guttman (1955b) observes that, although this pattern can 

be obtained by a variety of formntion rules on the similarity data, 

only one necessary and sufficient condition is actually required to 

hold, namely: 

D(I,K) = D(I,J) + D(J,K) (I~ J ~ K) Eq. 4.5 
where I, J, and K are three objects in that order along 
the matrix entries 

I sho\v now that this condition is verified by both distance models which 

I defined above, i.e., 

- The orthogonal (additive city-block) metric 

- The adjacent (supremum block) metric 

Suppose we are given a synunctrie simil<1rity matrix, t-~ith row 

and column entries A, B, C, n, E, F, such that: each object is' locatecl 

on the main diagonal, at the intersection of the row .and the column 

bearing its label: 

A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 

Figure 4. 3 

ABCDEF 
11. 1 2 3 4 5 

B l 2 3 4 
c 1 '-2 3 

[) 1 2 
F -' ] 

F 
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Then it is possible to compute the distances between each couple ·of 

objects. and to write it down within the corresponding cell. It turns 

out that (1) the orthogonal and the adjacency models provide the same 

distance measure and (2) those distances form a simplex pattern (the 

lowest distances are next to the diagonal, and they increase as one goes 

to the upper right and lower left corners of the matri.x). 

In general, Equation ll-.5 holds for both the orthogonal and the 

a<ijacent distance models on the symmetric matrix. 

The Circ.umplex. The circumplex h<ls been defined earlier as the 

indication of a perfect circular ordering beh1een the observed objects. 

A qualitntive description of the circumplP-x pattern in the symmetric 

similarity matrix was given ns n ·gradient such that· the largest. coef.fi-

cicnts are along the main diagonal, taper off about halfway from the 

main di.agonal, and increase again tow~rd the extreme corners of tlw 

matrix. The following diagram accounts for this descd.pU.on: 

Figure 4 .ll. 

A 
A B G .D F. F ·--

1 I A A 1 2 3 2 1 
F B B 

--
B 1 ·:r- 3 2 

I 1 
f-- --- -"-·- ---

c c 1 2 3 

E c t--·- --· -·-- ,---- :·-
D D l 2 

}
., 

' ; E 1 
D 

• F 

The regular cyclic graph on the left has as many vertices as there arc 

objcc.U;, nncl ench edge has the s<:Jmc. lt•ngth (D == 1). The matrix on the 

right shoh7S the. between-objects distances computed along the cyclic 

graph. The corresponding matrix pattern corresponds to the ideal ·ten\-
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plate of a perfect circurnplex. 

It is possible, as Guttman suggests (1954), to characterize the 

circumplex_ by a one-dimensional distance function such as: 

=[ lxr 
- XJ I for 0 ~ l :J I <. N/2 

D(I, ,T) 

N - lxr - xJI for I - Jl~ N/2 

\vhere N is the number of observed objects 

However, this distaace model is not convincing because: 

(1) It Jacks generalit~ (it cha~acterizes the perfect circurnplex 
only. 

(2) It has no perceptual justification (clearly, t~e extreme 
right corner can not be perceived as being close to the 
main diagonal),. 

It is interesting here to conttast this hypothetical model with the 

block models:. Both block models have generality (they are deduced from 

the general po\vcr metric of Equation ~~.2) and can be interpreted in 

relation to spatial perception. 

The. displays below show the objects A, B, C, D, E, and F formi.ng 

a circular pattern on the similarity matrix. Notice that, in o1·dcr to 

get that circular pattern, I have arranged the row and column entries 

of the matrix: in independent fashion. The data correspond to rl ist<mcc 

co111putation~> carr icd out in accordance Hi lh Equ.:.,~ions h. 4 and 4. 5. 

A 

B 

F 

c 

E 

D 

F 

I+ 

5 

F 
f---

6 

3 

6 

E. A D B 

·s A 6 3 

6 3 5 B . 

3 l~ {j 5 

5 6 l~ 3 --
E 5 3 6 --
3 6 1) 5 

Orthogonal Hodel 

Figure 4.5 

c 
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6 

c ··-
5 
l! 
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F 
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4 

F 

.'J 

2 

3 

E A D -
4 A 5 2 

3 2 I+ B 

2 2 3 4 

4 3 2 2 

E 4 2 3 

2 5 D 4 

Adjacency Hodel 

c 

3 

2 

5 

c 
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lf we. 110\ol rearrange the matrix entries so that the matrix is symmetric 

around its main diagonal, we get the pattc~ns: 

Figure 4.6 

A B C D E F A B C D E F A B C D E F 

A 

B 

c 
D 

E 

P. 

A 3 

B 

~'---

6 6 

3 5 

c 4 

D 

5 

6 

5 

3 

E 

4 

5 

6 

6 

3 

P. 

A 

B 

c 
D 

E 

-
A 2 3 

B 2 
1-

c 

5 4 

4 3 

2 h 

D 2 

E 

2 

4 

5 

3 

2 

P. 

A 

B 

c 
D 

E 

F 

A 2 

B 

4 5 4 2 

2 4 5 L+ 

c 2 4 5 

D 2 4 

E 2 

P. 

Orthogonal Model AdJacency Hodel 
.. 

Mod1f1cd AdJac~ncy Model 

The two matrices on the left shm-J the patterns obtained with the 

orthogonal and the adjacency models. These patterns approximate the 

circumplex shown j_n Figure 4.4, but they do not provide a perfect fit 

since t.hc increment/decrement process from the main diagonal to the 

·e:x:tr:cme conw.rs is not entirely re.gular. 

In ail attempt to explain why the above models (10 not re.pr:·u(lucc 

the perfect ei.reumplcx:, I have found that a slight modif:icht:ion uf the·. 

ad_jacc.ncy 1nodcl leads to the. needed pattern: 

D( I, ,T) ::: HAXJJ·1Ut1 [MAX( P':t. - x,J 1 , 1 Y 1 ·- Y,J P J 
over 
all N-] cyel .iC' 
permutations 

By apply.in~~ the (N - 1) possibh~ cyclic p(::rmutations of theN objects, 

and by choosing for each couple of objects_the maximum among the (N- 1) 

corresponding dis t:ancc. values, t.he ideal circumplex is reach(~d (as shown 

in Figure 4,6, right). The ratio11alc hehiucl this modified acljHeency 

tuctric is that, because of the imposs i.bil i ty of obta.i.ni.ug a perfect eir-

clc on <t Matrix !Jbplay, some irregularitie-s are introduced ill the matrix 

representation of a circular order. For instance, although the objects 
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B and E arc diametrically opposed in figure 4.5, their adjacency distance 

takes value 3, while the adjnc~ney distance for another diametrically 

opposed couple such as (A,D) takes value.S. By a cyclic permutation of 

the objects so that A, B, C, etc., are Jnoved one step to the former 

positions of n, C, D, etc., it is observecl that (B,E) takes no\.J Uw 

former value of (C,F) and (A, D) takes the fanner value of (l3,E). By 

applying all possible permutations and selecting the largest distance 

value, the perfect circumplex pattern is thus recover~d. 

Implications. In sum, the above study implies that: 

(l) The qualitative features of the simplex and the circumplex 
can be quantified by the supremum block metric, or versions 
of it. 

(2) It is expected that a generalized version of the supremum 
block metric will account for distance relations in Matrix 
Displays in general circumstances. 

(3) The definition of a generalized supremum block metric ltl<ly 

provi.clc a crucial interface llct\.JCCil visunl pcr~ccpLion ;md 
data <.~Haly:'.i is, as pr,~scntcd in chaptcn> II an<l III. 

A gt·.JlcJ:alizccl version of tbe supremum block, or adjacency HWLl i.e 

is propus,~d h(:)_e as n hylJothcti.cal distance metric for Matrix Di::q,Jay:>: 

. Eq • If. 7 

where q> is a monotonit~ally increasing function 
(cp = l in Equation 4. 4 and cf? = :tv1AX in Equation 4. 6) 

Because of ( 1) the necessarily 1 imi·ted <Mbition of this dis~;crtation, 

(2) its orientation toHard feasibility assessment and applied issues, 

and (3) the almof;t tol:al lack of previous inquiries into the abovl~ 

metric model, I shall not embark on the major research study which its 

confirmation ~'ould require.. I shall, however, provide sornc directions 

of research which I think would be frultful in this respect. 
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Direction 1: Topologi~al exploration, Taking the cells of 

the similarity m<:~trix as points in the two-dimensional space defined 

by its rows and columns, characterize-the general class of patterns 

which the hypothesized mctric,would produce, 

Direction 2: Percept:ual expcrimen tat ion. Determine the extent 

to which HUS perceives distance relations within a Matrix Display in 

accordance with the hypothesized model, Inquire into the effects of 

matrix size, type of graphic item (shade, texture, etc,) and discrimin

ability of the cell entries on the perception of distance. 

Direction 3: Relations of .the supremum block metric to other 

metrics. 'Examine the relations between the generalized supremum block 

and other me.trics. In particular, consider those matrix patterns which 

might be accounted for by different metric assumptions. 

IV. 2 Hatrix Patterns and Statistics: A Connectjon 

The aim of this section is to show that the traditional, hypo

t.hcs i.s-testing approach of statistics is ~omplement.ary with the vi.sunl, 

matrix approach proposed in thiB thesis. Through rcfcrcnee to the 

distance measure elaborated in IV.l, i.t is possible to design f>l:<lti.stical 

procedures for checking the. goodness-of-fit: of empirical pattenu->. to 

idenl matrix patterns such as the simplex ancl the circumplex. One such. 

procedure, based upon th~ ordinal characteristics of similarity data 

and matrix distances, is proposed below. Hethodological remarks on the. 

c.onpcction between matrix patterns and statistical testing f:ollow this 

proposal. 

I.V.2.J. The Ordin~l_Ch:!racter of:_Si~~i.l_9ri.ty !?isplays 

'l'he matrix analysis of n x·n similarity data obeys the general 
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principle of multidimensional analysis, that the~ objects be arranged 

in s~ace so that their distances inversely correspond to their similari-

ties: 

It is postulated that the distance between any two points in the 
space is a function of the degree of similarity between the two 
stimuli. If the two stimuli are identical, the distance between 
their corresponding points in the space is zero. As the degree 
of .dissimilarity increases; the distance betHeen the corresponding 
points increase (Torgerson, 1958, p. 250). 

The application of this principle raises the question of ho\v to measure 

the statistical fit between 
1
the similarity data· and the .inter-object 

distances implied by the matrix configuration. 

It is proposed here that the goodness-of-fit between the similar-

ity data and the distances on the configuration be measured by comparing 

order relations on the similarities with inverse order relations on 

the distances, The rationale for ·this proposal is twofold: 
! 

(a) It can be argued that the similarity coefficients contain 
valuable rank-order information, but not more (i.e., only 
their own Tank-order matters), because: 

(1) It is possible to recover almost full metric con
:t;igurations on the basis of rank-order informHtion 
(Shepard, 1966). 

(.2) The similarity data might be imprecise and th€~ con
sideration of their quantitative value might be mi.s-.. 
leading (Crossman, personal conununication, 1975). 

(3) When similarity data. arc presented graphically, 
the matrix user picks up order relations much better 
than quantitative relations (e.g., the result il
lustrated in II.4 that shades of grey convey rela
tions of order better than anything else). 

(b) The measurement of distances between objects on the similarity 
matrix obeys a rank-ordering rule. For instance, the ad
jacency block model (Figure 4.4) provides: 

(1) Distances taking integer values 

(·2) Within the interval (0, n - 1) for a n X n matrix 
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(3) With numerous ties 

The requirement that order relations on matrix distances convey 

exactly inverse order relations on similarity data can be expressed as: 

D(I,J) ~ D(K,L)<: >s(I,J) ~ S(K, L) 
where (I,J) and (K,I.) are any t\vO couples of dif
ferent objects 

Eq. 4.8 

The sole consideration of relations or' order (instead of more complex 

quantitative relationships) has the effect of reducing the complexity 

of the representation problem •. Since rank-orders arc not affected by 

any monotonic transformation (of the type X ::: f(x) where f is moncton-

ically increasing), it is possible to apply any such transformation to 

either the similarity data or the distance measures, Moreover, the 

equals sign on both sides of Equation 4,8 indicates that a further 

reduction operates when ties in distances correspond to un-tied similar-

ities and vice-versa. 

1V,2.2 A Goodness-of-Fit Index for Matrix Patterns 

Kruskal (1964a, 1961-J.b) propos<:d earlier a r;oodness-o.f--fit me:;wure 

for conf iguratious in Euel i(k.an space; I build on this icka and pr:l'Jpo~;c 

hen' au analogous mc~asure for configurations in the matrix space. This 

measure permits quantifying the nece.s~;ary and sufficient cond i..tions of 

Equation l+,8 in the following. manner: 

Suppdse R(I,J) indicates the rank of the distance D(l,J) between 
the objects I and J. {n the similarity matrix (distances are 
ranked from lowest to highest). 

And suppose thf.lt R(I,J) is the_rank of the similarity coeffiei.cut 
S( I,.J) H.i.t:hin the rank-order of similariti<~S (from highest to 
loHest). 

' 'l'hen it is possible to measure t.he goodness--of-fit G between 
matrix distnnccs and similarity data by: 

1 ]lf. 
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m 
G = 1 - L [RC I,J) 

1 

I I 

..... 2 m . 2 
R(I,.JU I 'L [RCI,J) - R(I,Jj] 

l 
Eq. 4. 9 

where (1) m is the number of needed comparisons, i.e., 
m = n X (n - 1)/2 in the synunetric matrix 
m = n X n in the non--syuunctr ic matrix 

(2) R(I,JY is the inverse rank-order of_distancc~s 

The quadratic expression on the right-:hand side is the equivalent 

to what Kruskal ( J964a, 1964b) calls the "stress-measuL·e ." Its denomina-

tor represents the worst possible situation, i.e., when the rank-order 

of the similarities is exactly the reverse of the rank-order of the 

distances. Thus the stress measure is expressed as a percent figure 

of Actual deviation over Potential ·maximum deviation. Consequently, G, 

the goodness-of-fit index, is expressed as the complement of the "stress" 

to 100 percent. 

-The goodness-of-fit measure G permits comparing sev~ral con-

figurations and choosing the one having tbe"highcst G value. It can 

then he used ns an optimization criterion guiding the seareh for the 

best C(..nfigur.ation corre~;pond ing to an e111pirical similarity set. In 

this sen~'e, . it. is a subs Li tute for a criterion such as Equatio1i 3. 2.-

IV .2.3 Testinr; Pattern Hypoth~:_s~''S in the. Similarity M;:t~rix 

When the distance relntions implied by a given configuration 

conform to an ideal matrix pattern, the measure G' is a measure of con-

fidence to the hypothesis that the actual configuratirn1 fits the perfect 

pnttern. Unfortunately, there does not exist any study on the eutpi~ical 

sampling distribution of G uuder usual statistica-l assumptions (such as 

normality, etc.). Consequently, the index G does not provide a quanti-

tative means to assess the validity of pattern hypotheses, althou:';h it 

mfght qualitatively i.nd icate the direction of validity. (Kruskal ( 1964:.., 

us 
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1964L) suggests that a G greater than 95 percent indicates ai1 "excellent" 

fit.) 

In sununary, it is possible to relate together statistical testin~~ 

procedures and the visual approach advocated in thi~ thesis. The exact 

modalitics'of this connection are still largely conjectural, but l sug-

gest that goodness-of-fit measures based upon the ordinal characteristics 

of similarity data be used. This justifies the claim made earlier in 

chapter III, that analytic procedures and Matrix Displays can be har-

monized so that the user gets bot~ readily interpretable configurations 

in two dimensions and statistical estimates of goodness of fit to patterns. 

IV. 3 Happinr; Data into Matrix Display~ 

I suggested above a process of data analysis based upon the 

attainment of specific patterns in th~Matrix Display, through pcr~uta-

tion::.; of the rows and columns.· The "attainment" ot matrix patterns, 

hoW(~vc.r:, is largely ·depend<::nt on another factor, which is their perceptual 

recognition. by t~hc·ntatrix u:Jcr. In parallel with the proccst; of re<ll--· 

rnnilll', th(~ two-dirnew>ional matrix ~;pace; I need then eonsillcr the pn1-

ce!>S of mapping th(~. muncr:icnl data into graphic ·vc:triationn. This pro-

cess, \vhich add:.; a "third climension"·k to the. cli.!;pUt)i', should uiU.mntely 

result .in au improvement of the user's pe.rformnnce in the recognition 

of significant configurations. 

IV. 3.1 GuiJel ines for the }'latrix Mapping Process 

'!'he cxperi~~tclltC:ll evidence gathered in chapter II provides n set. 

of observations on how HUS perceives matrix confi~~urations. These ob-

*1'his "tliird dimension" variation is visuaJ, not spati.Lll (sec 
III.l.2). 
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servations make it possible to propos~ qualitative gui~elines for helping 

the process of matrix pattern recognition. 

Guideline 1. Reduce the ~ata complexity to a point where it 
becomes readily perceivable by the user. 

This guideline is supported by ~he experimental evidence con-

cerning the absolute 1 imitations of l-IDS in relation to: 

(1) Recognition performance (channel capacity effects) 

(2) Dramatic effects of visual noise above a certain level 

(3) Trade-off between observation time and information pick-up 
(see chapter II, p. 41 for more details) 

Guideline 2. Map data variations into graphic variations so 
that the perceived relations between :visual items 
fit best the actual relations between numerical 
data. 

This guide! ine results from the set of experimental observation~; 

which I mentioned in II.4, namely: 

(1) There is a limitation in the capacity of ~isual variables 
to convey fully metric data variations. 

( 2) In order for perceived relntions to match actual data rela-· 
tions, scaling transformations must be applied to the. ini
tial data (psychophysical functions). 

{3) Which psychophysical transformation to use depends upon the 
type of graphic item used and the user's needf;. 

As D. consequence, it is suggested t:h.::tt several psychophysical traus[orma-

tions be available for matrix mapping pur:poses. 

Guideline 3. Determine the mag11itudes of graphic items so that 
their distribution optimizes the diserimination 
performance. 

This guide! inc reflects t.he emphasis of experimental psycho I ogy 

on the information theoretic notion· of "equal probability": Each stimulus 

should provide as much discrimination as possible, in as independent a 

form as possible from the others (GarnRr, 1962). Applicatiohs of this 
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noUon include the distribution of visual items into classes of equal 

size, the definition of equal-h1terval scales, and non-metric procedures 

based upon the ordinal characteristics of the data. 

IV. 3. 2 Rules for the :t-Jat:l:ix Mapping _ _E_E_?~ 

The above guidelines indicate quolitative. directions for im-

proving the infonuation transfer to the Matrix Display user. In order 

to become useful in a practical display context, those guidelines need 

to be quantified as formal rules of mapping. Three~ such sets of rules 

are proposed hereafter as "binning," "enh::mccment," and "scaling" pro-· 

cedures. These will later find an application in the design of MNfBOIW-, 

an interactive system using Matrix Display interfaces. 

Binning. One way to reduce the number of cliscrimi.nably different 

graphic items is to map m different data values into e different gr·aphic 

bins, with e << m. The effect of this reductive process if; to present 

the user with only e steps of visua·l variation, in~;Leacl of the ori1•;.inal 

m stcpf'. Consequently, tasks of d iscr :i.mination, coutpnr is on, !'.r~npir~g, 

etc., arc m<Jdc c<l~J i.er. 

Enhancetncnt rules. 'l'llc gcncrnl rule of p~;ycltophysical n•rJ<•arch 

in t.h.at, give11 a eo11t~inuutn of pl1ysical sti1nuli cr varyi11g in intensitY, 

the corresponding variations in psyehophysieal sc~nsaUon x arc ~~uch 

that: 

X == g(o-) 

\vhcre g is a monutonically increasing function of 11" • This result c:m 

be. u~;cd to formalize Lhe inverse process of choosing the vaJuc·.s of th<' 

stimuli so that a certain set of sensations are>. obtained. In t:lt(~ Matrix 

lJisplc=ty c.ase, one needs to get differ.elltial sensations which match tlif-
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fer.ences in the data themselves, so that:· 

where x ==.matrix data and f == g- 1 

'rhe.gener.al formulation which I propose to usc incorporates the notion 

that, in order to apply the above equation, one needs to know t'he range 

of the data. The inverse psychophysical transformation is then written: 

Eq. 4.10 

where Xmin and Xmax are the minimum and the maximum data 
values 
x is any data value 
ko and k

1 
are auxiliary constants 

Since t represents the specific inverse psychophysical transformation 

which is used in a given situation, the above equation includes a variety 

of psychophysical rules. In relation to the arguments presented in 

II. 4. 2, I pr·opose that f be chosen among the following three cl iffer·en t. 

functions: 

( 1) 'J'hr~ cxponen tial-base 10 function (Fechner, 1860) 

(2) The squnrc-root function (Jenks c-md Knos, 1961) 

(3) The logistic function (Bertin, 1967) 

'l'he basic effect cif these functions is to enlwncc one portion ur Wlotltcr 

of the distribution of data values: 

( l) Fechner's 1~ulc enhances the values located toward the high 
end of the distribution. 

(2) The square-root rule has the inverse effect of enhancing 
values in the low range. 

(3) The logistic rule is a composite of the above two rules which 
results in an enpancement of the medium range of the distri
bution. 

These numerical functions have been known for some time to apply 

to the psychophysical problem. What is relatively new here is their 
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application to the inverse problem of designing graphic scales so that 

they convey the differential relations of data values. The fact that 

three al ternativc rules ai~e proposed gives some fl.cxi.bil ity to the 

enhancement process, thus fitting the requirement that different rules 

apply to different perceptual tasks and to different graphic items. 

Scaling. The scaling problem arises from the necessity to map 

numerical data into visual variations of magnitudes. 'l'\~o types of scaling 

procC'.durc might be used, depending on the measurement characteristics 

which [Ire attributed to the data. 

(1) When the data have ordinal characteristics, they can be 
scaled simply by rank-ordering them. A rank-order corr·c
spotlds to the assumption that: the data items arc r:mkable 
at regularly-spaced intervals along a continuum. This is 
the least stringent of measurement requirements; it results 
in the general method of sorting items accord in~ to the i.r 
size. 

( 2) When the data have cardinal (truly quantitative) cluu~actcr is
tics, the seal i.ug process i.nvol VCS r:m~c. compariSOilS, o[ the 
type (all variables arc supposed positjve): 

u x == [ x - xo J I [ Xmax - XminJ Eq. 11 .. ll 

where cr x is the value: of the graphic sLimuJ us 

xm<'•x 
Xmnx au<l x 111 j 11 are th<~ c~xt:remc values o[ tlw 
distribut:iou 
x is <111 oh~;crvc.d d<:1ta value 
x0 is n reference VCilue 

~hen xQ =.o. tlw scalin~ is done V.Jith respect ~o Hl:Ill aright, 
J..e., J.t 1.s nbsolute; \Hth x0 "' Xmin• the scalJ.ug l.!i relative. 
to the minimum value in the observed distribution. 

The effect of both ordinal aucl cardinal scaling is to m::tp tltc; 

HU!l!Crical variations of the <le~ta on a (0, 1) interval. Ordinal ~;caling 

h.:ts ~;p'vcrc:~J. advc.mtages in conocction with visual tasks since it distri-· 

butcs clata at equally-sp~wccl i.nterv<:~J.s along the (0, 1) continuum. This 

is part.icuJ arJy suited for globnl p:1t.tcrn recor~nition, since it permits 
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one to discriminate better successive steps of variation. In IV. 2.1, 

it was proposed to use an ordinal rule with sinlilarity matrix, since 

the thrust of matrix analysis was the recognition of specific patterns. 

However, other perceptual tasks may require a detailed account of the 

quantitative relations beh;reen data items. Cardinal scaling is then 

used to map the data items into proportional graphic items. 

IV .3.3 A Measure of Infonnation Reduction in the }1apping Process 

The process of mapping a set of data into graphi~ variations is 

a process of information reduction since the combined operation of bin--

ning, enhancement, at~ scaling procedures tend to diminish the variety 

of the,original data. At most, information is conserved when data 

scaling is proportional, no binning is applied, and enhan~ement is not 

used. 

On the other hand, the use of any of the above mapping rules, 

such as (il.) bjnning the tn data items into a smaller number of bins e' 
(2) scaling cardinal data by way of an ordinal scale~ and (3) cnlwneing 

certaill portio11s of the clatn distribution, results is some infonnt:ttion 

reduct ion. 

In certain circumstances of Hatrix DispUiy usage, it might be 

important to obtnin an estimate of the reduction operated. Since the 

mapping process establishes a relaUon between any data item and its 

graphic equivalent (measured on the (0, 1) interval), an estimate of 

the global reduction operated is given by the product-moment corre~ation 

between the m data items and their corresponding graphic values. This\ 

correlation coefficient provides a measure of the "fidelity" (F) of the 

graphic representation to the initial ~ata base. It is computed as: 
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where x: mean value of data set 
()": mean value of stimulus set 

Eq. L~.12 

x,crx: data value and corresponding stimulus value for 
cell (i, j) 

~.J: indices of matrix rows and columns 

The higher the value ofF, the closer does the graphic mapping fit the 

original data variations. 

IV .4 Integrating Perception and Analysis -. 
I 

IV.4.1 Dialectics of Information Reduction and Information Creation 

The two lines of reasoning which I have pursued up to this 

point are as follows: 

(]) On the one hand, I have argued that, since the human visual 
capacities are 1 imited, it is necessary to e~1tabl. ish m<Ipping 
pror:edures which reduce the data complexity to a levt~l per
ccpt~ally acceptable by the m~trix user. 

(2) On the other hand, I have shown that, through proecdurcn 
for pcrmutiug rmvs and columns, the matrix w.;(•t: rnay recovec 
global patt:erns from \vhjch he infc:rs statisti<:<ll str:uel.un>.s. 

T'lu:se 1:\-Jo 1 incs of: til in kilt[~ contain n seeming parc:Hlox., s incc :i. t :i!l m:[',ll(~cl 

tha L inLortll<'lti.on Bhould be reduce.cl ( l), while at t:he ·same ti.mC:~ propu~.l iug 

that infonnrition sho'ttld he. cr-eated through inferential j\J(lemc·.nts (2). 

Posw,-.._r ( 1964) su!_~gests that this par<Hlox reveals a fundmnc:ttt<~l 

ch<1racter.i.stic of the. cognitive pc.rforrnance of: human beings, namely, 

the ability to col!lbinc information reductive and infonn;lti.on crcativ<~ 

tnsks su as to obtai.rt the~ best kno1vlcde;c out of: a complex situation. 

Attncave (1963) expresses this notion in cotnp::H:t form: 

The situation is somewhat like th<1t of an executive who considers 
a mountain of: data •.. in onlet· to arrive at a one-bit decision 
(p. 634). 
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.The point here is that the process of reducing much data to a few in-

fercnces leading to a decision is a creative process at least as much 

as it is a_ reductive process. The process of informational search can 

thus be described as a proc('.SS encompassing both inforuiation reductive 

and information creative steps. 

IV .4.2 An Example of llse of Matrix Displays 

This section provides an example of informational search with 

Matrix Displays combining information reduction and information creat-ion 

st:eps. I used a table of economic data (The Economist, January 5, 1974) 

representing the levels of three indicators (Industrial Production, 

Unemployment, and Many Supply) for nine O.E.C.D. countties, from which I 

computed the correlntions.between the countries' profiles. Table 4.1 

at the end of this chapter shows the res\.11 ting correlation data. This· 

table is mapped into a Matrix Display (Figure 4. 7) by representing 

c:~ach correlation coefficient by a shade proportional· to its size. The 

highc!>t values (such as the correlation of Gcnuany with itself, +1,00) 

are represented by a heaving shading; the lowest value~ (such as t.l~ 

cor-relation between Gennany and the U ,S,A, -1,00) are mapped into n 

blank cell. 

The above Matrix Display presents the fllll information in visual 

form, but the resulting pi.etun:.~ is quite fw~zy. Applying the .mappirlg 

and mAnipulative t:t;'ansformation proposed ab.ove, permits the rcorganiza-

tion of· this picture so that it leads to clear-cut infen::necs. For 

instance, the follmving transformations lead to the Matrix Display 

presented in Figure l~. 8: 

(1) Using an ordinal scale (such as suggested in section IV .2) 



(2) Binning the correlation data into three bins (section IV.3) 

(3) Manipulating the entries so as to approximate a simplex 
pattern (section I1I.2) 

'l'h.is picture represents an information reduction step, since it docs 

11ot convey the full information contained in the quantitative data of 

Table 4.1. An estimate of this reduction is provided by the measure F 

(Equation 4.12) which takes the value .93 in this particular case. This 

value indicates that the graphic variations in tlH~ Matrix Display cor-

relate at .93 with the exact data values in Table 4.1. The matrix map-

ping thui results in a loss of precision with respect to the initial 

data values. 

Another feature of Figure 4.8 is the spatial reorgaoizati.on of. 

its entrh~s. To the original ordering--Germany, France, Bri l:ni.n, Italy, 

Holland, Belgium, Ireland, U.S.A., and Japan--a rie~ ordering bas ~een 

su~stituted: Holland, Germany, France, Belgium, Ireland, Italy, li.S.A:., 

Britain, and Japan. This spatial reorganizatiou results in nn approx.i_., 

mated tliagoual (simplex) pat.tern, which indicates that th\'. countr.kn' 

profile~; cau be rank-or<kred from llollantl to ,Tapan. The ll\(~.tl!.HJI'e of 

goodrwss-·ot-fit.: to a simplex hypothesis (Equation 4.9) provide~; n v;:duc. 

of C = 82 percent which ind icatu; a fairly acceptable fit. Moreover, 

the picture reveals the existence of two major clusters: Holland to· 

France and Ireland to J·apan. Belgium seems to stand in-bet\vcen thN;e 

two clusters which indicates that its profile colllbines the ch.1racteris-· 

tics or both clusters. 

Figure 4.R represEnts a graphic reduction of the nvailable 

illformation. It is possible to recover the full infohnation o[ the 

initial c1ata--bc:.se (Table 4.1) by rcvcrsin~ ·the mapping to the orie;inal 
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mapping of Figure 4,7. \olhen this is dow:, Figure 4,9 is obtained. 

Clearly, the approximate charaeter of the simplex pattern is still more 

visible here. 

In sum, the Matrix Display analysis of similarity data offers 

an opportunity for combining information reduction and information 

creation so that inferences can be drawn from patterns. Which degree 

of reduction to operate depends upon the user's aims .in mapping the 

data into graphic variations. Information creation results basically. 

from the reorganization of .the matrix entries so that significant pat-

terns show up. 

IV.4.3 Conclusion 

Having gathered in chapters II and III the perceptual and 

analytic evidence supporting Hatrix Displays, I have in chapter IV de-

monstratcd thci.r tecbn ical fcas ibil i ty. To help their design, I proposf'<l 

formal guiJclines ttnd quantitative measures, and, tofavorize. the tli.a-

Jeeti.cs of infonnat:ional search, I claimcJ an interactive use. In a 

brief <'XItmplc I fiually sho\"ed heM' percc.ptu:ll and analytic faeton; 

intcgrnte in pr:tctical circumst<1nce~;. 

Hy task· is now to e.val uatc the utility of MHtrix Display:; in a 

managerial context. I will call this third stage the managerial feas:l.-

bility of Matrix Displays. 



MATRIX OF CORRELATION BETWEEN COUNTRIES'PROFILES 
THE DARKER THE SHADE THE HIGHER THE CORRELATION 

SIMILARITY GERMANY FRANCE BRITAIN ITALY HOLLAND BELGIUM IRELAND 
BOARD 

GERMANY 1. 00 .93 -.85 -.97 .98 -.38 -.92 

FRANCE .93 1. 00 -.90 -.95 .97 -.'10 -.86 

BRITAIN -.85 -.90 1. 00 .78 -.93 -.05 .61 

ITALY -.97 -.95 .78 1. 00 -.95 .56 .97 

HOLLAND .98 .97 -.93 -.95 I. 00 -.29 -.86 

BELG IUPI .-. 38 '-.'10 -.05 .56 -.29 I. 00 . 7 I 

IRELAND -.92 -.86 .61 .97 -.86 . 7 I I. 00 

USA -I. 00 -.96 .85 .99 -. 99 . '13 .93 

JAPAN -.76 -.68 .91 . 6 I -.81 -.31 .'15 

Table 4.1 

125a 

USA JAPAN 

-I. 00 -.76 

-.96 -.68 

.85 . 91 

.99 .61 

-.99 -.81 

. 'I 3 -. 31 

.93 .'15 

I. 00 .'73 

.73 I. 00 

XBL 767-8634 
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~ATRIX OF CORRELATION BETWEEN COUNTRIES'PROFILES 
THE DARKER THE SHADE THE HIGHER THE CORRELATION 

SI~ILARITY GER~ANY FRANCE BRITAIN ITALY HOLLAND BELGIUI'I IRELAND 
BOARD 

GER~ANY 

FRANCE 

BRITAIN 

ITALY 

HOLLAND 

BELGIUI'I 

IRELAND 

USA 

JAPAN 

Figure 4.7 

12.5b 

USA JAPAN 

XBL 767-8635 



THE MATRIX ~AS BEEN VISUALLY RE-ARRANGED BY 
-MAPPIN~ DATA INTO 3 BINSIBLACK/GREY/WHITEl 

-PERMUTING THE ENTRIES SO THAT A SIMPLEX SHOW UP 

S li'IILAR I TV HOLLAND GERMANY FRANCE BELGIUM I RELANO ITA LV 
BOARD 

USA 

HOLLAND 

GERI'IANV 

FRANCE 

BELGIUM 

IRELAND 

ITALY 

. USA 

BRITAIN 

JAPAN , 

Figure 4.8 

l?.Sc 

BRITAIN JAPAN 

XBL 767-8633 
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THE "TRUE" PitTURE 
EACH DIFFERENT DATA VALUE IS MAPPED INTO A DIFFERENT SHADE 

SII'IILARITV HOLLAND GERI'IANV FRANCE BELGIUM IRELAND ITALY 
BOARD 

HOLLAND 

GERI'IANV 

FRANCE 

BELGIUI'I 

IRELAND 

ITALY 

USA 

BRITAIN 

JAPAN 

Figure 4. 9 

USA .BRITAIN JAPAN 

XBL 767-8632 



,, CHAPTER V 

MATRIX DISPlAYS AND MANAGEMENT REPORTING: DESIGN OF 

A Gf'<..NERAL-PURPOSE MATRIX DISPlAY PROCESS:>R 

This chapter appi ies the findings of chapters II, III, and IV 

to Matrix Displays as an aid to management. This application represents 

an origjnal contribution to management science. 

In this process I shall: 

( l) Concentrate on some specific tasks of management--case pre
paration, report writing, and documentation of decision-
making · 

(2) Select those results which are specifically relevant to 
the above tasks, and try to matchMatrix Displays to tl~ 
practical needs of managers 

( 3) Consider the behavioral reactiow> and attitudes o[ a few 
managers in a r~alistic management context, the regional 
office of the ll.S. l-1nnpower Adl!linistration in San Fnmc is~:o 
pr-esented in chapter VI' 

'J'he resuli:ing Matrix Display model httegn1tes grapllje, nualyLie, 

anc) m•mipulativc opcra1:ioJw in an interactivl~ fashion. 'fhi[; wodc.l in 

u:>e<l t:o desi[',lt an interactive computer graphics program entirely based 

upon t-1atrix Display interfaces ("Matrix Display boards," lwnce the name 

of the. program: HATBORD). This program demonstrntcs that it is feasible 

to produce interactive Hatrix Display aids to management. The next chap-

ter u~HoS HATBOHD to evaluate the attituclcs of management people toward 

Matrix Displays. 

In the previous chapt:r~rs, I sho\vccllwv.' Matrjx Displays relate to 
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human perception and cognition. This enabled me to prop6se a set of 

quantitative rules and measures as a "tool kit" for the analysis and 

design of Hatrix Displays. Now I will apply this "tool kit" to the 

world of management, by focusing the attention on a typical managerial 

activity where Matrix Displays can be hypothesized to be useful aids--

management information reporting. 

V.l.l Management Information Reporting 

The preparation of management reports belongs to what March 

and Simon (1958) call the "uncertainty absorption" pro~ess in decision-

making. The successive editing steps that transform "raw'' data tables 

into the limited number of inferences and/or conclusions pr~sented in 

a management report is an example of uncertainty absorption. The re-

cipient manager uses the report to reduce his information load and to 

help him make up his mind about which course of action to adopt .. 

Information reporting may be described as a three-step process: 

(l) Selection of a "bounded domain of infonnation content" 
(Miller, 1969). In an or:gunization, each manager is givc!l 
a ccrtai.n 1 imited dotuain of inquiry. E[tch such domain h<t!J 
11 plnce in the hierarchical (su\'c.rior/suhordinate) structure 
of the organization and in its hori~ontal dl'partmcn.t. f~truc
ture. t-1anag~::.mcnt l.'eports intended for a specific tllanager: 
must reflect his responsibility domain (Miller, 1969). 

(2) Analysis of the selected field of inquiry. Once a certain 
informational domain has been selected, the available data 
is analyzed. In this process ot analysis, the manager 
usually focuses on a restricted set· of information cate.
gories (Ball and Hall, 1970). 

(3) Reporting the results of the analysis. The recipient manager 
receives a report which generally c6ntains both the data 
used and the conclusions reached by the subordinnte manager. 
He may accept or refuse the line of evidence which the re
port suggests, based upon his confidence in his subotdinate's 
judgment' his knmvlcdge of the data' and his own judgment. 
If he refuses to accept the report, a ne\·J process of report 
generation might be initiated, until the evidence converges 
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sufficiently well to make a decision (Crossman, personal 
communicatio~, 1975). 

Matrix Displays might be a useful aid. to the process of manage-

mcnt reporting, since a given Matrix Display obviciusl y: 

(1) Represents the selection of a specific set of data (the 
data table corresponding to the matrix) 

( 2) Supports a process of analysis basPd on both semantic C\WS 

(by using the labels of the rows and columns as category 
riames) and analytical procedures (as seen in chapters Ill 
and IV) 

· (3) Permits the results to assume both graphic and n~merical 
formats, since a data table corresponds to each Matrix 
Display 

V.l.2 A Three-Step Process_for Matrix Data Analysis 

Chapters III and IV showed that Matrix Displays can help the 

data analyst recognize statistical structure in a set of similarity 

data. This useful result, however, is not directly applicable to.tlw 

case of management reporting, since the data-bases used in management 

environments arc rarely, if ever, made up of siinilarity data. In order 

for the concept of similad.ty to find an application in manageutent, 

it must be related lo the "rank-ancl·-filc" of management data, i.e., 

"n!w'' data-bases. 

If we consi.cler only the case of non-time-series data (as sue;--

gcstcd in chapter I), the gen(:ral format of a management table is that 

o[ an object set: X attri.bute set data matrix (Bc:nzecri, 1973). For --------
instaucc, an n X E dat.n matrix is a table with !2 managerial entities 

score.d on £ managerial attributes. 'fhe scores might be ill money ternt~> 

(expetlsc>.s), :nul/or people count~; (census/survey), and/or quantiti.es of 

materials (inventories), etc. 'fhc managerial entiU·r·.s might be over<. 

J.0ppine~ (otw entity partiaJJy includill['; ;mother) (ll" some mir;ht lw nti~;sin[',. 
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Similarly, the attributes might be redund~nt with each other, and 

double-counting and missing data may occur in various ways. 

In contrast with this situation, the "ideal_data table" for 

statistical analysis (Ca-ttel, 19:66; Benzecri, 1973) is characterized 

by: 

(1) Homogeneity. The data items are expressed in the same units 
all over the n X E table. 

(2) Exhaustivity. The objects represent different, non-over
lapping entities, and their union forms a relevant mana
gerial universe. Similarly, the attributes _represent dif
ferent, non-overlapping characteristics, and their union 
forms a relevant universe of characterization of the sets 
of objects at hand. 

For instance, a table representing the age distribution in 6 age groups 

of the French population in the 21 census regions would be an empirical 

illustration of th~ above conditions, since the 21 regions represents 

the exhaustive set of entities which make up the administrativ~ definition 

of France and the 6 age groups exhausts all the possibilities of age, 

with no ambiguity (supposing the birthdate of every French citizen is 

known). 

'l'he actual data tables of manag<:tnent. ean approach the "ith-:11 

data table" model by a two-,\vay process: 

(1) Use statistical techniques to achieve homogeneity. For 
instance, scaling procedures combine'the'four operations of 
arithmetic so as to homogenize the gross size and/or the 
variability of each row and/or column of the matrix table 
(Sneath and Sakal, 1973). 

( 2) Use pertinence and reflection ns a means for selecting pro
perly exhaustive data sets. Williams and Lance (1965) use 
the concept of "profitability'' to describe the criterion of 
pe.rtinence applied to the choice of a data universe. 

Clearly, there is a mix of empirical judgment and technical criteria 

in the choice of .a suitably homogeneous and exhaust~ve table of raw 

data. As Beuzecri puts it: 
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The part played by arbitrariness in the definition of thC> data 
universe is rclative.ly important. lloHcver, the end rest1lts of 
the stndy can be reasonably secure if the manage.r takes care of 
respecting the basic regularities required in the usc of statistics 
(Bcuzecri, 1973, p. 23). 

Besides the requirements of (approximate) homogeneity and ex-

haustiv i_ty, there at'e some requ iremcnts concerning the m1mbcr of ob-

servati.ons corresponding to the data table nnd the statistical confi:-

denc.e which might be placed in those observations. Consequently, couplin~ 

of Matrix Display methods to management data requires that the data 

be approximntely "clean," This might limit the usc of Matrix Displays 

where the data are very heterogcnF~ous, overlapping, redundant, missing, 

grossly iuexact,·and/or too fe\v in number. 

Once the ava ilablc data is rendered clean by choice and/or f il-

tcring p1·occdures, it provides an acceptable raw data-base for analysis 

purposes. A problem at this point might be that the ohj('Cts or the 

attributes have very different "sizes." For instance, in the nbo've 

exruttplc of the distribution of the French popul<ttion in 6 ugP groups 

ncros~; 21 regions,. the P<rris arc.n way show a tot::~l of 15 .million [•i'oplc, 

wllilc tllc "Hassi[ Central" area (Inolmtc.1.itwus zone) mny show only] n1il-· 

1 iou people. Siu~~c the managct' may be intcJ:c~:tcd in compating pnp111n--

tion profiles rather th<m absolute populatiou figures, thcre j:; a need 

for normalizing popuLation across regions. One poss j bil ity H: to talq; 

the. ratio of the population in each age. group to the total population 

for each rc.gion. Other normalization proceduref: include standardiznLion 

and ranging; (Sneat:h and Sokal, 1973). The result in each ease is Cl 

pt·ofilc data table, \vhc.rc profiles arc. comparnble acro~11; rows (objects) 

and/or across colunms (attributes). The c6ncept which emerges here is 

the d.if;tinction between raw dat.1 nntl profile data, where the r.:n.,o tnble 

cmph:l~> i zc~; s izc effects mvl the prof:{lc: table c.mph:.r[; izcs shape. cf(eets. 
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Once profile data are available, it becomes possible to compute 

statistical measures.of similarity between -the observed profiles (see 

Figure 3.1 in chapter III). This is the third step in the analytical 

process, The results of t~is step are basically the Cluster and Order 

structures which I studied in detail in chapters III and IV. The pat-

terns which are found on the similarity matrix can be interpreted on the 

corresponding profile matrix, Obviously, if clusters of homogeneous 

objects show up in the similarity matrix, they should be readily inter-

pretable by looking at the corresponding objects' profiles in the pro-

file matrix. For instanc~, if three French regions cluster together 

on .the. similarity matrix corresponding to the age distribution problem, 

their profiles on the corresponding profile matrix should be fairly 

similar. 

In sum, it is possible to connect the analytical methods of 

chapte~s III and IV to the practical case of management data tables, 

through a three-step .process inspired by statistical considcratiolls: 

Figure 5,1 

HAW PROFilE SlMIIARffY 

DATA c) DATA c) DATA 

HAl'RIX MATRIX MATRIX 

The profilE~ matrix stage plays the part of a buffer stage between the 

raw data collected in the given management environment and- the s irnilarity 

data which can be used for sophisticated duta analysis. 

V.l.3 Management Reporting with Matrix Displays 

In section V.l.l, I described the process of management reporting 



as a process comprising the three stages of (1) Data Selection, (2) Analy~ 

sis, anu (3) Reporting. Using the above distinction between Raw, Pro·-

file, and $imilarity Matrices, it. is possible to show that Matrix Dis-

plays can support management information reporting. The subsections 

bel ow provide a m.ethod for constructing management reports with Hatr ix 

Displays. 

Data selection is made through the choice of a certain raw datCJ 

universe--a set of objects scored on a number. of attributes. Given that 

(a) this universe mir;ht be non-homogeneous, (b) the user might want to 

restrict his attention to a subset of the data, and (c) the user migh1 

Hant to "clump" data categories together, the data selection stage en-

compasses operations of cnlibration such as: 

' ( 1) Apply statistical scaling to render the rm" data homogc~ncous 

(2) Select only certain rows and columns withi.n the dal:<1 universe, 
and form the raw matrix of the corresponding subset 

( 3) Af~grc.gatc ob jeets und/or attribute catcgor i.c.s tu reduce the 
rnanber of matrix entries to be obs(~rvc.d 

'J'h('. process of matrix. nnaJ ys is <md iuferenc:e i.s ba~~<'cl upon a 

g<:·1w1.'<1l izatiun of: 

(l) Ordering task~; includ:int~ f;implc rnuk--orderi.ng of a row or 
column nccording to tlw sizE~s of its data entries 

(2) Clu~:tering ta~;lcs ;including simple grouping opc.nrUonH on 
{he rows and/or eol1mms of the Natrix Display 

Simple ordering and clustering tasks can be accomplished (lirectly on 

the 'l'a\.J or prof i.lc matrices. vlhen a more oomplt'.X aualys is i.s need eel, 

tlw multiclimcnsion::ll approach advocated in clwptcr III can be applied to 

similarity. !ll\\triccs. Because~ the matrix cntri.e~; are labelled (ubjccts 

and attributes have: names), i.t is possil>lc for the Matrix Display user 

to rank the entries and to form clustcrs.bascd upou the conceptual n~la-
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tions between those names. For instance, managerial entities might be 

ranked in alphabetical order, or according td any other criterion external 

to the dat_a themselves. In this .case, the user is said to use a concept--

oriented (rather than data-oriented) approach. 

Besides ordering and clustering tasks, there might be a need 

for quite specific tasks of analysis in a given managerial context. 

In the Hanpower Administration field study (chapter VI), it was sug-

gested to me that one valuable "picture" would be obtained if it were 

possible to "sort out" all data items with size greater than a given 

level. A third type of task was then considered: 

(3) Sorting tasks including operations of sorting data elements 
greater or lower than a given level 

These tasks were called "flagging" by the interviewed managers, who 

described their needs for a capability fo "flag" those managerial enU-

ties exceeding in either direcfion a certain suitable level of per-

fonnance. 

The fh1al stage of repor~ing is realized by communicating the 

results of the analysis to the recipient manager. These results an:! 

communicated in graphic form, by showing patterns in raw, profile, and/ 

or similarity data, which arc used as a basis for managerial inference. 

Since the use of graphic displays may severely limit the ability of the 

manager to judge the precision of the numbers. it seems absolutely ne-

cessary that the report also include the data tables corresponding to 

the displays. Also, verbal comments m<lY lre added to the displays and 

data, so as to help the recipient's interpretation. 

V .2 An Interactive Hodel and Its Methodological Implications 

In the first chapter of this thesis 0.1.3), I offered the view 



that management information results from an interactive process between 

t~e manager and his data-base. Obviously, this interactive formulation 

has direct implications for the design of an interactive computer graphics 

system for the preparation of manar;ement reports. In the present section 

I examine the methodological aspects involved in modeling management 

reporting as an interactive Matrix Display proc~ss. 

V.2.1 Management Information and Problem-solving Behavior 

One possible way to describe "extE~rnally" the managc.rial quest 

for infonuation is to adopt the view that the manager is an "information-

processing" system. This system at any point in time has a certain 

"kno\vleclge state," and it seeks to attain another improved knO\.Jledge 

state through specific operations. This formalization is relatively 

ueutral, or "descriptive," to the. extent t.h~t neither the nature of the. 

knowledge states nor the type of the possible operators nrc~ specific:.u. 

Hence, it includes affective, emotional factors as well as cogni~jve, 

intcllcctunJ aspects of the manager's informational search . 

. In this thesis, I have chosen to foc.us ou the cognitive and· 

inteJ lectual aspr.cts of the m::mageri.al search for: j_nformalion (see. 

chapter I). Consequently, I def inc the concepts of "knm;..l(~dgi! state" 

and "operator" as formal representations and functional operations. · 

'l'ltis choice in turn implies focusing on the "problem-solving" aspects 

of the information query. Accordb1g; to Newell and Simon (1972, p. 826), 

human proble.m--sol ving behavior involves four bns ic dec is ions: 

(l) At a knowledge state, to select nn operator to be applied 

( 2) At a neH knowledge state, to determine whether problellt-
solving shall continue from this stage or not 

(3) At any knowledge state, to determine whether this knowledge 
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state should be remembered 

(4) At the decision to abandon a knowledge state, to. select 
another knowledge state as the back up state 

I find it convenient to represent the above decisions as an 

integrated model of information search behavior: 

Figure 5.2 

1 
START > Knowledge Select an 

END < State > Operator 

i 

Remember 
Knowledge 

State 
fr\ 

New Knowledge 
--------~ State 

l 
Back to 

previous Knowledge 
State 

According to this model, then, information search amounts to finding 

within the large space of possible kno~ledge states, the knowledge· 

state(s) which solve the informational problem of the manager. 

The experimental studies by Newell and Simon (197 2) suggest 

that the problem-solving process poss~sses invariant features across a 

variety of situations and tasks. Four such features, which have strong 

implications for the definition of an interactive model of Matrix Dis-

play usage, are listed below: 

(a) The set of operators used by problem-solv~rs is small. 
\ 

(b) The number of alternative knowledge states to which the 
problem-solver wishes to return is very small (one or two 
at most). 

(c) Moves from a knowledge state to another are merely incre
mental. 
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(d) The nature of the task determine.s the way the problem-solver 
structures his query. 

V.2.2 An ~nteractive Model of Matrix Display Usage 

The ab0ve results definitely imply the interactive character 

of problem-solving, since the problem-solver proceeds incrementally 

through trial-and-error search paths. With chess and crypt-ari.ttuueti.c 

problems such as those studied by Newell .and Simon (1972), the game 

board L~nd the paper-an·d-pencil media easily support interactive pr_·oblem-
(.~ 

·solving. Wi.thMatrix Displays, however, it is not possible to imagine 

an interactive search process unless a quite sophisticated medium of 

information display is used; For instance, an interactive computer 

graphic 1:crmi.nal. 

In this section, Ne\vell and Simon's concept of knowledge state 

is trans latcd to mean Matrix Display rep res en tat ion·. Thus we cons i.cler 

that the information search behavior of the manager can be clcscrihed 

w;. n process of trial·-and·-cr.ror between alternative matrix rcpt·cscnta-· 

1 io11~J, until suitable. rc·.prcsentat::i.ons are found. T'he Bet of :wc.h t c.-

pre~;cntat.iotw c:ontitutes itself a m;:magcnlcnt report. 

'l'hc fJlJ<:l'.:ltors which pc~rmit: modif:icatiou of the structure of a 

Matrix Display Cpoint: (A) above) arc very few in.number. nasic:a1ly, 

tlw.rc~ are t1.-1u poss il.Jle mntrix: operations: 

( l) P£~nnutation, \vhi.ch· permits interchalll~in!3 the. pos ili.ons of 
any two matrix rows I and K (or any t\vo coltnnus J and L) 

( 2) NappinG, Hhich determines hO\'' a given datum a L locntion 
(l,J) in the data table is mapped iuto a graphic item at 
loc:ation (I,J) in the Jvlatrix Display 

If \ve no\v consider. the process of retunling to previous kno\o.•lcdgc·. 

(point· (b) above), it appears that matrix rcprescntab ons allow the UE:cr-· 
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manager to return to "previous .. displays, in the follo\ving sense: Given 

a situation Hhere the user is facing a similarity matrix, he can return 

to the cor_responding profile and raH matrices at any time he Hishes. 

The process of returning from a level of analysis to a lower level is 

essential to the interpretation of analytic~! results. For instance, 

the abs.olute rnnk-ordering Hhich is implied by the discovery of a simplex 

pattern in the similarity matrix (111.2) must be interpreted back on 

the profile and raH matrices. Hence the Raw/Profile/Similarity scheme 

presented in Figure 5.1 can he interpreted backward as Hell as forward. 

Point (c) above suggests that the "moves" from a knowledge state 

to another are merely incremental. I interpret this finding to mean 

that human problem-solving proceeds by small, incremental steps rather 

than by large "jumps" in reasoning. But it is not very clear Hhat small 

vs. large moves means in relation to the interactive use of Matrix Dis-

plays. Intuibvcly, it seems that the notion of the size of a move de-

pends upon the type of task which one Hants to execute (point (d) above): 

Sitnple tasks require clt~meHtnry moves, while complex tasks r·cquirc no·· 

phistieatecl moves. · 

In the f'1al:rix Display case, then~ exists a continuum of poss~tilc 

design choicel:;, froni a purely visual matrix system to an entirely 

automatic system. In the visual approach, the user is given a very 

small number of elementary, general-purpose operators such as "permute," 

"compare," or "map data into shades," which he uses as tools to help 

his visual recognition capability. In the automatic approach, the user 

has available a set of data-crunching procedures Hhich determine in 

autmaomous fashiori such results as the optimal linear ordering of the 

roWS and/or columns of the matrix, the optimal partition of the ro\vS 
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and/or columns in a g1.ven number of classes, etc.; \vhich level of flo-

phistication to choose in the system's design depends upon the client 

which t.he Matrix Displays are intended to serve. 

V.2.3 The Choice of a Client and a Methnd of Inquiry 

In his considerations on the "Design of Inquiring Systems," 

Churchman (1971) recommends that attention be given to the questioti: 

Who should the inquiring system serve? 

The .answer to this question may look self-evident, s incc it sceins <tl 

first sight that any system serves some usc>r, Unfortunately, the 

practice of management information systems shows that such systems often 

fail to serve any sound management purpose (Dearden, 1972) :-~hence the 

legitimacy of Churchman's_obser~ation that one should reflect upon 

whom the system is intended to serve. For instance, the evi.dcnc.<~ ac-

cumulated in chapters II, III, and IV of this thesis could be ust~d to 

serve any one of the fol lO\ving clients: 

(1) The dal:=t-fonnat.till['; npc.ci.alist (drawc~t, graphic clc~Ji.gner, r.t-c,) 

(2) The. profess:i.onal statistician interested it1 the llltJltidilltC'.ll
sional annly~JiB of correlation matri.c:es 

(3) t-liddle-·lillc management in terms of its infonnntion reportinG 
needs 

The choice which I ttave m<1dc to focus on type 3 corresponds to the 

management science. cmphasjs of this thesjs (chapter I), 

Once.the client type is chosen, the problem of scienti.fic inquiry 

becomes one of observing how the client re<:tcts to the proposnl; in m;mag(:-

ment science terms, the inquirer liceJs to observe huw the'managcr accepts 

and/or rejects the proposed interactive system. This requirement is 

very· strong and yet very difficult to satisfy, as shoHn by the vm:ic.ty 
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of methodological approaches which researchers have used. 

On the one hand, thc1·c is n tendency to limit the systcm dcsign 

and to "c<:!librate" its clients so that n fully experinwnt.::~l procedure 

be used. For instance, Chervany and Dickson (1974) use colle~e students 

as a proxy for "managers·.'' On the other hand, there is a strong require-

rnent tG use "real-world" experienced managers (Will worth, 1972). Most 

studies are based upon a compromise approach: For instance, Garman 

(1970) involves housewives in a study of interactive job-shop scheduling 

behavior, and SHanson (1974) directly records managerial reactions to 

a real-life retrieval system. 

In this thesis, I advocate a compromise approach, based upon the 

following principles: 

(l) Design a limitcc\ prototype interactive system. 

This corresponds to Garman's idea of a "demonstration 
system" (1970), Johnson and Baker's "breadboard system" 
(1974), and Gerrity's (1970) "functional stage" model. 
It is also advocated by Segal (1970). 

(2) Associate real-life managers to the design of tho prototype. 

This corresponds to the claim made by Segal (1970), 
Gerrity (1970), aud Johnson and Baker (1974) that a 
"descriptive" model of actual management needs be in
corporated aloug with the "normative" model corrcnponding 
to scientific evidence (i.e,, ponder the renults in 
chapter lV by the empirical judg!IK'-nts collected ill 
section VI .l) . 

(3) Observe the reactions of actual management users to the 
system. 

This requires choosing a suitable management context, 
with controls on the folloHing elements: cognitive 
style of the users (preferably, they should not be "op
posed" to graphic displays), pertinence of the data sets 
for interactive inquiry (management should be confident 
in the data themselves), relevance of the interactive 
operators to the basic tasks which the observed managcz·s 
fteed accomplish. 
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V .3 MATBORD: An Interactive Matrix Display Processor 

In accordance with the above methodology (point (1)), a prototype 

system foi interactive Matrix Display usage has been designed by the 

author. This system is a computer graphics processor, representing 

nine man-months of effort and is written in Fortran. It uses about 60 K 

of central memory. A detailed user's manual is provided in Appen-

dix A. 

This processor is called "MATBORD," which is an acronym for 

Matrix Display Board. Each matrix representation is considered to be 

a board which, exactly like. a game board, supports the cognitive opera-

tions associated with the analytic process. In this application program, 

I consider input tables of size up to 30 X 30 (900 data items), with 

(1) Homogeneous data (data expressed ~n identical Dnits) 

(2) No row or column nestings (all r~)Ws and columns are separate) 

These two conditions insure that the requirements of homogeneity and· 

exhaus tivity are formally met. 

V.3.1 Tlte A11alyUc Process with MATBORD ---.------ ------·-·-·--·---
In accordance with Figure 5.1, MATBORD is structured ltlong u 

three:-step analytic process \vhich enables the user to go f:rom raw to 

profile to similarity data. At each step, the corresponding data is 

displayed as a matrix board--i.e., graphic variations are used to convey 

data variation~. The profile board has a central part in this analytic 

process, not only because it is the necessary intermediary step between 

the raw board and the similarity lJOard, but also because it is the most 

important analytic notion used in NATBORD. 

The notion of data profiles pcrv::~dcs the various fields of: 
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applied statistics, from "economic profiles" to "psychological profiles." 

This notion carries two types of implication, namely, (a) different 

objects are scored over the same attributes and (b) the scores are 

"normalized" so that any extraneous effect such as the effects of the 

size of the individual objects is partialed out;. In the context of 

MATBORD, the concept of profile refers essentially to the (b) process 

by which raw scores are normalized. 

Since MATBORD is restricted to homogeneous sets of data, there 

are two metric operations which can be used the normalize the data: 

(1) Either the data are normalized by Difference, i.e., taking 
their difference to a "mean" value, 

(2) Or they are normalized by Proportion, i.e., taking their 
ratio to the value of a certain "sum." 

(3) A third alternative is to combine Difference and Proportion 
which gives the ratio of a "difference to mean" to a "sum." 
I call this operation Normalization (after Sneath and Sokal, 
1973). 

The concepts of "-sum," "mean," and "d iffen!nce to mean" have specific 

statistical definitions. For instance, a raw table showing population 

counts Xij for county i in age class j can be normalized by proportion, 

i.e., 

(1) Compute tor each county its total population X· 
~. 

( 2) Take the proportion Xij/Xi. for each ( i, j) 

The result of this operation is a profile table showing the percent 

distribution of the population in each county between age classes. 

Conceptually, the definition of sums ("totals") and mean values 

("averages") corresponds to the addition of a supplementary array of 

values to the initial raw table. For instance, in a table where rows 

_represent counties and columns represent age classes, the computation 
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of total populations per county adds another column array to the previous 

columns. Reciprocally, the computation of total populations per age 

class would add another row to the table. The process of defining data 

profiles is based upon the comparison of raw d~ta values with such row 

and/or column reference arrays. 

Raw data: 

Reference array: 

I x .. 
l.J 

) 

> 

Figure 5. 3 

Comparison C: 
• Difference 
•Proportion 
•Normalization 

Profile data 

In the context of managerial applications, reference arrays can be 

defined directly as ideal reference targets. For instance, with Actual 

over Plan performance data, a possible reference target is the 100 percent 

performance level. To account for such situations, MATIDRD allows the 

direct definition of reference arrays by the user. In other words, 

reference arrays can be defined either directly by the user, or sta-

ti.st:ically by the computation of sumf;l or averages. 

Once the profile data are obt~ined, it is possible to display 

them in much the same way as the raw data themselves are represented, 

i.e., in a Matrix Display fashion. It becomes then possible to refine 

the analysis a step further and to use an automatic procedure. for com-

puting measures of similarity between profiles. Several such procedures 

ar:c conceptually available (Sneath and Sokal, 1973; nenzecri, 1973). 

I have chosen to use Pearson's product-moment correlation coefficient, 

since it seems to be of most genernl value: 
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Eq. 5.1 

where~ ij and ;)ekj are the profile scores of the objects 

i and k on the attribute j 

The coefficient rik i~ interpreted as indicating the degree of similarity 

between the profiles of the objects i and k. Since the roles of objects 

and attributes is interchangeable on the matrix, the correlation rjl 

between the profiles of the attributes j and 1 can be computed as well. 

Startihg with a ~ X £ profile matrix, ·this procedure results in obtaining 

~ X~ similarity matrix (for the objects) or a £ X£ similarity matrix 

(for the attributes). 

In sum, MATBORD offers a set of ·four commands for the user to 

direct th~ analytic process with Matrix Displays: 

(1) The RAIV command orders displaying the original raw data 
set as a Matrix Display. 

( 2) The REFERENCE command orders speeifying the kind of reference 
array (row or column) to be used for profile computations. 

( 3) The PROFilE command proceeds from the; application of the 
difference or proportion operator to the raw data Hith l"CS(>i~Cl 

· to the reference array.' 

(4) The profile board itself can be used to comput:c SIMilARITY 
coefficil!nts ~ which arc displnyed as ·a n X n or p X p matrix 
board, depending on whether the siinilarity betwC'Zn objects 
or between attributes is considered. · 

V.3.2 Levels of Sophistication in MATBORD 

I mentioned earlier than an interactive system such as MATBORD 

might take various forms depending on which user it intends to serve. 

Since MATBORD is ·basically intended to help management pocple prepare 
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reports for management usage, not any level of sophistication migh.t be. 

acceptable. The choice of which sophistication level to "build-itt,. 

requires a delicate balance between the necessity of r.especting the 

thought pr_ocesses of managers (not overwhelming them with unneeded 

statistical operations) and the objsective of producing non...:trivial 

results. 

In light of the objectives of. this thesis MATBORD could possibly 

include three levels of sophistication corresponding to an increasingly 

sophisticated data analysis: 

Level A: Edition ancl manipulation of raw, profile, and similar
ity data, with an interactive graphical analysis base<! 
on the visual recognition of data patt~rns 

Level B: Addition of semi-intelligent operators for accomplish
ing simple tasks such as ranking and sorting data by 
size, "clumpiug" raw data together (Miller, 1969), 
and operating various graphic transformations 

Level C: Prov'ide sophisticated h<~uristics for the discovery 
of multidimensional structures such as clusters, 
and approximations to the simplex and circumplex 
patterns on the similarity matrix (chnptcrs III :md 
IV) 

The empirical field study which I did in parallel with the. design of: 

1'11\1'1\0JW (section VI.l) led me to develop J.,eve.ls A and B in priority to 

I,cvel C. 

'l'he version of:'MATBORD which was actually implemented includes 

basically tevel A and Level B procedures. J.,evel. C '(.>rocedures are pro-

posed in the. section devoted to potential extensions to MATBORD below. 

}',or additional details, the reader is referred to Appendix A. 

Level A procedures: 

(l) Analysis operators 
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These oper~tors operate elementary manipulation of the 
display boards such as: . 
(a) Permutation of t\.10 designated rot.;rs (or columns) 
(b) Grouping of rows (or columns) into a set of groups 

(blank lines permit to separate groups visually) 
(c) Sequencing rows (~r columns) in a user-directed manner 

(2) Graphic Mapping 

Several types of plotting items are made available to the 
user--variations in the size of c~rcles, variations in the 
size of vertical or horizontal bars, variations in the density 
of shades. In the default situation, MATBORD shows the raw 
data matrix by variations in the size of circles, the profile 
matrix by horizontal or vertical bars (depending on whi~h 
way the profiles go), and the similarity matr~ix as shades of 
grey. This design choice reflects the belief that the cog
nitive operations associated with raw data involve primarily 
the comparison of sizes, while profile data would require 
the comparison of multi7 attribute profiles. Representing 
the similarity data by density shades helps the recognition 
of patterns. 

(3) Calibration operators 

Several single operators enable the management user to 
select subsets within the data. These operators include 
"masking" unneeded rows or columns and "restoring~• them at 
will. Also a specific command is provided for the purpose 
of changing an o11tlier (excessive1y large. or small data 
val \H:) to <l more i·c~asonablc v:1l uc. The rational c for this 
comm~m<l is tlwt, sny, <m excessively large value. cli.srupts 
the perception of a whole display (all other itcmf: appl·Hr 
very ::;mall compared to it). 

Level B procedure~> · 

( 1) Analysis operators 

Two operators corresponding to the tasks of ranking a desig
nated row (or column) and sorting A whole display on the 

.basis of a numerical criterion are made available. The lat
ter corresponds to the needs of ·a manager who wants to "flag" 
at a glance all those entities which over and/or uncler per
form a certain target level. Also an operator is provided 
for testing the goodness of fit G of a similarity matrix pat
tern to a simplex hypothesis (Equation 4.9). 

(2) Graphic mapping 

Here the three mapping operators suggested in section IV.3 
are ~ade available to the user. That is the user can Bin, 
Scale, and Enhance the data at will. Rules for scaling 
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include the usc of a proportional, an absolute, or a ranking 
(ordinal) scale. Enhancement transformations include en-' 
hancing low, high, or medium range values through square
n:JDt, cxponenti<1l, and logistic functions. A fidelity 
measure F (Equation lj .• J2) is provided for estimnt:ing the 
graphic reduction involved in the mapping process. 

(3) Calibration 

The user has available a command for ''clumpin~· several 
rows (or columns) into one aggregated.row (or col9mn), The 
aggregation'scheme includes averaging or summing the cor-
responding data values. · 

The total set of co~nands represented by the above procedures 

includes 22 commands, The distinction betwcen'Lcvel A and Level B pro-

cedure.s is transparent to the user, who needs only know the distinction 

bet\veen Analysis, Graphic Mapping; and Calibration procedures. 

V.3,3 Potential Extensioris 

An area \vhere HATOORD could be potentially (~xtencle<l is Multi-

d ·.i.tncns ional Analysis. The evidence of chapters III and IV suggests that 

autotnatic procedures could be used to reoq;ani.zc t:lw matrix et'11:ric:3, 

such <1~3: 

(1) Determine a simplex pattern indicating.;\ ht~ear rank···unkring 
(Equation 3. 2 and as soc iatc.d heuristics) 

(2) Determine. a c.ircumple.x patte1~n indi.cat:inr, n ei.rcul:u: r:.tnk~ 

onlet·.ing (Equation 3,3 and a~:sociHted heuristics) 

(3) Dc.1~c.rr.1ine a clusteJ:ing pat:tern with a givc.n mmtber of 
classes (Equation 3 .l~ .Hno maximum spanning tree' Colllputat:i.oJH>) 

Such procedures can be potentially added to l'1A'fBOlUJ, for the purpose of 

refining the analysis of the si.milm·ity dnta (Level C above). 

Another polenti.al area where the <.iltalytic process could be re--

fined is the. d(·~fitdtion of procedures for attributing differential wcjghts 

to the row aJlll column entries of the matrix •. For instance, it>mny lx: 
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than to others. An interactive procedure for the definition of "profiles 

of weights" would have much interest in management applications such as 

budget planning. 

On the graphic mapping side, an automatic procedure for "tuning" 

the picture so that it provides best discriminability would be a possible 

development. 

Finally, the calibration process could be extended so that situ-

ations of heterogeneous data (data expressed in different units), missing 

data, and nested entries could be handled. 

V.4 The Preparation of a Management Report 

This section is intended to provide an overview of the research 

questions associated with the managerial feasibility of Matrix Displays. 

First, I provide an example of preparation of a management report with 

MATBORD (V.4.1 and V.4.2); then I formulate some basic research issues 

relating to the practical use of Matrix Displays for ,.real-life" manage-

ment report preparation (V.4.3). 

V.4.1 Selection of a Data Set 

I showed earlier that the first step in the preparation of a 

management report is the selection of a relevant-data universe. 

In the example. wltich, follows, I present an analysis of the manage-

ment data table shown in Table 5.1 (see end of this chapter). This 

table represents the distribution of unemployed people, r€'gistered in 

Federal aid programs over twelve California counties, between wage cate-

gories. The data were obtained on the basis of quarterly reports called 

"Quarterly Summary of Client Characteristics;" A facs imilc of such 

report is sho\.."'11 in Figure 5.4: I selected the data presented as lines 
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Figure 5.4 
Facsimile of "Quarterly Summary of Client Characteristics" 
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36 to 42, column H of this report. This data corresponds· to the tallying 

of registered unemployed people according to their former wages before 

becoming unemployed. Twelve such reports, each corresponding to a dif-

ferent California county, were collected for the same quarterly period. 

I argued earlier (V~l.2) that the "ideal data t.able" for statis-

tical analysis should have the properties of homogeneity and exhaustiv-

ity .. The raw data Table 5.1 practically satistifes those conditions 

since: 

(1) All data values are being expressed in "counts of people"; 
thus they provide homogeneous data. 

(2) The table columns provide an exhaustive set of seven wage 
categories, from "under 1.00 dollar" to "over 6.00 dollars." 
(Any wage belongs to one ~nd only one category.) 

(3) The table rows can be considered to provide an exhaustive 
set of hlelve geographical areas. No county overlaps any 
other, and the union of all counties provides a greater 
gc.or;raph.ical aroa. In fact., those counties arc gcn~t·:tphical-· 
ly eontiguous, and they fonn the "California c~:ntral VnUe.y .. " 

This table represents quite an ideal data universe for matrix 

analysis. However, a detailed examination of this universe reveals some 

undesirable features, namely'· the presence of matrix cells with no ob·-

servations ("zero cells"). Practically all zeros are concentrated at 

column 7 (wages over 6 dollars) and at row 7 (Merced). This offers an 

opportunity for using the calibration commands available in MATBOfm, 

namely, "Block" (for agglomerating data entries) and "Mask" (for sup-

pressing an unwanted entry): 

(1) It is possible to llgglomerate columns 6 and 7 to fonn an 
ugg;regat.e catee;ory includi11g the fonuer "5/~5.99 dollars" 
and "Over 6 dollars" categories. This new aggregate can 
be labelled as the ''Over 5 dollars" cateGory. 

(2) It is possible to suppress the row which is labelled ·"Herced," 
since it appears to be an ~nreliable data array (it is quite 
unexpected to find all the unemployed population withi.n the 
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same wage category: The conclusion is that there may be an 
error in the data. collection process). 

Consequently, the ·calibrated data can be pictured as the Matrix Display 

shown in i? igure 5. 5. 

V.4.2 An Example of Hatrix Analysis Process 

I described earlier the process of Natrix Analysis as a three-

stage process whereby Ra~ data are transfon01ed into Profile data, which 

are themselves the basis for Similarity analytic procedures. The fol-

lowing Figures 5,5 to 5,9 provide an instance where this three-step 

process is used for management information reporting. The end-result 

is a picture which provides some indication as to the proper ordering 

and clustering of the observed set of California counties into groups 

showing approximately similar wage profiles. 

(1) The first analytical step is to transform the available raw 

data matrix into a profile matrix. As we saw earlier, this requires 

the definition of a reference array and an operation for normalizing 

the data values. Here the reference array is obtained by computin~~: 

the sum of the data values for each row (i.e., the total population 

served in each county); the proper operation is then to compute propor-

tions to the total for each county, hence provi~~ng wage profiles. The 

effects o[ profile computations are properly seen if one compares Fig-

ure 5,6 (Profile Matrix) to Figure 5,5 (Raw Matrix). Clearly, the raw 

matrix shows essentially size effects, since the perception is attracted 

by the biggest programs such as Fresno, Sacramento, or Stockton. On 

the other hand, the profile matrix ·provides a normalized account where 

each county has basically the same size; the"programs now differ in 

"shape" only, i.e., in the relative distribution of their participants 
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between wage categories. 

(2) The analysis could easily stop at this point. However, it 

seems possible to make a better use of the Matrix.Display of Figure 5.6 

by rearranging the row entries (i.e., the counties) so that those with 

similar profiles are put close to each other. For instance, Butte and 

Santa Barbara; which are physically distant in the matrix row entry, 

have quite similar profiles, and theuser would benefit from seeing 

them close to each other.. This process of rearranging the entries of 

the profile matrix is quite difficult to accomplish nn the basis of visual 

comparisons only. It is possible to help it by computing coefficients 

of similarity between profiles, which provides a next st<.'p in the analy

sis. The resulting similarity matrix is shown in Figure 5.7. The 

values of the similarity coefficients have been put irito three grey-

shc:dc "bins,'' in order to ease perception (reduction of information). 

Clearly, Imperial and Modesto stand out since they do not resemble 

closely any other county. 

(3) The Simil.arity matrix is reorgani~ed so that Imperial and 

Modes to end up in the most extreme pos i ti.ons, and all otlwr count icrJ 

arc arranged so that an approximate simpl<:~x pattern (dingonal) shows 

up (Pigure 5.8). 'l'his yattern is approxiniate to the extent that most 

counties are similar (as indicated by the large shaded square from San 

Luis Obispo to Butte). Also, Fresno appears to.be an ''average" county 

in the sense that it resembles the two major clusters (San Luis Obispo 

to Inland ancl Kern to Butte). The profile matrix which corresponds to 

thjs similarity plot is presented in J7igure 5.9; it shows both an onleriug 

of the counties from Imperial to Hodesto and a clustering into two m::~jor 

groups. Visually one. might obs(~rvc the general nortlnvcst/southcast: 
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gradient which indicates that the wage distribution progresses from 

lower to higher '"ages as one goes down the row ordering from Imperial 

to Modesto.. In particular, Imper.ial which has a large fraction of its 

population in '"age categories below $1.99 and Modesto which shows a 

wage pattern above $3.00 are most opposed. 

·The end-result of the process is a picture which indicates major 
~ 

groupings of California counties according to their wage distribution. 

Clearly, this picture may help management tasks such as determining the 

"poorest" and "richest" counties, allocating funds differentially to 

counties of various profiles of wages, etc, This shows that the process 

of Matri.x Analysis defined above can be used for management information 

reporting purposes. 

V,4,3 Some Research Issues 

The above example shows that Matrix Displays can be used as a 

presentation medium for numerical management information. But it does 

not tell how managerial clients may react to Hatrix Displays, hoH they 

may adapt to their use, etc, It seems that one most essential aspect 

of a mmtagerial feasibility study is the real-life testing of such 

displays. 

Given the chosen client (middle-line management), a study of 

Matrix Displays in a real-life situation should provide some empirical 

cues on the following issues: 

(1) To what extent is the concept of Matrix Display (i.e., the 
graphic format itself) understood and accepted? 

(2) Do managerial clients understand the suggested three-step 
process of analysis (Raw, Profile, and Similarity)? Do 
they need to? To what extent? 

(3) What level of sophistication in display operation (see the 
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above section V.3.2) do managers understand? What sophisti
cation do they need in order to obtain the desired "end
product" pictures? 

(4) Should the \vhole process of analysis be clone by and/or com
muni.cated to the manager? If riot, who should prepare the 
Ma1Tix Displays, and how should one choose among the result-. 
ing displays? 

(5) Should the manager be associated in the interactive produc
tion of Matrix Displays? Should he be asked to sit in 
front of a display console? 

(6) Should the management report with Matrix Displays also in
clude the corresponding numerical data? Should each display 
be accompanied by its corresponding data table? Or are 
the pictures sufficient because they "tell enough"? 

The following chapter presents a case-study of Matrix Display 

implementation using the MATBORD prototype. 'I'his case-study provides 

some. empirical material useful to answer the above six issues in a 

tentative manner. 
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DISTRIBUTION OF THE REGISTERED POPULATION 
INTO WAGE CATEGORIES<HOURLV WAGES IN DOLLARS> 

FOR 12 CALIFORNIAN COUNTIES 

RAW BOARD UNDER I 1/1.99 212.99 3/3.99 '1/'1.99 515.99 OVER 6 

BUTTE 0 2 27 I 'I 6 0 

FRESNO 233 '18 53:; 132 35 10 5 

11'1PERIAL 10 53 I 'I 2 0 0 0 

INLAND 175 78 269 121 27 I 'I 6 

KERN 16 5 50 3 0 

KINGS 38 '16 190 83 17 10 3 

I'IERCED 39 0 0 0 0 0 0 

I'IODESTO 0 1'1 'I 56 '18 2'1 6 

SACRAI'IENTO 80'1 92 691 235 5'1 7 

SAN LUIS 13 2 12 'I 2 0 0 
OBISPO 

SANTA 59 62 3'16 78 2'1 8 

BARBARA 

STOCK ON 371 79 530 239 79 26 

XBL 767-8631 

Table 5.1 
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SIMILARITIES BETWEEN THE PROFILES OF WAGES 
SHOWN IN THE ABOVE PICTURE . 

THE DARKER THE SHADE,THE HIGHER THE SIMILARITY 
(TO EASE PERCEPTION,BINNING HAS BEEN APPLIED> 
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THE SIMILARITY MATRIX AFTER MANIPULATION 
IMPERIAL AND MODESTO ARE PUSHED TO THE EXTREMES 

ALL OTHER COUNTIES ARE RANKED IN A SIMPLEX PATTERN 
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CHAPTER VI 

INTERActiVE MATRIX DISPlAYS AND MANAGERS: 

A FEASIBILITY APPROACH 

In this chapter some empirical observations concerning the 

feasibility of Hatrix Displays in an actual management environment will 
\ 

lead me to the conclusion that Matrix Displays are "acceptable" modes 

of representation for management. This result, however, must be inter-

preted with caution since (a) I studied only one case of Matrix Display 

implementation in a managerial environment and (b) a variety of mana-

gerial reactions were observed, including difficulties to understand 

the notion of a similarity matrix. But, on the whole, there is a 

definite tendency for the observed management people to accept and to 

use the propu~a:d d ispl<lys for infunnah on purposes. 

Given the emph~sis on feasibility assessment, the opportunity 

to have actuaJ management people involved in the study was provided by 

a project on Management Inf'orn1ation Systems at the U.S. Manpr>1-1er Ad-

ministration Regional Office in San Francisco. This project had graphic 

and data analytic implications which offered the possibility of frying 

out the capabilities of Mntrix Displays for Management Informatiou 

Reporting in a limited environment. A three-step process including 

(1) A field study by intervie\ving several managers, 

( 2) The preparation of management reports for a specific 
manager, and 

( 3) An 
. 

with the active interactive session at the terminal 
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participation of the above manager and his staff 

brought out a large amount of qualitative materitil. I also gathered a 

reasonable_ amount of quantitative evidence through tracing the interactive 

scss ion (time aml cost data) and the measurement of managerial attitudes 

on attitude-scales questionnaires. 

VI.l The C.E.T.A. Management Information System 

In this section I describe the general features of the managerial 

context in which :Hatrix Displays Here later introduced. Although I 

intend to focus on management information issues, I will provide a view 

on the organization structure which supports the management information 

system and then describe the general methodoiogy which I used to inter-

vene within this management environment. 

VI.l.l C.E.T.A. M<magement at the U.S. Manpower Administration 

In December 1973, the Congress of the United States passed the 

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (C.E.T.A) under Public Law 

93-203. As stated in the L;J'"• tlw purpo~;es of C.E.T.A. are: 

(l) To provide job training and employment opportunitien for 
economically disa(1vml.tagcd, uJtemployecl or under-·employcd 
pcrscms 

( 2) To a~:>"sure that training and other services lead to m:1x.imum 
~mployment opportunities, and 

(3) To cnhaucc self-sufficiency by estnblishing a flexible and 
decentralized system of Federal, State, and LC)cal programs. 

Under C.E.T.A., the State and Local governments are considered as Prime 

Spous()rs of manpO\ver programs, and they arc given authority and responsi-

bility for progr<:~m planning and operation. The Federal government as-

sists c.c:teh individual Pri.tnc Sponsor in uw.eti.ng its r.·esponsibilities; 

the nc.gional Offices of the l'1anpower Administration (Department. of 
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Labor) represent the Federal GovernmenL.at the state and local levels. 

'!'he Organization of the Regional Offices. The Comprehensive 

Emplo~nent and Training Act decentralizes operational decisions, such 

as training unemployed persons so that they have a better chance on the 

labor market, at the level of Prime Sponsors (i.e., urban ahd suburban 

.communities). However, to the extent that the Secretary of Labor deter-

mines a nationwide labor policy, there is a need to integrate various 

local decisions into a broader framework which fits the federal policy. 

The·ten Regional Offices of the U.S. Manpower Administration are the 

intermediary management authority which monitors the integration of 

Prime Sponsors' policies within the federal policy. 

Regional Offices have a twofold responsibility in the implementa-

tion of C.E.T.A .. 

(1) They designate the Prime Sponsors, review and approve their 
operating plans, allocate the funds, and assess plan imple
roen tat ion. 

(2) They provide technical assistance to Prime ·sponsors through 
a pool of specialiE:ts in program planning, nwnagement 
inf:ormati on systems, f inancitll reporting, etc. 

In actual praetice of C.E.T.A., these two roles of monitoring and as-

sisting Prime Sponsors are thoroughly intert\Jined. The organization 

chart of the Regional Offices shows a balance between line and staff 

roles. On the "line" side, the Head of the Regional Office, who is 

delegated from the Secretary of Labor the authority on a given regional 

area, delegates this authority, in turn, to the managers of subregional 

areas. On the "staff" side, the Regional Office has a number of technical 

specialists with whom it can assist Prime Sponsors. Moreover, nationwide 

programs, such as the Equal Employment Opportunity Program, have a spc-

eifie staff management at the H.egional Office. 
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For instance, the Region XI Office in San Francisco, where I 

set up a field study (see section VI.2 below), has the organization 

chart shown in Figure 6.1. This chart shm-ls that line management is 

I 

defined on a geographical basis. The region is divided into two areas, 

t.hese areas divided into subareas, so that eaeh middle-1 inc manager has 

a number of Prime Sponsors to monitor. The middle-line management (for 

example, "C :z .B!') is itself ass is ted by a certain amount of. staff (for 

example, "B.C."). 

The Grant's Cycle. The overall scheme according to which a 

C.E.T.A. grant is applied fot, approve~ implement~d, and evaluated is 

a cycle which links together the middle-line management at the Regional 

. Office and the local Prime Sponsors. The Federal Representatives (such 

as "A.P." in Figure 6.1) carry on the roles of liaison officers between 

the Regional Office artd the Prime Sponsors. Each Prime Sponsor is 

moni tared at the Re.gional Off ice. by a Federal Representative, who ltas 

the ability to set up meetings and on-site visits at the Prime Sponsor's. 

The following diagram depicts the grant's cycle as a four-sfcp 

procc~;s (U.S. Department of Labor, 1974a, No.5): 

PlANNING 

The Prime Sponsor estab
lished its plan based on 
community. 

EVAUJATION 

The Regional Office eval
uates the Prime Sponsor's 
performance 

Figure 6.2 

APPROVAL 

Plan is·approved by the 
Regional Office 

• IMP IEI'1ENTA'£ ION 

The Prime Sponsor's staff 
decides upon clients eli
gibility and activity 
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Figure 6.1 

The Assistant Regional Dire~tor for Manpower 

Office of Technical Services 
(B;B., K.T.) 

Administrative Services 
(J.K., S.L.) Staff ------------------ Line 

' . 

I ,---.L..------+ 
Equal Employment Opportunit~ 

(G.D.) 

Area 1 
California 

I 
r---~-. 

Coastal Valley Southern 
(C.Z.B.) (C.G.) 

I 
Staff ~ Federal Representatives 

(B.C.) (A .P .) 

Area 2 
Arizona, Nevada, 
Pacific Is lands 
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This cycle runs on a ~uarterly basis: 

(1) The plan is proposed annually by the Prime Sponsor on the 

basis of demographic and labor market data for the area, with a plan 

breakdmvn by qua·rter. During the course· of the year (July 1 to June 30), 

th~ Prime Sponsor may ask for modifications to the plan (on a quarterly 
J 

bas is). 

(2) The Regional Office reviews the plan and its modifications. 

The correspondence between the plan and the general C.E.T.A. objectives, 

as well as the local needs in the area, is appreciated and the costwisc 

feasibility of the plan assessed before approval is given. 

(3) The Prime Sponsor implements the plan and decides upon eli-

ents' eligibility arid activity patterns (counseling, training, placements). 

During the plan's implementation, the Federal Representative mandated 

by the Regional Office is available for on-site visits and pcrformlmce 

reviews. 

(4) Through the Federal Representative's on-site visits, as 

well as through fede:::-alJ.y required information reports, the l{egional 

Offi~:e's manager continuously monitors the Prime Sponsor's perfonnanee. 

Periodic review meetings are held on a quarterly basis, and trouble-

shooting procedures may be triggered through alarm indicators. 

Focusing on Middle-line Management. On the basis of the above 

discu~sion, it appears that middle-line mariagcr~ have at the Regional 

Office a key role as an interface between the federal policy and the 

Prin~·sponsors' decisions. The role of middle-line managers can be 

characterized by thr~e features, namely, 

(a) Tha1 the manager is not directly involved in local labor 
marcket operations (since this· is the Prime Sponsor's re
sponsibility) 
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(b) That rather his management responsibility consists in 
monitoring the perfor~ancc of autonomous Prime Sponsors 

(c) That each manager has to deal with several Prime Sponsors 
at once (from five to fifteen depending on their size) 

It appears that the manager's function is much different from the 

Federal Representative's, since he deals Hith a set of Prime Sponsors 

(instead of just one) Hhich he monitors from a distance (instead of 

relying upon on-site visits). 

Consequently, middle-line managers of C.E.T.A. programs at the 

Regional Office are necessarily dependent upon information as a manage-

ment ~edium. There exists a variety of information sources which a 

C.E.T.A. manager can use, including the direct information from his 

subordinates (Federal Representatives) or from the public (letters of 

complaint, rumors), and the numerical infonnation provided by formal 

management reports. Given the objective of this thesis, I now focus 

on this last type of information. 

VI.l.2 TheC.E.'£.A.Management Information System 

The basic information for C.E.T.A. management is generated at 

the Prime Sponsor's level where C.E.T.A, clients are recognized eligil.Jlc, 

then enrolled into programs (training, placements), and finally terminated 

(they find a job or drop out of the program). Consequently, the Prime 

Sponsor's HIS must serve both the internal information needs of the 

Prime. Sponsor and the federal needs in C.E .T .A. information. The basic 

source of information are the clients• records, hence the resulting 

information system depicted in Figure 6.3. I am concerned here basically 

with the information reports communicated to the Regional Office, i.e., 

the "fedcrall y~required" reports. 
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These reports are required by federal law. Since C.E.T.A. in.;.. 

tended to standardize the administrative procedures, these reports are 

both simple and complete. They are si~ple because they are obtained 

from the direct tally of clients' records and are complete thanks to 

a massive compacting of data into one-page documents. There are four 

such one-page documents, three of which have a direct interest for 

management purposes (I exclude the Cash Transactions document). 

(l) 11 lle Project Operatine; PIan (P .0 .P.) is prepared annually, 
and it plays the role of a contractual agreement bet:M~en the 
Prime Sponsor: ;:md the Manpower AJministration. 

( 2) The Qu<n·terly Summaty of Cl ienU;' Characteristics (Q .S .C .c.) 
provides n general profile of the population being served,, 
along socio-economic charac1cristics. 

(3) The Quarterly Progress Report (Q.P.R;) recapitulates Plan 
vs. Actual perfonnaricc on the same itemized entries shown 
by the P.O.P. As tl1e Q.S.c.c., the Q.P.R. is due 30 days 
after the end of each quarter. · 
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A facsimile of the Q.S.C.C. was shown in the previous chapter (Figure 5.4), 

'l'he. next p~ge shows a facsimile of the Q.P.R. (Figure 6,4). 

The Quarterly Progress Report is the most important source of 

data av<lilublc to middle-line managers at the Regionnl Office. It 

permits determining several performance indicators, such as the ratio 
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Figure 6.4 
Facsimile of the Quarterly Progress Report 

a. GRANTEE'S NAME AND AODR[SS. 
US. Of.PAHTMENT OF LA90R 

Manpower Adminil;trat.ion 

(a) Number of Individuals served In e1ch 
prograni activity; progr1m ve•r to date 

b. GRANT NUMBER 

d. TYPE OF PROGRAM 

0 l-Title I 0 2·Titlo II 

D. ANTICIPATED DURATION OF JOB 
PLACEMENTS 

It entries 1re made In 1.8.1.1 (Dil'lcl 
Placl!m~nt•J or I.B.lb {/ndir~ct Place
rn.nt•J. enter the antlcl~tea dur.nlon 
ot the job In which the Individual IS 

should be contruied to objectl.,.s In either 1 

and complete and r.bat an outlays and 



of Placements over total Enrollments, the average costs, etc. The 

Regional Office Handbook (U.S. Department of Labor, 1974b) suggests thnt 

it can be .used for a troublc.-shoo_ting procedure based on a 15 percent 

rule: Deviations of Actual performance to Planned performance exceeding 

plus or minus 15 percent should be recognized as indicatin~ potential 

problem areas. 

VI.1.3 Opportunity and Method for an Intervention-

The opportunity for a direct interventi"on within the above 

context came from the Regional Management Information System projc.ct 

(R .M. I .S .) initiated by the Region IX Manpower Administration and the. 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory at the University of California: 

Recognizing that the Manpower Administration's present information 
retrieval system is not designed for flexible large--scale manipula
tion, the overall aim of the projeci is to develop the computer 
tools--interactive data retrieval systems, computer g~aphics, 
report generation systems, and c6mputcr mappin~--which will m1able 
managers, at all levels within the organization, to access data 
easily in a form which they readily understand (U.S. Department of 
Labor , 1 9 7 5) • 

Atnong the research topics suggested ":ithin this overall franK~wm-k, ihe 

cleni.gn of graphic aids eaJ led for my ~1ttention. 

In particular, it appeared to me that the above set of one-pn1~e 

data documents, such as the Quarterly Progress Rc.port, could not be 

easily used as a support to decision-making since: 

(1) From a human factors viewpoint, the format seemed to be too 
compact to facilitate cognitive tasks. 

(2) In order to compare the performance of several Prim~ Sp~•sors, 
t:he manager would have to manipulate several pages at a time, 
wtiich is not easy. 

(3) No real data analysis effort \.JBS involved in the pre.pntnt ion 
of these documents (e:xccpt for the. computation of Actu<tl/ 
Plan· percentages). 
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In sum, the one-page documents appeared to be justific:..d as a data-base 

containing the most relevant data middle7 line managers could use, but 

not as formats for direct managerial usage~ 

At this point, I hypothesized that Matrix Displays would provide 

a relevant display format for management reports. This hypothesis was 

formulated on the basis of: 

(1) The observation that C.E.T.A. data is multidimensional in 
kind, i.e., it results from the consideration of a set of 
Prime Sponsors along a set of performance criteria. 

(2) The position of middle-line managers in the organization 
chart as intermediary linkages between a set of Prime 
Sponsors and the federal policy. This implies th~t middle
line managers have to accomplish a number of comparison 
tasks such ~s to compare the performance of several Prime 
Sponsors, to form groups having the same profile of per
formance, etc. 

(3) A circumstantial reason was that, due to the relative recency 
of the C.E.T.A. Act, it was felt that the managerial context 
would offer more opportunity for change and improvement 
than a long-time routinized environment. 

In the path of Scott Morton ( 1971), I chose a depth-type rC'search 

methodology rather than a breadth-type. I developed close relati6ns 

with a few management persons and went with them all the way to the 

actual implE:mentat.ion of Matrix Displays in their own managenient environ-

ment. I thus decided on three major steps: 

(1) Exploration of the information needs of managers by a field 
study (April-August 1975) 

(2) Preparation of management reports for a specific group of 
management users (September 1975-January 1976) 

(3) Interactive session where the above management users pnr.tici-. 
pated in the on-line preparation of a management report 
for their o~~ use (February 1976) 

Steps 1 and 2 are presented in the next section. Step 3 led to such a 

_wealth of results that it is presented in two different sections: One 
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section (VI.3) focuses on the Matrix Display aspect, and the other 

(VI.4) deals with the more general issues of the relations between 

management. and iuteractive inforn~ation systems. 

VI.2 C.E.T.A. Management ancl Matrix Display Reporting 

VI.2.1 ·A Field Study of Informational Needs 

In the field study I tried to determine areas where present 

C.E~T.A. information documents (such as the Quarterly Progress Report) 

failed to satisfy the needs of managers, and where Matrix Displays 

could possibly help management information reporting. 

I interviewed a few C.E.T.A. management people on the basis 

of an open-ended questionnaire. At the beginning of each interview, I 

presented myself as a specialist in graphic display, working on format

ting procedures for C.E.T.A. data. The eleven questions of thE: question

naire served as guidelines during the interview, but the managers were 

free to express their o-..m feelings and suggestions about the information 

reporting procedures. The quP.stionnaire was organized so as to hnve 

eaclt manager highlight the actual vs. potential usc of C.E.'r.A. data. 

Attention -..ms paid to the cognitive aspects of the manager's task:J 

and to the format of the C.E.'f.A. documents. Finally, the nianager was 

asked to express his attituJe with respect to graphic displays, so as 

to control for the "cognitive style" factor. 

In these interviews, each lasting from one to two hours, four 

ln<lJHI[';ers part ic ipa ted: Two m-ea manag-ers ( C .G. and C .z . B.) , the manager 

of the Equal Employment Opportunity Program (G.D,), and the manager of 

the Operational Plmming and Control System and his ass i.stant (J .K. and 

S .L.). (The nwnagement positions of these persons arc indicated on 
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Figure 6 .1). These int.ervieHs were tape-recorded, which provided a total 

of six hours of verbal protocols~ The list below shows each question, 

with its answer in summary form. 

Q.l: 

Q .2: 

What is, in your opinion, .the purpose of C .E ;T .A. documents? 

The purpose of C.E;T.A. documents is clearly perceived as a 
data-bas'e for management usage and, particularly, for the 
monitoring of Prime Sponsors' performance against. plan. 

I 

How do you ~ead these documents? 

Managers seem to read only a very small number of critical 
variables out of the large universe which is presented. For 
instance, only three or four items are read on the Quarterly 
Progress Report, namely, the enrollments, the actual placements 
vs. plan, and the actual expenditures vs. plan. 

Q.3: Do you pay attention to individual figures, sums, others? 

Managers all cite the rule that "plus or minus 15 percent devia
tions to plan" should be looked for. 

Q.4: Does the data formatting suit your needs? 

As a general rule, the interviewed managers heavily criticize 
the format of the C.E.T.A .. documents on the basis that.: 

(a) It contains too much data. 
"There is so mueh data that it is almost impossible to usc 

• Noth.i.ug makes it easy to identify problems •.•• " 
.> 

(b) The format is inappropriate. 
"They designed machine-input forms, not forms that can be 
used for data analysis as they stand." 

(c) The management tasks are impaired. 
"What they have in fact said by setting the report this way 
is. that lots of comparisons are inappropriate • . . • Any
body who wants to use the data has to usc s'eparate forms." 

Q. 5: Do you mentally analyze the data? If yes, how? 

The managers appear to actively participate in the process of 
making the data meaningful (estimating percentages, or totals, 
and circling the most importan-t figures on the document itself). 
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Q.6: Could you please give an example where the C.E.T.A. forms are 
used as (1) a trouble.,.shooting device, (2) a tool for ranking 
C.E.T.A. Prime Sponsors, and (3) a device for forming groups of 
Prime Sponsors sho'\ving a similar performance profile? 

Managers reacted very readily to this question by providing 
examples and suggestions. But they see the three above tasks 
more as potential than as acttial usage of the forms: 
"If we could 'f:lag' those Prime Sponsors which exceed .15 percent 
deviation to plan. . . • " "If there were ranking tables that 
showed how Prime Sponsors rank in Intake, and in Placements, 
that would be most useful ..•• " "It could be interesting 
to divide the Prime Sponsors into two groups: Those who are 
substantially accomplishing and those who are off • • . ." 

Q.7: Could you develop a short description of a typical deci~ion
making situation where to use C.E.T.A. documents? 

An actual example where a manager tried torank Prime Sponsors 
is provided by an interviewee as follows: 
"We did a rough exercise last Spring when we had to_nlake judg
ments about the Prime Sponsors, trying to asse~s significant 
under-perfonners and over-performers. We tried to rank them 
on the basis of both enrollments. and expenditures •.•. " 

Q.8: Do you create information documents for your own use? 

The relative newl1css of G.E .T .A. does not seem to have permi.ttecl 
managers to create their own documents. However, they mention 
that they currently do scratch computations when needed, plns 
some \vork o:C juxtaposing on the same sheet data from dJ[fcr:en t 
sources. 

Q. 9: How much confidence do you have in C .E .'1' .A. data? 

Managers place reasonable confi"dcn~c in C.E.T.A. data, althour,h 
they recognize that their confidence may vary with Prime Sponsors. 
("But that's a fact of life. We have to accept it.") 

Q.lO: Do you think that your information could be improved? 

Managers offer several suggestions for improving the information 
transfer, namely, 

(a) To improve the consistency between different forms (Quarterly 
Progrc~ss Report and Quarter! y Summary of Clients' Charac
teri~tics) 

(b) To determine suitable pc:rformance criteria ("We do not have 
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any fixed guidelines as to what a problem is • What 
is a good unit cost? We have to develop performance 
standards . • . • ") 

(c) To develop simple data analytic procedures ("lf only a· 
quick way to comp~re performance to plan across Prime Sponsors 
were available ...... ) . 

Q.ll: How do you feel about graphic displays as a formatting mode? 

Most managers had favorable reactions to the idea of using 
graphic displays. 
"You see, just reading a list of figures like this (the Quarterly 
Progress Report) leaves me cold. V-1hy .. have all those statistics 
when a display can tell you all?" "For instance, it takes· time 
to make sense out of the relation '75 to 25 to 2,' while a 
graphic dis play could tell you all 1 ike that . • . . " 

VI.2.2 Observations on the Management Information Reporting Process 

The field study confirmed th~ hypothesis that C.E.T.A. data 

forms, such as the Quarterly Progress Report, were ·not consi.dered con-

venient summaries· for management iriformati'on purposes. Also, it showed 

that managers were quite ready to use graphic displays under the assump-

tion that. tlwy CC>uld help them absorb more of the available ·information. 

Finally, the field study helped determine which operators managers ncP..d 

apply to raw data in order to give it some mcanfng, i.e., comparisons, 

rankings, aud groupings, thus confirming that Hatrix Displays could be 

useful. 

In addition, in examining the interview protocols, I discovered 

how difficult it \\•as for the managers I interviewed to separate the· 

problem of .information into several factors such as the data factor 

("content") l:lnd the formatting factor ("form"). The basic· criterion 

which managers seem to use in order to judge the "goodness" of their 

information is a global appreciation of its usefulness. The following 

comment, recorded during an it;1terv'iew, illustrates this atttitude: 
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Presentation of material just because it looks interesting is not 
a-valid enough reason for presenting it. • What I need to 
know is: Once you've manipulated the data, what comes out? Is 
it any useful for my purposes as a manager? 

Typically, it appears that in order to. be a "good" piece of 

infonnation the data must have an of the following qualities: 

( 1) Being useful ( Le., the data universe is relevant) 

(2) Being accessible (i.e,, the information is easy to "pick up") 

(3) Being suitable (i.e., suited to the tasks which the manager 
wants to accomplish) 

VI. 2. 3 Preparing Man~gement Reports with Matrix Displays 

·On the bas is of the above observations, I determined that nn 

"optimal" procedure for the assessment of Matrix Displays as an aid 

to management reporting was to empirically prepare a management report 

for a specific user, tir group of users, This choice would enable con-

trolling 

(I) The relevant data universe, 

and it would then permit observinr.; fun<lam<~ntal management needs Hith 

rc~;pcct to 

( 2) 'l'hc display tormat and 

(3) The suitable operators to help the information "pick--up" 

I chose to focus on a manager-client with an immediate need for 

an improvement in his information reporting system and with.no favorable 

bias toward the research. 'This client, C.Z.B. iu Figure 6.1, is in 

charge of the monitoring of twelve C .E .T .A. programs in the area call•·d 

the "California Valley." His initial attitude was one of "impnt i<~t~~:·~·· 

toward the "computer people": 

, · · · · .. 1 . 1. lt:v,·},lpit\1' I m bccom1ng very l!llpatLent with the computer capab1 1 Y 1 · · 

two years do\,7H the pipe . . I'm not interestu1 in &lcv.·l•'l'~ 1 ' 1 ;
1 
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system that will be beneficial onl~ to you folks; I am interested 
in a systc!Ll that is going to be beneficial to us (C.Z.B.). 

Developing a test example of a management report for l~is own use appealed 

to -c·.z ,B. as a way to bring, closer together the two worlqs of management 

and "computers." We agreed that the test example would be defined in 

relation to the information needs of C.Z.B. and his staff (A.P.and 

B.C.) and that the application would have an experimental character. 

Furthermore, we agreed on having an experimental session directly at 

the interactive graphics terminal where C,Z,B, and his staff would be 

invited. 

Preparing management reports on test examples considerably 

influenced the design of HATBORD. Initially (June 1975), HATBORD was 

made up of two boards only, the Raw board and the Similarity board. 

Finally (February 1976), it incorporated the intermediary Profile 

board, plus a number of operators of great usefulness for C.E.T.A. 

manag~ment. 

The collaborative agreement with C.Z.B. and his staff led me 

to prepare two reports. '£he first. report (September 9, 1975) \vas es-

8entially graphical, and it enabled me. to observe the spontaneous be-

havi.or of managers in relation to Hatrix Displays. These reactions, 

which I recorded, can be arrayed into six results: 

(1) There is an absolute need for managers to get the data 
along with the display plots. ("Give me the data on that.") 

(2) The similarity matrix i.s too difficult' a concept to absorb 
without being prepared for it. ("I dori't understand it.") 

(3) The· raw board is actively used by man~geis for size com
parisons. ("Which are biggest?") 

(4) Si~ple statistical no~ions su~h .as ~~eragcs arid percentages 
have a key role in wanager~.al information pick-up. ("We. 
should have the Valley average down hen· ... ; "We need a total.") 
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(5) Information should be prepared to a number of simple tasks, 
such as ''flagging those which deviate more than 15 percent 
to plan, .. ' ''designating those which arc below average," etc. 

( 6) Nanagers learn a lot. .from displays. (For instance, A .P. 
discovered visually that the C.E.T.A. program in Sacramento 
had more partie ipants than the one in Inland--he thought 
the reverse was true.) 

The second report (December 12, 1975) incorporated the improve-

.. 
ments suggested by the above :results. Between the first and the second 

report I modifie.d considerably the initial design of MATBORD and in-

corporated a number of operators such as "Reference" (which permits one 

to compute averages, sums, etc.), "Sort .. (which permits one to extract 

deviant entities); and "Outlier" (which permits one to eliminate and/or 

replace an outlying data value). Clearly, the. contact·with the mana-

gerial reality influenced much my system's design. As a result, the 

second management report was very well received by C .Z .B. and his staff. ·· 

This report was prepared on the basis of a data set showing the Actual/ 

Piau pc.rfonnancc of the twelve Valley Prime Sponsors over thrc.c C .E .'1.' .A. 

progeams ('J?itlc 1, 'ritlc 2, and Title. 6). For each Title, the per-

fonn<mce on hath Enrollments and Expenditures was available, hence pro·-

vi.ding n 12 X 6 data matrix. 'J'his matrix was processed graphicnlly ill 

two different ways: 

( l) As a \oJhole it led to the display of: 

(a) A Raw board (Vigure 6.5) 
(b) A Profile board computed by difference of the "ideal" 

100 percent pcrfonnanee to Plan (Figure 6. 6) 
(c) '!'he same as ::ibove, but "flagging" only those deviatious 

which exceed + or - 15 percent to 100 percent performance 
(Figure 6. 7) 

(d) An alternati.ve Profile bl)a"rd C(.)mputed by difference of 
the averace level of perf:onnance for each Title (Figur·e 
6.8) 

( 2) Ry focus ipg on the 'fitle 1 . program only, I obtained: 
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CoEoToA PROGRA~ TfTLES 1 I 2 AND 6 
FOR THE 12 CALIFORNIAN VALLEY PRI~E SPONSORS 

FIGURES INDICATE PERCENT ACTUAL/PLANNED PERFOR~ANCE 

RAW TITLE TITLE TITLE TITLE TITLE TITLE 
BOARD 1-EXPENDITUR 1-ENROLL~ENT 2-EXPENDITUR 2-ENROLL~ENT 6-EXPENDITUR 6-ENROLL~ENT 

ES s ES s ES s 
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SACRA~EN. .87 1.'f'f ·. 79 .85 .82 .'18 
TO 

STOCK ON I. 36 o88 099 I .02 o85 ,86 

SAN-LUIS .62 0 7'1 o'l5 .60 .97 I. 22 
-OBISPO 

SANTA.-BA 0 61 1. 26 o98 I. 23 .92 .98 
RBARA 

STANISLA o.85 1. 03 I. 00 . 71 1. 03 l. O'f 
us 

ICINGS 0 67 o5'f I. 13 I. 2'1 0 87 1 0 08 

XBL 767-8650 

Data Table For Figure 6. 5 
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DIFFERENCE TO "PERFECT" 100 PERCENT PERFOR~ANCE 
I.E DEVIATIONS FROM PLANNED PERFOR~ANCE,IN PERtENT 

( SHADED BARS INDICATE NEGATIVE VALUES> 

PROFILE TITLE TITLE TITLE TITLE TITLE TTTLE 
BOARD 1-EXPENDITUR 1-ENROLL~ENT 2-EXPENDITUR 2-ENROLL~ENT 6-EX.PEND I TUR 6-ENROLL~ENT, 

ES s ES . s ES s 
BUTTE -.31 -.61 -.09 ~.20 -.20 -.01 

,· 

FRESNO -0 i 3 -.'11 -.21 -.08 -.06 -.09 

t"MPERIAL -.25 -.02 -.21 -.51 -. 16 -.01 

KERN .11 .30 -0 1'1 -.2'1 -.06 .09 

MERCED -.01 •. '+'+ -012 -.15 -.09 -.0'1 

INLAND -.20 .33 :-.1'1 .13 -.05 .0'1 

SAC RAMEN -0 13 .'1'1 -.21 -0 15 -0 18 -.02 
TO 

STOCK ON 0 36 -012 -.01 .02 -015 ~ 0 I 'I 

SAN-LUIS -.38 -.26 -.05 -.'10 -.03 .22 
-OBISPO 

SANTA-BA -. 39 .· .26 -.02 .23 -.08 -.02 
RBARA 

STANISLA -.15 .03 0 0 -.29 .03 .0'1 
us 

KINGS -.33 -.'16 . I 3 .2'1 -.13 .08 

XBL 767-8652 

Data Table for Figure 6.6 
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TITLE TITLE TITLE TITLE · TITLE TITLE 
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ONLY THOSE DEVIATIONS EXC£EDING +.OR - 15 PERCENT 
ARE SHOWN HERE.ALL OTHER VALUES ARE PUT TO 0. 

<THIS "FLAGS" OVER AND UNDER-PERFORMERS> 

PROFILE TITLE TITLE TJTLE TITLE TITLE TITLE 
BOARD 1-EXPENDITUR I-ENROLLMENT 2-EXPENDITUR 2-ENROLLMENT (>-EXPe:'NDITUR 6-fNROLLMENT 

ES s ES s ES s 
BUTTE -.31 -.61 0. -.20 -.20 0. 

FRESNO 0. -.'11 -. 27 0. 0. 0. 

IMPERIAL -.25 0. -.2i -.51 -. 16 0. 

KERN 0. .30 rr. -.2'1 0. 0. 

MERCED 0. ..... 0 . 0·. 0. 0. 

INLAND -.20 . 33 0 . 0. 0. 0. 

SAC RAMEN o. . .... -.21 0. -. 18 0 .. 
TO 

STOCK ON . 36 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 

SAN-LUIs -.38 -.26 0. -.'10 0. .22 
-OBISPO 

SANTA-BA -;39 . 26 0 . .23 0. 0. 
RBARA 

STAN ISLA 0. o. 0. -.29 0. 0. 
us 

ICINGS. -.33 -.'16 0. .2'1 0. 0. 

XBL 767-8654 

Data Table for Figure 6. 7 
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PROFILE TITLE TITLE TITLE ~ITLE TITLE TITLE 
BOARD 1-EXPENDITUR I-ENROLLMENT 2-E~PENDITUR 2-ENRO(LMENT 6-tXPEN~ITUR 6-EN~OLLMEN~ 
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PROFIL~ DIFFERENCES TO AVERAGE VALLEY PERFORMANCE 
!AS OPPOSED TO 100 PERCENT REFERENCE LEVEL) 

COMPARE THIS PICTURE WITH FIG 6.5 
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PROFILE TITLE TITLE TITLE TITLE TITLE TITLE 
BOARD 1-EXPENDITUR I-ENROLLMENT 2-EXPENDITUR 2-ENROLLMENT 6-EXPENDITUR 6-ENROLLMENT 

ES .S ES S ES S 
BUTTE -.16 -.60 .00 -.08 -.10 -.08 

FRESNO 

IMPERIAL 

KERN 

MERCED 

INLAND. 

SACRAMEN 
TO 

STOCK ON 

SAN-LUIS 
-OBISPO 

SANTA-BA 
RBARA 

STAN ISLA 
us 

ICINGS 

.02 

-. 10 

.26 

. 1" 

-.05 

.02 

,51 

-.23 

-.2'1 

.00 

-. 18 

-.'10 -. 18 .0'1 .0'1 -. 10 

-.01 -. 12 -.'15 :..06 -.02 

. 31 -.05 -.12 .0'1 .08 

.'15 -.03 -.03 .01 -.05 

.3'1 -.05 .25 .05 .03 

.'15 -. 12 -.03 -.08 -.03 

-.11 .08 .1'1 -.05 -. 15 

-,25 .0'1 - ."28 .07 .. 21 

.27 .01 . 35 .02 - .. 03 

.0'1 .09 -. 17 . 13 .03 

-.'15 .22 . 36 -.03 .07 

XBL 767-8656 

Data Table for Figure 6. 8 
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TITLE I-EXPENDITURES TITLE 1-ENROLL~ENTS 
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TITLE I-EXPENDITURES TITLE I-ENROLLMENTS 

I. 00 I. 00 
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Data Table for Figu:r~ 6. 9 
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DEVIATIONS TO 100 PERCENT PERFORMANCE 
PRIME SPONSORS ARE GROUPED ON THE BASIS OF THEIR 

SIMILARITY IN PROFILES 
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Figure 6.10 
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TITLE I-EXPENDITURES TITLE I-ENROLLMENTS 
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(a) A ranked plot of the Ra\-T data, with the reference level 
at 100 percent pcrformrinc~ (Fi~ure 6.9) 

(b) A plot of Profile data, nrrangP.cl by groups of l;lomogencous 
performance (Figure 6.10) 

This presentation was very well received by the nianagerial "clients," 

but from a research viewpoint it lacked one of the most important as-

pects .of MATBORD, namely, the use of a similarity board and its associ-

ated concepts. 

VI.3 An Interactive Session with Managerial Participation 

The above test examples of management reports using Matrix 

Displays gave me an opportunity to study the spontaneous reactions of 

management people to the use of Matrix Displays. !'felt, however, that, 

in relation to the design of MATOORD, there was a research need for 

observing the reactions of managers to the interactive system itself. 

In particular, I hoped that a direct interactive session at the teiminal 

would bring: 

(l) An opportunity for the complete tracing of·an interactive 
session~ providing an amount of material 011 the frequency 
of use of commands in HATBORD and on the think times associ
ated with those c:onunarrds 

·(2) Some behavioral evidence as to how the managers adapt (or. 
do not adapt) to the seve~al levels of data analysis pro
vided by the system 

· ( 3) Some elements of reflection as "to the potential problems 
. and benefits associated with the implementation of .Matrix 
Displays in a managerial context 

Given the exploratory character of this work and its emphasis 

r 
on the participation of "real-life" managers, I designed an original 

method for the brganization of the interactive session. The difficulty 
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of assuming two distinct roles, ~s the designer and proponent of a system· 

.and as the scientific ~tquirer looking at how managers behave with 
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respect to the system was solved on the suggestion of C. W. Churchman 

to invite the three faculty members of this thesis committee to observe 

the interaction, They would represent the "scientific inquiry" viewpoint, 

thu~ freeing the researcher for an active participatitin in the inter-

active session. 

The participants in the interactive session in~luded besides 

C.Z.B. and his staff (B.C. and A.P.), two other staff members of the 

Region IX Office of the Manpower Administration, namely, B.B. and K.T. 

(see Figure 6.1). At this time, B.B. was the liaison agent between the 

Manpower Administration and the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory so that 

he was perfectly aware of the development of MATBORD. (K .T. \.1as his 

aide.) The interactive session was set-up in such a way that each 

"audience" (faculty and management) had its.own graphic screen. The 

.two screens were synchronous so that the commands, keyed- in by the author,· 

resulted in the same sequence of pictures. The layout of the. room was 

as follows: 

"F<.ICUl t.y"s ide 
C.w:c:-;-·A]; . H, , 

E.R.F.W.C, 

Figure 6.11 

trard-copy 
Device 

-~----

~
-s·-o-o--1---

Keyboard! ------·-----
"l{esearcher" 

B,K. 

r-~ 
/Tektronix:. 

L_ 4012. 
. I 

"Managemen t"-~.i~~_: 
C.Z .B., B.C., 
A.P., B.B., K.T. 

mic•·ophollC' 

The interactive session itself Has integrated within a larger 

send.-,experimental framework {ncluding: 

(1) The presentation of MATBORD through a 25 minute videotape, 
showing the gcnernl capnbilities of the system on a "dunuuy" 
data set (after an idea by A. c. Hoggatt) · 

(2) The interactive. session itsdf. During the session, the 
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sequence of commands (time and cost) were traced by the 
computer, and a microphone recorded the verbal ~ea~tions 
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of the management participcmts. Aft<:r the session, themmlagers 
were asked to fill out an evaluation qtiestionnaire of, the 
"attitude scale" type. 

(3) A round-table discussion with the active ·participation of 
both ~anagement and faculty about the meritS and limitations 
of MATBORD. This discuss ion. was also tape-recorded. 

In the following subsections, I focus on the results brought out 

by the interactive session itself (2). The protocols of the round-table 

discussion.(3) are such a rich material that I devote most of section 

VI.4 to their interpretation. 

VI.3 .. 1 General Features of the Interactive Session 

I directed the _interactive session along a plan of analysis 

strictly analogous to the one followed in the test run (Figures 6. 5 to 

6.10). However, given the interactive character pf the session and its 

intent, I had the difficult task to follow the suggestions of the 

audience and stiil to show most of the systcm~s capabilities. Faculty 
< -

members helped me understand the su-ggestion of the ~anagerncnt part:ici-

pants, aud thus they determined the "turning poi.nts" of the intcr.actiou. 

The interaction wlw 73 mi.nutc:s S seconds long, ltlH] it:l totnl 

cost, including the computer cost ($1L~) and the t(~rminal eost ($6), was 

about $20. The statistics of use of commands are given in 'l'c:tble .6 .1. · 

A number of observations result from this table: 

( 1) The most frequently usecl commands (N? 6) include dis play 
mode commands (Profile, R.:nv), graphic formatting conunands 

'. 

(in p<lrticular, the capabil :Lty to Plot the digi.ts them~;eJves), 
and simple aHa lytic command~~ (Sequence and Group) which l>uUt 
depend upon user specifications. · 

(2) The commands Hhich arc most costly ($0.40) arc those relating 
to the usc of a similar·ity board, i.e., Similarity, Biu, 
awl Switch. (The latter \·/.as used cxciusivcJy in r·elnti-an 
to the·~; ir~ilarity board.) 'l'he commands involving the re-



organization of the whole data structure (Sequence, Rartk, 
Reslore, Raw) an: second in cost at about $0.25. Finally, 
commands which involve simple arithmetic and/or plotting 
procedures are pretty cheap (around $0.15). This corresponds 
to what should be expected. 

(3) The overall average think time is slightly inferior to a 
minute (56 seconds). Of course, this figure has only ~n 
indicative value, since it includes a variety of factors 
(perception/cognition/inference). However, it provides an 
order of magnitude of the time which it takes a human user 
to "react to" a given Hatrix Display board. It is inter
esting to note that the longest average times are associated 
with those operators which rearrange the picture either 
analytically (by permuting rows or columns in a significant 
order) or graphically. 

(4) Another command of particular value seems to be the command 
which permits obtaining the numerical data table correspond
ing to any Matrix Display ("Plot Digits"). Given its low 
cost ($0.11) and its high think time value (up to 2 minutes 
50 seconds maximum think time), this command seems to have 
a quite high informational value. This confirms the result 
reached in the field study that Matrix Displays need be 
compl<;uientcd by the corresponding data tables. 

(5) The above table shows that the Profile command wnsvery 
popular. This is confirmed by a study of the total length 
of time spent in Profile mode. Given that at any point 
in the analytic process the dis play is either in He~w or 
l'tofile or Simi-larity mode, it is clear that the total length 
of time in any mode incl udcs a variety of elementnr·y opera
tions ( i.. e. , commancts sue h as Rank, Sequence, Gcoup, e t.c.) . 
Tt1ble 6. 2 shows a study of the length of. tirue spen L ill the 
three modes clnr ing the major phases of an;:-~ lysis. 'I.'he s y!.i tern 
was in Profile mode" 60 pe.rcent of the time, which eonf i nus 
tl!c claim that the computation of data profiles is central 
to the Matrix Display analytic process. 

( 6) Table·. 6.2 data also provides for the interesting observation 
that each analytical phase (I, II, and Ill) iasted approxi
mately the same amount of time (i.e., 20 minutes to 26 min
utes). This sugg;ests thttt the average size of an inform<l·
tional inquiry £lligh1: be limited by cognitive faet:or~J such 
as the need to pccserve continuity in thought procc.::scs 
(Miller~ 1968). It might be the case that the interactive 
use of Matrix Displays proceeds by "chunks of inquiry" ap
proximately 20 minutes long (or equivalently 20 commands 
long). 
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Taole 6,1 

··-----·· 
Numocr of Average Average Average 

CommatH1s calls (N) cost (in $) Th i.nk-T ime (T) ·Think--Time (T) 
---· 
Profile 8 $0.16 49 sec 1 min 29 sec 
Sequence 8 0,23 57 sec 2 mi.n 11 sec 
Plot (Digi.ts) '6 0.11 59 sec 2 min 50 see ., Plot (Graphics) 6 0.16 25 sec 52 sec 
Group 6 0.17 1 min 20 sec 2 miu 48 sec 
Raw· 6 0.21 37 sec 1 min 41 sec 
Enhance 5 0.13 2 min 55 sc:c 10 min 8 sec 
Rank 4 0.23 2 min 6 sec 5 llll.ll 6 se.c 
Restore 4 0.28 39 sec l min 2 sec 
Switch 4 0.39 37 sec 50 sec 

·Window 3 0.13 1l sec 21 sec 
Similarity 2 0.43 IS sec. 30 sec 
Bin 2 0.44 1 min 19 sec 3 min 17 SC'.C 

Reference l 0.14 --.---sJ sec-

Compact 1 0.11 15 sec 
Sort 1 0.15 8 sec 
Utility Corn-

mands 13 0.02 10 sec 50 sec 

Total 79 0,18 56 sec 10 min 8 sec 

NOTE: The highest figures are unclerlinccl. 

Tabl"c 6. 2 

-----·--·-
-----·-------

1 ]1-------··· 11 1 
--·--·----··------··-·-----------·-··---·----
Rmv · 6 min ·31 sec 3 mi1i · 28 S<::'.c 13 mill :u sec 

Profile 12 min 22 sec 17 Hl iiI 27 Sl~C 15 min ljl.~ min ~~~ :;ec 

S im il ar i ty 6 min 23 sec 8 n1in 31 sec Jlj . . min 5ll :::cc 

···----------------- -------
Tot:1l 25 min 16 sec 20 min 50 sec 26 min 59 sec 73 min 

,. 
J sec 

-----· 



VI, 3, 2 The Verbal Protocol of Ma:1agerial Reactions 

Given the emphasis of this work on feasibility isslles, I com-

plcmentcd the time-and-cost data by two qualitative assessments of 

Matrix Displays. The presence of management people at the terminal 

was an opportunity to study verbal reactions and attitudes in relation 

to the displays which were presented. This qualitative data was col-

lected in two different ways, namely, (1) the recording of the partici--

pants' verbal conunents and (2) attitude scale questionnaires where the 

manag~rial participants rated the system. 

This section d~scribes the results obtained under (1). The 

complete protocol of verbal reactions to the system in shown in Appen-

dix 13. An attentive study of this protocol shows that C,Z.B. was the 

leading ch~racter during the interactive session. It is possible to 

observe the evolution of C,Z,B,'s satisfaction or dissatisfaction as 

the interaction goes. on. For purposes of clarification the interactive 

session can be divided into three phases: 

(l) During the first phase, the C,E.T.A. data set is aualy:t.ed 
as a whole, iJnd C,Z .B. is satisfied up to a poiut when.! ·I 
sur;r~est to go oJt into th(~ Himilarity mode, FigurC' 6.12 
shows the evolution of C.Z.B,'s satisfaction(+) :md dis
satisfaction { -) during this phase. Clearly, the mmiager' s 
satisfaction decreases as soon as the similarity board is 
on the screc.n (numbers refer to the intcrventiorw in the 
protocol, Appendix B). 

(2) During the second phase, it was decided to break the data 
set into three meaningful subsets and to analyze each in
dependently. As shot..rn by the Figure 6.l3, C.Z.B.'s satis
faction grew in the process, after some difficulty "get:ting 
started." _ C .z .B. '_s sat:lsfaetion culminates in comment 
no. 50, "Gee. That tells something." It then decreases 
with the recoglli.tion that the interactive process is lollger 
than it should be in the sense that "what a manager wants 
to know is the end-product (no. 51+)." 

(3) Finally, the third phase (Figure 6.14) is again an analysis 
of the whole data set whereby I·attempted to establish a 
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clustering of the Prime Sponsors based upon a similarity 
plot. C.Z.B.'s reactions then were moderately negative 
and started-_ becoming positive again when the. syster11 was 
back into Profile mode. 

The main result which the above plots illustrate is the relative 

difficulty for C.Z.B. to accept the Similarity board, as opposed to 

the -Profile or RcH.J boards. It clearly appears that the Similarity dis-

. play, with all its analytical implications, was "difficult to swallow'' 

for the following (verbaliz~d) reasons: 

(1) A manager does not have time to spend in a detailed analytical 
process. He needs"quickscans ((34), (54), (61))." 

(2) The similarity board is not easy to understand: "Just 
visually it is not easy to see what it means ( (20) •. ( 22)) ." 

( 3) The connection between the concepts. of "clustering" and 
"similarity" is not perceived, For C.Z.B., a relevant 
clustcri.ng is a clustering which shows up on the Profile 
matrix ((12), (18)). 

An attentive study of C.Z.B.'s reactions further reveals his 

cliff icul ty in coping with the. concept of multidimensionality. For hi111 

the criterion of: clustering must be simf>le--stieh as "cluster together 

those which arc 90 percent oL Plan, those which arc 70 to 90 percent of 

Plan, etc. ((26)),"--or else the~ concept of: c].ustering is lost. At one 

point, C.Z.B. receives an explanation from D.C. ((1~2), (114)) which il-

luminates for him the concept of-dependence between two differc.Ht factors. 

But rc.::tsoning on more than two factors at a time seems very cl ii'ficul t:, 

if not impossible to him. 

On the other hand; the process by which rcfc.'reucc arrays are 

defined so as to permit profile computatj(ms is perfectly understood 

( ( 7), ( 32), ( LJ6), ( 37)). · Even 'the general process of deepening pro-=-

grc.ssively the analysis up to a point where "the evidence holds togethC'r 

in the best tllanner" seems to be clearly understood, at least by the end 
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of the interactive session·(67), The spontaneous tasks which the mana-

ger and his staff execute by pointing at the screen fit well the hypo-· 

theses tha.t size and profile comp.ar isons are central to management 

information pick-up ((9), (10), and (38) to (52)). Another observation 

is that the level.of need in analytical sophistication differs among 

the mariagement participants themselves: For instance, A.P. (27) expresses 

a very low level .(>f comprehension over the whole session (much lower 

than C.Z.B. himself), while B.C. is quite active in the process• He re-

commends courses of action (29), comments on the relation between vari-

abies ((38), (42), (44)), integrates size effects within a profile analy-

sis (51), and finally proposes to improve the interactive program itself 

by incorporating weighing procedures (73). 

In summary, the verbal protocols of the interactive session sug-

gests that: 

( 1) 1'he general concept of Matrix Displays and the process of 
analysis have been perceived correctly. This SLt'pports the 
tl1es is of the feas i.bil ity- of Inte-ractive Matrix Displays. 

(2) The Raw and Profile boards are accepted and r~cognizcd as 
display aids, However, the Similarity board does not seem 
to be an acceptable format for direct manager ial-l'l'suge .. 

(3) Its usefulness is recognized at a technical, annlyti.c level. 
"Analytic types," such as B.C., seem to be interested in a 
similarity board approach. 

VI.3.3 Management Attitudes 

lnu.nediately after the interactive session ended, the participants 

were asked to fill out a questionnaire covering most of the system's 

capabilities. The fifteen questions asked for a rating of each feature 

on a 5-interval attitude scale:, from "very useful" (score, +2) to "not 

useful at all" (score, -2). The questions related to: 
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(1) The process of matrix analysis,_ i.e., attitudes with respect. 
to the Raw, Profile, and Simila.rity boards, as well as the 
understanding of the notion of "Reference" arrays· 

(2) Tlic use of C~nalytic operators. su.ch as Ranking, Grouping, 
"l"lagging" deviant entities, and clustering procedures based 
upon a more sophisticated statistical analysis of the 
similarity matrix 

(3) The graphic aspects, including the process of mapping numbers 
into graphic items and the display features themselves 

(4) The possibility of calibrating the raw data by data selection 
procedures (Masking) and by aggregation procedures ("Clump
ing"') 

Each of the interaction participants (C.Z.B., B~C., A.P., B.B., 

and K.T.) filled out a questionnaj_re, thus providing five answer sheets. 

To these I added two more questionnaires filled out by two staff members 

of the Regional Office, who happened to participate iri. an exactly similar 

session two days l<~ter (Februaryll, 1976). These staff people, J.K. 

and S.L. in Figure 6.1, are in charge of Data Analysis at the Regioual 

Office. By pooling the complete attitude data together I get the 15 X 7 

raw data matrix shown in Table .6.3, Each elernentin·y score may fake an 

integc.i: value bct\.Jcen -2 (lowest scor'e) and + 2 (highest score). The 

left.-hand side column and the upper: row of the table show ·:wcrHge. ~cores 

over users and over system's capabilities. Hissing values (absenef~ of 

answers) have been replacc.cl by the average score of the respondent him-

self. For instance, B.C. who did not answer t:lw question on Profile 

is given the score .92 on that question, i.e., his own .:tverage score 

over: all other questions he answered. 

The. row and column cri.tries of Table 6,3 are ranked according 
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to the corresponding averages. On the user's side, it is q1.1itc remarkable 

that the highest average scores (average scores great~r than +1) are 

given l>y primarily staff people (S,L., K.T., and B.B.), while the lowest 
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average score (lower than .5) is given by the person having a purely "line" 

responsibility (A~l1 .);andC.z.n. stands somewhere between these extremes •. 

On the system's capabilities side,· it is quite remark?ble that the two 

attitudinal questions relating to "help in learning'' and to "answer own 

management needs" receive the highest average judgment score (+l.lf.3) 

an<) the lowest average judgment score (+,43). 

Between these two extreme attitudes, there appears to be a bet-

ter appreciation of<- the system's compact analytic· operators (ranking, 

grouping, flagging), and calibration procedures (data selection, aggre-

gating) than of its mapping (mapping, display) and statistical analysis 

features (similarity, clustering). This indicates that the managerial 

us12rs arc more able to appreciate and use an end-product picture than 

to understand the aualytic process itself. A typical example in this 

respect is the Profile comn1and, which stands high in the user's apprec i-

at ion (average judgment, +1. 20), while its necessary preparatory step, 

the ReferencP.. command, stands quite low (average judgment, + .• 57). In 

other won]s, managerial users tend to appreciate more the end-result 

than the process of nnalysis itself. 

A graphic representation of. Table 6.3 is shown in Fjgure 6.1~>. 

Clearly, the overall appreciation of the system is largely positive, 

There. are very few negative jtidgments (indicated by ~lark spots), and 

all such ar.e principally located in A.P. 's judgments. This r.aw d;;1ta 

.. 
matrix can be used to compute differential profiles, by taking the dif-

fercncc between each user's judgments and tl1e average judgment column.· 

This r:esults in Figure 6.16, where furthermore' C.Z.B.'s judg;ments have 

been rank-ordered from highest to lowest difference t6 average~ Dbserve .. 
th<.l1: C.Z.B.'s judgments nre. above the average judgment for those aspects 
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of. the system \vhich can be understood in a non-technical manner: group--

ing, ranking, clustering, and "help learning," "·answer own needs,"· and 

"help management tasks" kinds of appreciation. It is also interesting 

to note that C.Z.B. seems to have appreciate the general process of 

defining reference arrays for the purpose of running a statistical 

analysis. On the other hand, the more technical aspects such as the 

mapping process, the definition of a Similarity board, and even the 

Profile board receive less appreciation than average. Overall C .z .B.'s 

profile is very well balanced between above average ("positive") and 

below average ("negative") judgments. 

When the same display is organized on the bas.i.s of A.P.'s 

judgments (Figure 6 .17), an interesting picture emerges whereby A .P. 

seems to be pretty unique in his attitude to the system. His general 

profile shou more negative than positive judgmel!ts, with positive juclg-

ments concentrated mainly on the display features of the system. Prac-

tically all the analytic capabilities are seen negatively including 

calibration p1:oceclurcs, low-level analytic feat:ures, and the ge.ncral 

process of defining Profile and Similarity boards. The only exception 

is the definition of References which indicates that A.P. is favorably 

disposed to the display of Raw data only. All other users' profiles nrc 

largely different from A.P. 's; particularly in that they show mainly 

positive deviations to average. For instance, S .L. '.s profile is almost 

the reverse of A.P.'s, showing a clear satisfaction with analytic (rather 

than graphic) features. K~'f. and B.D. show positive judgments of both 

analytic and graph~c display features. B.C. and C.Z.B. have "balanced 

profiles" with a mix of pM; itive nnd negntive judgments. Only docs J .1<. 

sho\" a largely ucgative profile, but jn a quite different manner from 
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Table 6. 3 

RAW SO~FO AVE.JUO S.L K.T 8.8 II.C C.l.ll J.K A.P 
GI'II:NT 

AV[P.AGE S~O~E .~2 1.27 l. 27 l. 21 .91 .87 .58 

liELP LEI\IlN Hill 1.'13 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 G. 2.00 

RA:~V.ING 1.'13 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 0. 

CROUP:NG l. 33 2.00 2.00. 2.00 I. (10 2.00 .'>6 -I .00 

PROf'IL£ 1.20 2.00 1.00 1.00 .92 1.00 l. 00 .2'1 

01\lA Sl:LECllfH-1 l. 1'1 2.00 0. 2.00 1. 00 I. 00. l. 00 l. 00 

I<GG!;EGIIT lr<G l.OO 1. 27 2 .. oo 2.00 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 ·I. 0(1 

rLA:OGING 1.00 2.00 1. 0:) I. 21 • '12 o . 0. /.CO 

f'!Ari~GHlE:NT .83 1.00 1. Otl 1. 00 1. 00 . I. 00 • 5A 0 . 
TI<SI(S 

tlAPf WG .83 2.00 2.00 0, 1.00 -1 .00 .SI:l I. 00 

SIMIL.ARlTV • 71 I. 00 2.00 I. 00 I. 00 0. I .00 -I .00 

f.Ll1STF.R!NG. . 1 I I. 00 2.00 0. \. 00 I .00 I. 00 -I .00 

STATISTICI•L . 71 I. 00 I. oo 0. 2.00 I. O(l (\, 0. 
/;NALVSIS 

DJSPLAV • 71 (). I. 00 1.00 1.00 0. 0. 2.00 

11£F£1:frJCES .51 0. I. oo 2.00 -1.00 1. 00 0. 1. ori 

OWN NffO!i .'13 I. 00 I .00 l.OO O: 1. o:· 0. -I. 00 

~ 
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USERS'ATTITUDES<QUESTIONNAIRE DATAl 
SCORES BETWEEN +Z<HIGHESTr AND -Z<LOWESTl 

SHADED DOTS INDICATE NEGATIVE JUDGMENTS 
BOTH THE ROW AND COLUMN AVERAGES ARE RANKED 

RAW BOARD AVE,JUD S.L K.T B.B B.C C.Z.B J.K A.P 
GMENT 

AVERAGE SCORE 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

HELP LEARNING 0 0 0 0 0 
RANKING 0 0 0 0 
GROUPING 0 0 0 0 @ 
PROFILE 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

DATA SELECTION 
0 8 0 0 0 0 

AGGREGATING 
0 0 0 0 0 0 @ 

FLAGGING 
0 0 .o 0 0 0 

MANAGEMENT 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 TASKS 

MAPPING 
0 0 § 0 @ 0 0 

SIMILARITY 
0 0 0 0 0 @ 

CLUSTERING 
0 0 0 0 0 @ 

STATISTICAL 
0 0 0 0 0 ANALYSIS 

DISPLAY 
0 0 0 0 0 

REFERENCES 
0 0 0 @ 0 0 

OWN NEEDS 
0 0 0 0 0 @ 

XBL 767-8662 . 

Figure 6 .IS 
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USERS' ATTITUDES PROFILES 
DIFFERENCES TO AVERAGE JUDG~ENT OVER USERS 

OBSERVE HOW USERS'PROFILES DIFFER FROM C.Z.B'S 
.!SHADED BARS INDICATE LOWER-THAN-AVERAGE JUDGMENTS> 

PROFILE BOARD S.L K.T B.B B.C C.Z.B J.K A.P 

GROUPING D D D ·m D I II 
RANKING D m D I D D E 
HELP LEARNING I m D D D E D 
OWN NEtDS D .D D m D I E 
REFERENCES I D D II D I 0 
STATISTICAL 

D D I D D I I ANALYSIS 

CLUSTERING 

D D I D D D II 
MANAGEMENT 0 0 0 0 0 m I TASKS 

AGGREGATING 0 D D I I I m 
DATA SELECTION D I D ~ ~ ~ ~-
PROFILE D m m m m m I 
DISPLAY I D D D I I D 
SIMILARITY 

D D D D I D II 
FLAGGING D I D ~ g g D 
MAPPING D D I 0 II m 0 

XBL 767-8663 

Figure 6. 16 
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USER-S' ATTITUDES PROFILES 
DIFFERENCES TO AVERAGE JUDGMENT OVER USERS 

OBSERVE HOW USERS'PROFILES DIFFER FROM C.Z.B'S 
<SHADED BARS INDICATE LOWER-THAN-AVERAG~ JUDGMENTS> 

PROFILE BOARD S.L K.T B.B B.C C.Z.B J.K A.P 

DISPLAY I D D D I I 0 
FLAGGING D I 0 ·~· g I D 
HELP LEARNING I m D D D • D 
REFERENCES I D 0 E D I D 
MAPPING D D I 0 II m 0 
DATA SELECTION D I D ~ ·~ ~ ~ 
STATISTICAL D D I 0 D I I ANALYSIS 

MANAGEPlENT 0 0 0 0 0 m I TASKS 

PROFILE D m m m m m I 
RANKING D m D I D . D • . OWN NEEDS D D D m [] m • SIPliLARITV D 0 D D I D II 
CLUSTERING 

D 0 I D D 0 II 
AGGREGATING 

D D ·o I I I m 
GROUPING D D D I D I II 

XBL 767-8664 

Figure 6.17 
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A.P.'s: J.K.'s only abov:e average scores relate to the sophisticated 

analysis part, including the Ranking, the Similarity, and the Clustering 

c0rnrnands. 

In sum, the results of the 'attitude questionnaire show: 

(1) A general positive attitude toward Matrix Displays and the 
interactive MATBORD system. 

(2) Large variations in the understanding and appreciation of 
the analytic process. Some users seem to be content with 
the Raw data board only (A.P.); others are satisfied at 
the Similarity level and up (J.K.). However, most users 
seem to be more at ease with the intermediary };lrofile 
stage. 

(3) In general, the users appreciate a certain amount of sophisti
cation in the commands (level B sophistication in V.3.i), 
so long as their effects remain understandable. There seems 
tobe a difficulty in the appreciation of technical notions, 
particularly for the middle-line management level (C.Z.B., 
B.C., and A.P .) • To a certain extent, staff people look 
quite ready to deal with technical notions (B.B., K.'l'., and 
S .L.). 

VI.4 MIS and Intet~active Hatrix Displays: A Future? 

The above results seem to indicate that the manar.r,erinl fcas i.bi:l. i.ty 

of Matrix Displnys is not as stntightforward a matter as their technical 

feasibility. On the one h<md, it seems that the usc of Raw and ProfUe 

displays for management infonn.ntion purposes is clearly appreciated by 

the observed managerial people. On the other hand, it appears thut the 

notion of Similarity and its corresponding procel1ures and displays is 

difficult for management users to understa;d and therefore to appreciate. 

Consequently, there seems to be a gap behJCoen the technical fcas ibil ity 

and the managerial fpasibility of Matrix Displays, to the extent that 

the u~c of such displays for analytic purposes may be partially rejected. 

An interesting source of rcflcct:iou on those matters is provi<letl 

by the round-table dis cuss ion bctv.rc12.n management and faculty pm·t i.e i.pants 
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which followed the interaction. The protocol of this discussion is 

presented in Appendix C and commented upon below. (Numbers in parentheses 

refer to the interventions recorded in that protocol,) 

VI.4.1 A Hanager and His Informational Needs 

The comments of C.Z.B. during the round-table discussion are an 

invaluable source of reflection on the informational neec;Is of ~manager. 

Hopefully, however, this reflection might help highlight a class of needs 

which is proper to a larger number of management people. 

For purposes of clarification, I group under six major headings 

the informational needs which C.Z.B. emphasized over the discussion. 

(1) Need for immediate information. 

"How can we get information quickly? How do we retrieve 
quickly? I am looking .for iinmediate response time." (2) 

"Why wait five years after the termination of a project to 
analyze it. Why not analyze what's going on during the 
operational phase, and, hopefully we can come up with att 

analysis?" ( 9) 

(2) Need for specifically prepared information. 

"The information is in the computer, but we, as m<inar;ers, 
need to ask speeific·ally eertairi questions to get it out." 
( 2) 

"How do I sell this concept: 
which I want to sec quickly?" 

Give me the things to read out 
( 36) 

( 3) Need for getting clear 1 ines of evidence. 

"Forty-seven Prime Sponsors are a lot. If a picture tells 
me 'those are the factors,' then it clarifies my thoughts." 
(42) 

"In a tnJtshell, if it is a ten-step process, hmv can I get 
four sheets of paper; what will give me that information?" 
( 2) 
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(4) Neeo for a homogeneous information system. 

"If you focus down on what is a management information system, 
there may be 100 different opinions as to what is an infor
mation system. As a ·Fed-rep, each one will know what's 
going on within their project. But as a manager, I will 
not know nor will my !Joss know, and as you go right up the 
1 ine to Washington, they will not know." ( 9) 

·~The system should be able to br~ak down from national 
to regional, to the valley, to particular Prime Sponsor." 
(13) 

ur think I nm looking for some standardization." (42) 

(5) Need for communicating information to others (acting on them). 

" . so that I can get a handle on Prime Sponsors' pcr-
fortnance and alert the Fed-reps if there appears to be a 
problem." (2) 

" •.• trying to visualize. and understand how this could 
be pres~nted to other people (say, if I'm making a presenta
tion to the Prime Sponsors)." (2) 

(6) Need for· a synthetic comprehension of system's capabilities. 

''I don't really care about the best approach, so long as I 
can understand and use it .•.• " (42) 

"I'm looking for a kind of "end--of-the-tunnel" information 
•.• basically, I'm thinking what gcw.s into. the t\mncl and 
what goes out of the tlllltwl and what kind of a qui.ck arwlysifJ 
I need i.n-ht>tween. • ... while. we ace going thru the tunnel, 
the eomputer Hill he doing certain nchon, lJUt: then on the 
end, the manag;r-~r: will have this kind of information." (2) 

Also the manager expressed his satisfaction on certain, limited aspects 

of Matrix Displays: 

(7) A global nppraisal of Matrix Displays. 

"Graphically, I can sec much more quickly ... ( 2) 

"I found it helpful to me as we come to clustering those 
that arc off 15 percent oue way or another . . . . I think 
it's starting to zcro-i.n oiL a par:ticular kind of problem 
that "'ould !JC' quite helpful to me." (11) 

"I'm conv inccd . . . that this test run alerted me to ccrta in 
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problems. . •• Graphics will assist me in referring out 
those Prime Sponsors that may have potential problems. I 
think that the system has possibilities." (19) 

Although this was a form of a recognition of the utility of 

Hatrix Displays, the prevailing feeling was that of a gap between the 

needs (1) through (6) and the proposed system (7). 

VI,4.2 Suggestions for a Gap-Bridging Person 

Two of the participants in the round-table discussion had a 

leading role in suggesting ways· i.n which the system could answer mana-

gerial needs. A.C.H., on the academic side, and B.B., on the management 

side, converged togethe.r trying to conciliate the two seemingly con-

flicting requirements: 

(1) Get clear informational statemerits for the manager (A.C.H., 
32). 

(2) Get analytic justifications of such statements (A.C.H., 22). 

'rhe method which they suggest to usc is based upon the idea that 

there should be an iii termed iary 1 ink between t:he computer and the mtma-

gcr. 'l'hey propose th<.t thi.s link, "the analyst," is the direct client 

of tlw Matrix Display process and that he himself works for the manager. 

Sotneho<ly is going to have to analyze this: 
in top management; it's not likely to be in 
likely to be an ana 1 ys t somc.;.:therc and he is 
in the Similarity board (B.B., 12). 

it's not likely to be 
the Fed-reps. It is 
going to be interested 

Having '"atched several pro ject:s, the des ire. is to get the man::~ger 
in touch with the computer; but actually I don't see it happening • 
Rather I sec the computer getting in touch with the analyst getting 
in touch with the manager (B .B., 35). 

Haybe you should shift this (system) a little bit and work more 
closely to the analyst anc1 get clear staLe!U(!nts about what the data 
says. The whole thing mus l: be~ tuned •.. (A .C .H., 32) .-

Furtheqnore, the discussion also provides a basis for dP.fining 

a few characteristics of the! analyst's job, namely: 
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( 1) The capacity to ada_p_! to his audience from "Fed-reps" to 
top man<1gement, 

"There is a key to each level and by going through all the 
levels, each one is going to want to see a different thing 
(B.B., 12)." 

"Hopefully, we could tell the same thing to different people 
in diffe:rcnt ways (B.B., 41) ." 

(2) The capacity tb. justify the pictures obtained in relation 
to the data themselves. 

"As soon as this thing is producing answers that you, mana
gers, believe, you arc going to have a problem to convince 
your assistants to pay attention (A.C.H., 22)." 

(3) The capacity to advise management on the basis of the ana- · 
lytical results. 

"It seems to me. that you should be able to tell (a manager 
who fails), 'how do I change my operations so that I come 
up on those measures you tell me you ate going to evaluate' 
(A.C.H., 26)." 

"You can look at those similarities between those which 
perform well and look at the way their programs are operating, 
and say, '1~re are the similarities among th~ operati.ons of 
people \vho are performing well. Maybe you could do the same, 
or bett<'-r' (B.R., 27) ." 

One managerjaJ participant in the interactive session, B.C., 

offered reactions which suggest that he might have aP information 

analyst's profile. His perception of the process of Matrix Display 

analysis (4,6), his distinction between longitudinal time--series system 

and the rcmltidimensional character of MAT130RD (8), and his appreciation 

of graphic displays as an aid to "lay persons" (21) offer some evide11ce 

that his understanding of Matrix Displays was higher than average. 

In sum, the round-table discussion led to the suggestion that 

there'. needs to be an intermuiiary person bet\veen manag(~ri.Cll users mtd 

MA'J'IlORD. This analyst should be. capable of using all the ann1 ytic 
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resources of the system (such as the Similarity board), so as to discover 

suitable statistical structures in the data; he should essentially com-

municate end-product pictures, so that the manager is informed in as 

economical a way as possible; and finally he should be able to adapt to 

a variety of information clients within the organization, from middle--

line to top management. 

VI.4.3 Some Conclusions 

In section v:4.3, I enunciated a few research issues which the 

managerial feasibility aspect elicited. The empirical case study of 

implementation which I realized in a management environment permits for-

nmlating some exploratory results on those issues: 

(l) The concept of Matrix Display (i.e., the graphic format of 
a matrix representation) is understood and well accepted by 
management people. (There was no questioning at all of the 
graphic format.) 

(2) The three-step analytical process is accepted differentially 
by management. people: The Raw anu Profile board~; arc faidy 
well acceptcll (only one user over seven did ou jec l to the 
Profile board); the P1:ofile concept is highly appredated, 
and fairly m:ed in terms of "think times." 011 the other 
hand, only one user over seven clearly indicated his suppor:l 
of tJ1c Sillli.larit:y concept. All the other usen;' n·ac:tiorw 
range frmn mild acecpt:c:mcc t.o cor11plcl:<'. rejcctjon of lhc. 
similarity matrix. The ma11agcr \·lho had a ccut:raJ role i.n 
the implementation process ( C .7.. H.) showed a p~;yclwl ogi <.:al 
"blockage" toward the direct u::;e of this an<.~lylic notion. 

(3) It appears that management people accept a fairly high level 
of sophistication in the system's commands, so long as 1hcy 
understand the end-result pi.cturcs. It sef>ms that. the use 
of a Siwilarity board would hnve b('.C!I better t•nderstood if 
automatic manipulation routines ("level C" sophistication in 
V ,3,2) had been made available, thus accelerating the pt·occss 
of similarity analysis. 

(4) One definite result is that the manager does not need to 
get all the pi.ct.urcs gc:neratcd during the proce.ss of matr i.x 
analysis. llather llC'. needs a selection of n very few pi el:un~s 
("I need three pictures" was C.Z .B.'s claim) preferably pre
pared beforehand by an information analyst. 
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(5) The question was raised of how would an intermediary analyst 
decide upon which pictures to select for managerial usage. 
A suggestion was made that the manager sit in front of the 
graphic screen and be presented very quickly a set of pic
tures among which to choose. Another suggestion was to 
let the analyst choose the relevant pictures according 
to his knowledge of the manager's needs. 

(6) It seems that the pictures should always he presented along 
with the corresponding data, and the list of operations made 
to arrive at the specific displays. There was a claim made 
that the manager must be able to explain how any picture 
is arrived at and to justify it in front of adversary 
opLnLons. Moreover, it was suggested that Matrix Displays 
be used for education purposes (improving management by 
showing "profiles of good performance"). 

About six months after the above session took place, two-thirds 

of the interactive Matrix Display system (MATBORD) was incorporated 

within a larger graphic system for management information reporting 

(CHART, Benson, 1976). Practically, the Raw and Profile modes and all 

the graphie mapping and simple analytical commands were chosen to belong 

to this larger sys.tem. This represents quite a major appreciation of 

the [cas ibi 1 ity of interactive Matrix Displnys for manar;ement infonna-

tion rcport.ing. It confirms the results of the case study at the U.S. 

Manpu\"er Admini.stration. 

It is characteristic, however, that the Simi1arit:y l•o:.trd, whjch 

represc.Hts the major technical step in matrix data analysis, has not yet 

been selected to belong to the larger graphic system mentioned above. 

It is a conclusion of this thesis that the concept of Similarity and 

its implications 

(1) Have much value in a technical sense (i.e., are technically 
and thcoreticall»: __ fcas ible) 

( 2) Are uot directly acccptaLlc by a m<mnger (i.e., ar<.> not 
feasible as a din·ct aid tc> m:lrta~·;cmr~nt) 
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Consequently, there seems to be a definite need for an intermediary 

analytic level between the manager, the data, and the concept of Simi

larity. It is proposed in this thesis that a "ma-r:agement information 

analys~· function is necessary in the organization chart of those or

ganizations which plan to use interactive Matrix Displays. 

In surrunary, this thesis has shown ways in which Matrix Displays 

can be made useful to management. In particular, it has clearly assessed 

the costs and rewards associated with the use of Matrix Displays. In 

the long run, it is expected that the benefits will largely balance the 

learning efforts required from managers to use Matrix Displays. 
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.Welcome to the interactive ~1atrix-board. 

The general principle of ~~TBORD is to represent numerical data 

tables into a graphic display format, so that data analysis can be done 

in a visual fashion. The displays are called 1-1ATRIX DISPLAY BOARDS, 

since ihey can be manipulated row-wise and column-wise as matrix boards 

would be. The system of graphic representation includes circles, bars 

and shades. 

MATBORD can be used as an aid to decision-making. Specifically, 

as a user of the sys tern, you can accomplish management tasks such as: 

FLAG (sort out) deviant entities, according to. the size of 
their deviations. 
R~K entities from lowest to highest. 

- GROUP entities into homogeneous clusters. 
AGGREGATE similar entities into one macro-entity. 

Since all these tasks are accomplished graphically, you get a direct 

perception of their results, and you can monitor the interaction according 

to ~her~ the pay-off seems best. 

The m::ttrix boards themsel vcs can be used in thn~e different 

modes, .which correspond to three different steps in data analysis: 

-RAW: If you want to consider the raw numerical table that you 
selected, then you ~;tay into RAW mode. 

-PROF! LE: If you need to look at data profiles detennined in 
. tefcrence to a certain criterion, you go into PROFILE mode. 
-SIMILARITY: finally you might want to go further into the analysis 

and ask for a presentation of the similarities between data 
profiles, in which case you go into SIMILARITY mode. 

111is three-staged sequence can be used to find multidimensional 

structure in the data, such as when grouping entities which have 

similar profiles across a whole set of attributes. 
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In summary, MATBORD tights up graphic techniques and data 

analysis principles so that typical management tasks are.facilitated. 

I - DESIGN OF MATBORD 

1;1. Matrix Display Boards 

A ~~TRIX DISPLAY BOARD is the direct translation of a 

numerical data tables into·a graphic display so that: 

- to each N~ffiER, or data item, there corresponds a GRAPHIC 
item (e.g., a bar of varying length) 

- the general outlook of the display is that of a 2-dimensional 
table, or MATRIX, 'Vli th ROW and COL~1N entries. 

- the matrix inself can be maniputated as a game SOARD during 
the interaction. 

Typically, a numerical table of management data shows the 

performances of a set of N managerial entities, or OBJECTS, over a 
' . 

set of P managerial characteristics, or ATIRIBliTES. In general, the 

convention is to represent objects as rows, and attributes as columns: 

1 
2 
3 

OBJECTS 
1-1/'ISAGERIAL 

ENTITIES' · 

I 

N 

ATTRIBtn'ES ~1ANAGERIAL OiARACTERISTICS) 

2-..3-.--..--'---A--'- • • •. J_...._...._._~.., 

The MatTix cell [I ,J] 
shows the performance 
of entity I on charac
teristic J. 
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In M!\TBORD, there are general rules for the manipulation of both 

entries: tows or colW!U1s can be switched, r_ank-ordered, or grouped 

in use-directed fashion. Similarly, the computer may help in the re

organization of rows and/or columns on the basis of formal features in 

the data. Finally the mapping of the numerical data items into graphic 

items is done according to specific rules of sealing, which might be 

modified by the user. 

1.2 Steps in Data Analysis 

When a manager looks at a RAW matrix table showing performance data, 

he may choose to compare managerial entities according to the absolute 

size of their performance. In this situation, entities with low per

formance are contrasted with entities of high performance: for instance; 

it is meaningful to rank-order the managerial entities from lowest to 

highest performances. Since the primary factor of interest lies with 

siz.e v<~riations in the RAW data itself, data analysis is then done 

through a direct consiclcJ·ation of the RAW table. 

MATCOJU) provides for a second step in the analysis when the RAW 

data is not homogeneous, or when the user Hants to compare overall 

shapes rather than size variations. Suppose, for instance, that a 

housewife wants to compare several supermarkets on the basis of a 

price sample of food items. Since food prices might be as diverse as 

$.25 for 1 LB-Orangcs and $2.65 for 5 LBS-Sugar, there is a need for 

comparing the rel<1tive deviations to the average price for each product 

rather than comparing <ibsolutc pd ces .• In turn, this provides the house

wife with supermarkets' PROFILES, where a "good" supermarket shows a 

PHOFILE of prices lower-than-average. Another instance 'n•here a 
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PROFILE board is useful is when the user needs to transform absolute 

counts (e.g., Census counts) into proportions. More generally, the 

process of obtaining a PROFILE board from a RAI'l table is useful in a 

variety of inquiries supported by ~1A.TBORD. 

F~nally, when the user wants to compare objects' PROFILES in 

a systematic fashion, MATBORD enables him to observe between objects 

SIMILARITIES. For instance,· correlation coefficients provide a sym-

metric matrix where each cell indicates the SIMILARITY between the 

object--row and the object-colwnn. This matrix board can be manipulated 

visually, and its entries rearranged so that significant patterns, .such 

as clusters arotmd the main diagonal, show up. In turn,. these patterns 

indicate a multidimensional structure in the set of objects, which can 

be interpreted back on the PROFILE and the RAN boards. 

In swmnary, MATBORD offers the user three modes of inquiry through 

the definition of RAW, PROF! LE and SIMILARITY boards. 

1.3 Data Structure 

The data structure in MATBORD is as follows: 

SIMI LARI~l - -

PR~-
RAW 

_.,. ---· 

-- -7 - -·-·>-
1 

I 

-- ~- -· 
DISPLAY 

· 1. The Data Analysis sequence enables the user to call three kinds of 

analytic boards: the RAW, PROFILE and S nn LARITY modes. However, 
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these boards cannot be called in random order, and the following 

rules must be respected: 

- Always start the analysis by a look at the RAN board. 
- Call SHliLARIIT only \vhen PROFILE has been defined. 

There is no sense in computing similarities between profiles if 

the profiles themselves have not been defined. On the other hand, 

we may call back RAW directly from the SU1ILARI1Y board. (See 

arrows indicating permissible moves on the left-hand side of 

diagram). 

Once an analytic board has been defined, it must be plotted in 

graphic form. For this purpose, a set of mapping routines (indi-

cated by arrows (2) on diagram) has been written, which includes 

such transformation as: 

SCALING in data i terns into a 0 -· 1 range of graphic variations. 
The available rules include ABSOLUTE, RELATIVE and RANKING scales. 

- BINNING, or the mapping of a whole set of data items into a 
reuuccd number of graphic bins. 

- ENIINKJNG, wh1 ch permits the use of enhancement rules for 
improving the perception of the low, the medium or the high 
nwnhcrs, in the' data distribution. 

Besides those Toutines, the user may choose three kinds of graphic 

representations: circles, bars, or shaues. 

1 .'4 Commallds for Basic Modes 

* RAW: 

This conunand shows the RAW data as circles of varying sizes. 

RAW is used as the first call of any interaction, since it immediately 

follows the selection of a data TABLE. Once an interaction is on its 

way, RA\'J may be call (~tl at any point with the effect of showing the data 

set which is currently the basis of the analysis. Since it is expected 
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that the RAW data set will be re-defined along the interactive inquiry 

(see 2.1 calibration), this command enables the user to know the current 

data-base. 

The call is ,simply made by typing-in: 

- RAW 

* PROFILE: 

As a second step in the analysis, the user may need consider 

PROFILES either in the R6tv or the ColUIIU1 direction. In order to com-

pute PROFILES., the system compares the RA~ data arrays to pre-set criterion 

arrays. These arrays are defined through a call to REFERENCE or to 

THRESHOLD (see p.l99). Hence the condition for calling PROFILE is that 

a REFERENCE criterion be previously defined. Once this done, the user 

needs specify a rule for comparing the data arrays to the criterion. This 

comparison may involve taking differences, or proportions, or normalized 

differences (i.e. difference/corresponding reference value). 

Hence the following calls which plots PROFILE bars: 

-PROFILE 

* SIMILARITY: 

[Rows) 
(COLUMNS) 

fi?I FFERENCE) 

(pROPORT~mll 
{t!ORMALI Z~ 

It is possible to compute the SIMILARITY between two profiles 

taken at a time, by way of a general indicator of resemblance such as 

Pearson 1 s Product-Mo)llent Correlation coefficient: 

fiwn of profiles,· product~ /Square Root (sum of products of profiles 1 square~ 
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By considering all couples· of PROFILES in a systematic fashion, MATBORD 

generates a shaded SIMILARITY matrix on the selected PROFILE entry. 

The call to SIMILARITY is then: 

- SIMILARITY 

II - Cm1MANDS IN l'-1ATBORD 

l].ows J 
@'oLu~n~s] 

MATBORD offers its user three types of commands for directing 

the interactive data analysis: 

- CALIBRATION commands enable the user 

to replace outlying data values (OUTLIER) 

. to select subsets of data and to recover subsets having been 
masked (WINDOW, Mt\SK and RESTORE) 

• to aggregate row or column entries on the RAW board 
(BLOCK, COMPACT) 

- .A.~ALYSIS commands enable the user 

• to go progressively into more sophisticated analy~is a~ seen 
above (RAW, PROFILE, SHliLARITY) 
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. to normalize th~ data for profile computations (REFEHENCE, 11IIlESHOLD) 

. to apply operators for permutation and order analysis 
(PEiu.:!UTE, SEQUENCE, RANK, DIAGONAL) 

. to apply a simple grouping operator (GROUP) 

• to apply an operator for sorting purposes (SORT) 

- GRAPiliC HAPPING conm1ands enable the user 

to plot the data in various graphic ways (PLOT) 

to monitor graphic operations (SCALE, BIN, ENHANCE) 

. to obtain an estimate of the fidelity of the graphic mapping 
(FIDELITY) 

Besides these three kinds of commands, 1'-1/\TBORD includes a number 

of utility conmmnds for input (TABLE), formJt·tiJ1g (LABEL, TITLE, 



(HARDCOPY), redefinition of raw data-base (DECLARE, BACKUP) and stopping 

(STOP) • 

Any interactive process in MATBORD can be represented as a circular 

process of going from one conunand type to another: 

I CALIBRATION l <. > L. ANALYSIS I 
~ }.GR/\PIHC MAPPING] / 

Let us now provide a detailed account of each command. 

2.1. Commands for Calibrations 

*OUTLIER ~ow J 
~OLUMN] 

(Nl) (COLUMN] 

[RO\" ] 

This command enables the user to replace a designated outlier 

at coordinates (Nl, N2) by a value <xVALUE>. 

*WINDOW [ROW ] 

(cOLUMN) 
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Using this command amounts to selecting on the row or column entries a 

*MASK 

data subset starting at (Nl) and ending at (N2}. It results i~ 

masking all other.rows or columns. 

(ROW 1 
lfOLUMN] 

<.LIST OF NW.1BER.S> 

This command results in masking the rows or columns identified 

in the list of numbers. 

*IU~STORE [ROWS J 
(COLUMNS} 

(N) 

11te user might restore <.N> previously masked rows or colu11ms by · 

a call to this routine. The scheme is of a LIFO type, i.e.: 

last element in/first element out, and the default for (N) is 1. 

*BLOCK (ROWS ] (LIST OF NLJlvffiERS> [sm1 ] 
(coLU~1NS] (AVERAGE) 
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This command enables the user to agregate a set of rows or columns 

on the RAW board. The set, designated by LIST OF Nt.n-ffiERS is 

BLOCKED into one new row or colunm, while i~s component elements 

are :MASKED out of user's sight. Rules for BLOCKING include SUM-

MING and AVER~GING. 

·kCQMPACT [F.ows 1 
("fOLUMNS) 

@UM 1 
(AVERAGE) 
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This command automatically BLOCKS the current groups into aggregates. 

For instance a RA\Il matrix with three groups of rows will be 

reduced to a three-row matrix. 

2.2. Corrunands for Analysis 

*REFERENCE [ROiv ) 

[coLUMN] 
(AVE.RAGE] 
[SUM J 
[INSERT) 

(NUMBER] 

(MASK ] 

(RESTOREl 

(N) 

This conunand allows the user to specify the criterion array 

to be used for the definition of a PROfiLE board .. This HEFERENCE 

array might be: 
computed, by summing or averaging ovex rows or collnm'ls. 

- directly inserted as a lo.bcl plus an array of values. 
designated by permuting to the row (or coli.Jmn) mnnbercd N. 
finally it might be masked or restored as any other row or 
colwnn array. 

*TiiRESHOLD ~OW 1 
[fOLUMN] 

(X VALUE) 

\111len the usc wants to define a uniform reference value (i.e. 

the REFERENCE is the same across all columns or rows) he calls 

lliRESHOLD and fixes the value (XVALUE) . 



*PERMUTE [ROWS ] ~ Nl} 

{fOLUMNS) 

This conunand enables the user to permute t1v0 rows or columns 

at a time. It affects the whole data structure at once so that 

all boards "know" that the switching has occured. When applied 

on the SIMILARITY board, both entries are switched at once so as. 

to keep
1 

the matrix syllliiletry. 

*SEQUENCE {jlo\'/S ] <LIST OF NUMBERS? {fORWARD] 

(_BACKWARD) 

*HANK 

~OLUMNS) 

Rows or columns can be rank-ordered in user-directed fashion. 

The user only needs specify a list of numbers corresponding to 

the order into which he would like the current rows or columns to 

be re-ordered. Hence if the list starts with the number 10, it 

means that the user wants the current element number 10 to 

become the first element (element number 1) in the new ordering. 

Furthermore the user can specify if he wants this ordering to be 

interpreted FORWARD {F{rst element in ordering Js fi1·st on board) 

or· BACkl'lARD (first element is put last). 111e default. option is 

FORI'lARD. As for the SWITCH conunand, all boards are affected at once. 

~ow 1 
(COLUMN) 

(N) [!urn] 
(LOW ] 

This command ranks the array of values of the designated row or 

colmru1 from highest to lowest (HIQ! option) or from lowest to 

highest (LOW option). 'f1te default is HIQL Also RANK affects the 

boards in much the same way as SEQUENCE docs. 

*DIAGONAL 

This com1nand is used only in SIMILARITY mbclc. It provides a test 
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*GROUP 

*SORT 

f\ v 0 6 6 7 

for evaluating the badness-of-fit of the current diagonal pattern 

I 
to a perfect.diagonal pattern. This test is based on a stress 

measure which is analogous ·to KRUSKAL 'S non-metric stress. (In 

Psychometrika, 1964, 29, 1-27 and llS::-129). It indicates the ex-
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tent to which the rank-order of the matrix entries is far from fitting 

~ perfect rank-order~ 

(RO\~S } · : (LIST OF. NUMBERS) 

(COLUMNS) 

TI1is command groups the rows or columns of the boards on the basis 

of a list of numbers entered by the user. These numbers represent 

the cardinals (or sizes) of the groups to be formed in sequential 

order. · For instance a list wh:l.ch reads 2 5 3 means that there 

should be fanned three groups, the first group comprising two, 

the second group five and the third group three elements. When the 

sum of the nwnbers in the list do not equal the total number of 

elements, the remaining elements are considered to form a group 

by themselves. 

(UNDI::rJ 

[OVER] 

(:XVALUE) f_~BSOLUTE) 

[RELATIVE] 

This couunand·, which can be used only: in PROFILE mode, sorts out 

data values lower than (or alternati vcly greater than) a specified 

value (X.VALUE/. When the user wants to SORT tm-signed values, 

the ABSOLUTE-option is used. When only ~igned values (.positive or 

negative) must be sorted, the RELATIVE option is used.. Default 

is ABSOLliTE. 



2.3 Gr~.phic Mapping Cmrunands 

*PLOT 

*SCALE 

(CIRCLE l 
(HoRIZONTALl 

[VERTICAL ) 

(?HADES J 
fpiGITS. ] 

This command is used to change the definition of the graphic 

representation, since by convention MATBORD represents: 

RAW data as CIRCLES 
- PROFILE data as either VERTICAL (Row profile) or HORIZONTAL 

(Column profile) bars. 
- SHULARITY data as SAHDES. 

The user may re-set the graphic variable to be either one of those 

four possibilities. Moreover he can·ask to see DIGITS (i.e. numeri-

cal data) rather than graphic items. 

[ABSOLuTE] 

(RELATIVE) 

(RANKING) 

In order to map data values into graphic items. we need apply a 

SCALING transformation whi.ch r~-set the values into the display 

range 0/1. 111e rules which might be used for scaling arc: 

- ABSOLUTE scaling where the maximum absolute data value is mapped 
into the display value 1, and all other absolute values are 
mapped accordingly 

- RELATIVE scaling where the distribution of the data val ucs 
from Minimum value to Maximum value (RANGE) is mapped into 
the 0/1 display interval. 
RANK-Oftl)ER scaling where the data values are rank ordered from 
lowest to highest (i.e. from first· to last) and mapped into 
the 0/1 interval ii1 proportion to their ranks. TI1is results 
in regularly spaced numbers. 

MATBORD uses the following default values: the RAW, PROFILE arid 

SIMILARITY boards are respecti v~ly scaled RELATIVE, ABSOLtfJ'E and 
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RANKING. By calling SCALE, the user can change these conventions. 

;, "s: .,.. 

*BIN '(N) 
'./: 

A data' table Hhich contains V data values and no ties (no two 
-'./-,. 

values arc identical) is properly repre~ented as a matrix display 
~, '- ' <; 

c0ntaining V graphic items differing, say, in size or shape. 

Unqer certoin circumstances, hO\vever, the user may need to reduce 
. . , .. . 

the variety of the display so as to improve his perception of 

specific patterns or trends. This can be done by putting the V 

values into \N) different BINS, so that each BIN contains the same 

number of values, and its own value is determined by averaging those 

values. Binning can be applied to any of the three boards: RAW, 
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PROFILE or SHHLARITY. 1t is particularly useful with the SIMILARITY 

board, since it permits to extract clusters on the basis of black 

or white shading. (TI1e number N is .made equal to 2) . 

*ENHANCE l},OI'l 'J 
UUG!l 1. 
(!-u::DIIJi-!] 

[ORDINARY] 

. -; 

'l1tc use of MATBORD might be faced with the problem of improving his 

discrimination of certain portions of the data distribution. For 
. ~ . . ' : ··-". ,, . 

instance, be ·may want -to improve the discrimination of values in 

the LOW range, or the HIGH range or the Ml:DIUM ,range of the dis-

tributioh·. the~ ENHANCE t;onunand permits 

- to ENHAi'-:CE the LO\V r~mze through a square-root transformation. 
- to ENHA.J"'CE the HIGH Yange through an exponential transformation. 
- to ENILI\l'KE the ~!EDJUM range through a log is tic transformation. 

Ute ORDINARY option permits to go back to a no--enhancement situation. 



*FIDELITY 

In MATBORD, each data table is mapped into a graphic representation. 

Since the various mapping transformations (SCALE, BIN, ENHANCE) may 

have the effect of reducing the original data variety, there is 

a need for measuring the FIDELITY of the correspondence between 

the data and the display. This FIDELITY measure is provided by 

computing the correlation between the data matrix and the display 

matrix. 

2 • 4 Uti 1i ty Conunands 

*TABLE DATA 

Thls conunand inputs a data table with t\\'0 lnodali ties: (same 

*LABEL 

input command as in CHART; see CHART write-up). 

- the user may directly type-in a new TABLE by using the following 
input format: first, type-in the M colunm labels (one per line), 
then a blank line, and then in turn each row label followed by 
its corresponding M data values~ 

- or, by selecting the DATA option, the user may read-in a data 
table previously stored in the input file with the same format 
as above. 

[ROWS J <LENG'TII;> 

fr:oLUMNS) 

When the user wants to modify the length of either row or column 

labels, he may do so by specifying a LABEL's length. Default length 

is N=lO characters'. 

*TITLE [FoP ] 

~OITOM) 
[LEFT ) 

(RIQ-IT) 

(.(NULL)) 

(pST OF TITLE LINE NUMBERS] 

Enters and Positions selected title lines (see C.HART write-up). 
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*IIARDCOPY 

This eb!JUnand provides a hardcopy of the correct picture; plus 

the corresponding data table ori the pre-set HARDCOPY device. 

*DECLARE [RAN : 1 .. 
(_SIMILARITY] 

1. It might happen at times that a PROFILE board looks like a 

sound data table to start again the analysis from. In that 

case the PROF! JiE bOard is declared RAW board. 

2. In other situations it might be suitable to look over the 

PROFILE board as if it lvere a SIMILARITY board. In that 

case the program checks the-board's synunctry (equal number 

of rows and colwnns) before making the move. 

~BACKUP 

When the DECLARE statement is used (case 1.), the former RAW 

board is stored a\.:ay. This former board can always be called 

back if needed again. In fact, at any point during an inter-

action, the user i~ allowed to call the BACKUP board. 

*STOP 

This command STOPS the execution of the program. Contrarily to 

all previous instructions where three letters suffice to the 

interaction, this'must be typed-in as a four-letter word. 

III USING MATBORD 

3.1 Display Organization 

In J..i"-TBORD, all the boards are organized according to the 

same format. This format allows for three types of information: 
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- the labelling of the component elements on board entries. 
- the definition of arrays of values along either the row or 

column entry. 
- the masking of unneeded arrays. 

Hence each board comprises a visible portion and an invisible one, 

according to the following diagram: 

T 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

VISIBLE' 
PORTION 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

..J_ 
I 
I 
I 

NOT : 
VISIBlE l 

I 
I 

..L 

NOT 
1·--- ---- _Y!~!~~~-~Q~'!!Q~- ---------- ~~!~ !~~fi- -I 

BOARD COLUMN 
MODE LABELS 

MAS !(ED 
R EFERENCE ROW C0LU~1NS ------------- -1-----------------~ E 
F 
E 

ROW R 
LABELS E 

N 
c 
E 

c 
.. 0 

L 
lJ 
M 
N 
._.!._ 

MASKED ROWS 

-
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When consideri1ig 'dnly the visible portion of the board 

which the user sees, the following features apply: 

- the board mode· (RAW, PROFILE or SIMILARITY) is always indicated 
in the upper left corner. 
when a REFERENCE row or column is created, it is always placed 
first in the list of rm~s or columns. 
finally the user can modify tne LAI3EL sizes by calling the LABEL 

·routirie. 

3. 2 How to use :t-.1ATBORD conunands 

Not all commands can be used in any board mode. The following 

table indicates under which mode(s) each command can be used. 
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MODE 

COfvfl\1AND 

CALIBRATION 

RAW 

.OUTLIER X 

.WINDOW 

. MASK X 

.RESTORE X 

.BLOCK X 

• Cor-1P ACT x 

- ANALYSIS 

PROFILE SIMILARITY 

------·-····-·-·-·-··--········---- ............... - ............... .,. _________ _ 
.REFERENCE X 

.1HRESHOLD X 

.PERMUTE 

.SEQUENCE 

.RANK 

.DIAGONAL 

.GROUP 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

.SORT X 

- GRAPHIC MA.P~ING! i---------------------------- ..... -. 
• PLOT X X . 

.SCALE 

.BIN 

.ENHANCE 

.FIDELITY. 

- UTILITY 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

·X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

~--------· ................ c ............ ·-----~------·----------

.TABLE 

• LABEL 

• TITLE 

.BAkDCOPY 

.DECLARE 

.BACKUP 

.STOP 

X X X 

X X X 

X X 

X -X X 

X 

J 

\ 
I 

X X 

X X 

X 

X 

L __ -··-- .................... -------- .. -· .................... ------ -· - -·· -·---·~- ---·----------···-·-------···- -·- -~· -· ..... . 
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3.3 Program Operation 

- CONTROL CARDS ' ~ ~ .J. -~ '· ' 

in order to use ~Lt\TBORD, you need prepar.e the following deck: 

• ft 1. DISPOSE (FILE:: MF, M ;=ME)··: 

2. LIBCOPY (GRAPHIC, LGO, SWLGO, SCLGO,.'XXLGO) 

3. LIBGEN (F = LGO, p.;= ULIB) 

· •'4. LINKSET (p = ULIB:~ EO) . 

' 5: LIBCOPY. (GPL/ PROGR.t\M; MATBOAR) I ' 

On card nQ. 2, XXLGO = TXLGO if us'ing the Tektronix 4012 

XXLGO = GTLGO if using the GT-40 

XXLGO = TZLGO for Tektronix or GT-40 

XXLGO ::: TIL GO for Terminal output. 

- DATA SETS 

Data tables can be entered directly jt ·the terminal or they can be 
,,,.-

stored in advari.ce. In this case, the following ·control card 

should be added: -.·. · 

6. L1 BCOPY .(YOURSTORE, DATA·, lJfABLE) 

when several tables are stored at Oiicc, an EOR .card should 

separate them. 

USE OF C01'-1MANDS 

1 You need type in only the first three· ietters of each. command, 

since only the first three letters ani parsed (except for STOP 

where you must. type-in all four letters). 

- PLEASE 

If you find anything wrori[( fn this·· program, immediately notify 

the au.thor. . " ; 



3.4 Examples of use 

If you foad the following control card: 

6. LIBCOPY (GPL, DATA, UTEST) 

you will find a series of three tables illustrating the main 

concepts of l\:!ATBORD. 

- First TABLE DATA: Housewife's commodity basket. 

The data sho\vs the prices of 9 house items in 4 shopping centers. 

The problem is to determine where to buy conunodit~es. Start with 

the follo\oJing conunands. 

RAW 

REFERENCE RON AVERAGE 

PROFILE ROW NOIU-:!ALIZE 

••. etc. 

- Second TABLE DATA: Management performance data 

210 

The data shows the percent performance in ACTUAL/PLANNED expenditures 

for 12 management entities over a set of 3 programs. Find the 

bcs t performer? the hes.t grou12 of performers? the group of 

over-spenders? 

Start with the following: 

RAW. 

REFERENCE ROI'/ AVERAGE 

PROFILE ROW DIFFERENCE 

SUHLARITY ROI'I • 

• • . etc. 

- Third TABLE DATA: Population profiles. 

The data shows how the population of twelve districts distribute 

into characteristics such as: SEX, AGE, EDUCATION, E1llNIC GROUP. 

~ . 

, 
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The problem is to compute population profiles so as to cluster 

toge~1er district of similar profiles. 

Start with: 

'"'·· RAW. 

REFERENCE COLUMN NUMBER 1 ( con.tains population totals) 

PROFILE COLUMN PROPORTION 

SIMILARITY ROW 

••. etc. 

f 

I 
I 



APPENDIX B 

Protocol of the Interactive Session 

at the Terminal (excerpts) 

February 9, 1976 

10:42:45 am to 11:55:50 am 

Management Participant~ 
(U.S. Department of Labor) 

Faculty Observers 

- C.Z.B (Manager) 

- B.C 

- A.P 

- B.B 

-- K. T 

(Bill, aide) 

(Al, atde) 

(Bruce, repre-
sentant u.s~ DOL 
at Lawrence Ber
keley Lab.) 

(Kevin, aide of 
Bruce) 

- C.W.C (Business Admin.) 

- A.C.H (Business Admin.) 

- E.R.F.W.C (Industrial 
·Engineering 
& Psychology) 
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Experimenter 

- B.K (Bernard) 
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B. K (1) 

u <!!;j 6 iJ 

This is the first d4ta .set you gave me; It shows a compar.:.. 
ison Actual over Planned performance for the 12 Valley Prime 
Sponsors, under. Title One, Title Two and Title Six programs. 
For each program we have two data arrays: Enrollments and 
Expenditures. W11at we are showing here is a Percent figure. 

C.W.C (2) Percentages wit~ respect to Plan ? 

C.Z.B (3) Right, Actual over Plan.· It is broken down on a quarter 
basis. The Prime Sponsors respond quarterly against their 

B.K (4) 

C.Z.B (5) 

B.K (6) 

C.Z.B (7) 

H.K (8) 

C.Z.B (9) 

C.Z.B (10) 

.B .• K (11) 

·plan, so that we're looking at enrollments, we're also 
looking at dollars ..• So we are trying to measure the actual 
ap~inst the planned, what they said they were going to do 
and huw well they performed against the p],an ..• This is the 
second quarter period - September thru December. 

·, 

(Part I of the Interaction) 

So we have percentages. For instance, Butte is performing 
.98% of its plan on Title One (Enrollments), and 237% of its 
plan on Title. Two (Enrollments) etc .•. Now we can show this, 
visually as a matrix display, with each figure being repre
sented by a circle of proportional size. 

I'm particularly interested in that first plot that you had 
on percentages of that plan, so we should have·a hard copy 
of that. That one we need. 

Now what I would suggest is to do what we did wlth the test 
run, and compute the average performance for ench T:f.tle 
program, :l.n enrollments and expenditures. 

Why don'l.: we rather tnke the absolute refer~nce leve1 at 
100% so that we compare them to 100% success on plan? 

O.K. So I'm going to compute the difference between those 
data and a 100% performance, which gives the Profile hoard. 

Look at Kern, here, und.er-expenditures in Title Two! and 
this one here ... 

Look at thjs 2.28 here for Merced. I would be very curious 
to know how Merced got 228% more enrollments wi.th spend:lnr, 
only .16% more. 

What we did in the test run was to select those which were 
under or over a certain percent, we might do this now if 
·you wish. 
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C.Z.B (12) Why don't we cluster them? Is that what you're talking 
about? Let's cluster them and ~ee how ~t comes out as far 

·as the ..• scan here, you know, can we put them in clusters? 

B.K (13) Alright. .. We might start by ranking the first column, Title 
One enrollments and see what happens. 

C.Z.B (14) I realize we are doing three things on this one. You have 
Title One, Title Two and Title Six, each of which has . 
different administrative costs. So you have three titles 
that \.re're comparing at the same time •.• 

B.K (15) We arc trying to compare the profiles of Prime Sponsors so 
as to cluster together those which resemble. 

C.W.C (16) So it might be that Kings could very well be put with 
Stockton? .•• and it might be that Fresno has a tougher job? 

B.K (17) Now ~~t we can do on the basis of that is to compute an 
index of similarity between the profiles of Prime Sponsors, 
and this I do now •.. Each of those cells is shaded so that 
the greatest similarities are most shaded and the lowest 
less shaded. Using a graphic trick, I can bin the data 
into a lower number of shades, say, 2 shades- black.or 
white - and now you can see better the contrast between 
cells. 

(The screen shows a similarity plot) 

C.Z.B (18) Excuse me ... The previous step, as far as a manager, was 
better ... This one is kind of su1wrfluous to me. Tt makes 
more sense to me to Bee it clustered in the other board. 
This i!J a two-step process that: is not necessary for me to 
know. 

B.K (19) After this manipulation, we go back to the profiles to 
cluster them there, but: I need to do this first, because 
visually it is easy to find clusters.on the similarity 
data ... 

c.z.n (20) O.K. But just visually it is not easy to see what this 
means. You have to go from ln~crial here to Imperial over 
here. 1 need it clustered so that ·r can understand what 
I'm seeing. It's like my Keno ... See, I can't tell by this 
whether I'm lookinp; nt Title 1, whether I'm looking at Title 
2 or whether I'm Jnoking at Tille 6 ... This \o/'ould probably 
be a technical job, Jf you have to go thru those steps for 
the computer to understand. 

C.W.C (21) What you're saying C.Z, is tlwt it :i.s not useful? 

.. 
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C.z. B .. (22) 1\That I'm saying is that since '"e had the other percentages 
by title, it would seem logical to me that we do the 

·grouping by Title ... This, I think, distracts ~e. It gets 
me into another mode, that I don't really know what I'm 
looking at. If I can see the percentages + or - with 
reference to 100% performance, why not then take them and 
cluster them by Title? 

B. K (23)" 0. K. Let's stop doing that and let's go to the Profile 
board. 

(Part II of the Interact{on) 

C.Z. B (24) 0. K. Now this is. the one we ran previously. Can we array 
these? Could we go from the ranking to the clustering ... 
Now can we cluster those Prime Sponsors by performances of 
Actual versus Planned in each program Title, in that kind 
of a mode where you have dark spots. 

B.K (25) You can clust~r them visu~lly, in other words, you can say 
that Kings resembles San Luis and·resemhles Merced, and on 
the other hand, Santa Barbara-resembles Kern and Stockton ... 

C.Z.B (26) O.K. On Kings now, is that block there 95% of plan, or is 
it 85% of plan, or what is it of plan? You see, I don't 
know, we have to look at the other sheets. Maybe ybu can 
cluster those 90% of Plan in one cluster, 70 - 90% in 
another cluster ... 

J\.P (27) I don't know what: we arc going to get out of :it:. .. 

.1\.C.Jl (28) Now you have three groups here, correr;ponding to pr·or,r:1111 
Titles. What about dojng C'ilch program TitJc individually, 
without mixing thos<" different effects? 

B.C (29) Yes, that would seem of more valtw. We want an analy~d[; of 
Title 1, slash, an analysis of Title 2, slash, and finally 
one with Title 6. 

C.Z.B (30) As a mannr,er, I do not need to sec ten steps when only 
three would be appropriate. Now, maybe the computer has 
to have those ten st~ps to get people three. I think 
that's what I'm responding t6. 

B.K (31) O.K. Now \.;re mask a]] other elements; and we select only 
the data for Title l and we go into Profile mnde by taki.11g 
tht> difference to tlw 100% ref(~renc.e level givcm hy the 
"threshold". Now we see that Kings and Hcrced, for 
inst.:mcc, have simiLu profiles. They arc hjgh on 
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enrollments, and low (below 100%) on expef.lditures. Now 
San Luis Obispo and Santa Barbara also have similar profiles, 
high on enrollments and above 100% on expenditures. We can 
then cluster them visually .•• 

C.Z.B (32) You see,. this is meaningful, reference enrollments and 
expenditures. I'm quickly looking for: if they are in 
expenditures and low in enrollments I'd wonder about their 
administrative costs in No. 1, because on Title 1, it 
should be less than 10% of t?tal costs. It appears as 
though, just on administrative costs, that they are certainly 
below with high enrollments or operation costs. So that is 
just a quick scan for me to see how does it stack up with 
expenditures. Does that seem to make sense to you, Bill or 
Al? 

B. C (33) Yes .•. If we could figure out in what particular subcomponent 
. under enrollment, and under or over expenditures, we' 11 run -
that as well. 

C~Z.B (34) O.K. That comes later. It has to be plugged-in. But now 
it looks O.K. That looks O.K. It will give me a quick scan 
·for Title 1. Could we have a hardcopy of that? Question: 
why should Stockton be up there and not San Luis Obispo? 

B.K (35) Stockton is up there because here it is negative on expendi
tures (it's below 100%), while San Luis Obispo is positive 
there (over 100%). So that you get basically three group~; 
(1) high in enrollments/low in expenditures, (2) pretty 
high on enrollments, higher than.lOO% on expenciitures, (3) a 
third group t,..1hich is rather under-enrolling and undct~

expended •.. 

c. z. B (36) So ImpPrial is slightly over-enrolled and substantially 
under expended. Let 1 s print that one two... No\~ can we run 
the same thing for T:i tle 2 and 6: let 1 s have~ a readout on 
the percentages and .then c01ite with this kind of clustering ..• 

B. K (37) 

B. C (38) 

This is the picture for Title 2. 

Hold that right there. There seems to be no similarJty in 
the performance in Title 1 as far·as over ~xpcnditure and 
over enrollments. 

C.Z.ll (39) Look. O.K . .Nerced has over-:-cnrollments, and Sacramento has 
over enrollments. Now that over enrollment has continued in 
Sacramento since last summer. They have been saving money 
though they did not believe us! Look at Kings, ~1crccd and 
Sacramento ... I think it would he helpful if we could have 
this read out and then come b<lck to the other profile for 
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B.K (40) 

quick comparison. Let's now concentrate .on this one and the 
one we had just before. I think what I'm looking for is the 
minimum number of sheets that will highlight' on what's going 
on with the prime. sp~nsors. 

We might form groups at this point, say three groups. 

C.Z~B (41) Now th~t breaks it"out ~o that I can quickly see. A 
questioni on an analysis of performance, these ~auld be 
low performance here, the bottom three? 

B.C (42) Not necessarily. It wou.ld depend on what you base your per
formance on. Those bottom three appear to be fore-planned 
in that they over enrolled and un~er expended: It should be 
a direct relationship from expenditures. to enrollments. 

C.Z.B (43) That's right. So, Bill, they might.be holding administra
tive costs deliberately low .. 

B.C (44) Whereas the top four - that's logical - are over enrolled 
and siightly over expended. 

A.P (45) The n~xt five are under enrolled and under expen~ed. 

C.Z.B (46) The comment is that if we can quickly ·.get a visual nnalysis 
(say for instance, at the bottom three there, we determined 
a low performance) we also have something else to plug into 
that, which. is a team approach that will go in and foctw in 
on those 3 prime sponsors. What we a:r::e lo()king at right 
now nre enrolJmenU:; a·nd expcnditun!~>- The next f>t·ep in to 
look at the char:Jcterist.ics whether t:hc'y are scrv ing e.thnJe, 
female, or low income groups. It appears that by looking. 
at these thus far, on a 100% perfonunnce bas:ls, tl1ey are 
'r.unning fnirly, close. to plan. C·an you llave the pt!H't•.ntage 
read out and give me a print out on the clusters'! Give 
± 15% deviations or more ..• 

B.K (47) Now we go into Title 6. 

c.z.n (48) Imperial is high enrollments, low expenditures ... Ftesno is 
high enrollments, low expenditures ... 

H.K (49) What we might do is rank them on the basis of th(' enroll
ments from highest to lowest, which is a simple thing to 
do ..• 

C.Z.B (SO) Gee! that tells something. Look at Fresno, Al: High 
enrollments, loH expenditures. It is curious, very curi
ous ... San Luis Obispo, low.expenditurcs ..• 
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B. C. (51) That's such a small program. Look at Merced, or Kings, 
well it's a small one too. But look at Santa Barbara, over 
enrollment, under expenditures ••• 

C.Z.B (52) The one that is really outstanding is Imperial, right. High 
enrollments, but expenditures are fairly, close to plan ... 
Maybe what we need to give you is specific 1,2,3,4 Charts 
that would be helpful, although you may have to go through 
the process of, say 10 steps as an example. 

B.K (53) I think we agree but it's good too that you see how this 
works. 

C.Z.B (54) Yes, I think it's good to know how it works, but how many 
managers will have that much time? If it's going to be used 
as an easier decision-making process, you would not have to 
know the ten steps, but basically what you want to know is 
the end-product. 

(Part III of the Interaction) 

C.Z.B (55) So this is a comparison now of enrollments and expenditures 
for all three titles, right? 

B.K (56) Yes that's right. We can now sort all those values whieh 
are over 15% deviation to plan. The system sorts out all 
the values greater than ± 15% deviation, and replaces all 
the other ones·with zeros so that we just see the ones 
standing out. 

C.Z.B (57) That's not a bad profile then ... But then, agaln, after thJs 
one, I think if you could show., the high perform:mce, the 
medium, the low ... you want to do that? Thercwas one that 
was considerably over. l forget which one now ... 

· A.P (58) Yes, Merced. 

C.Z.B (59) Can these now be clustered in reference to ± 15%? O.K. 

B.K (60) 

Let's see that chart. Ar~ all three -Titles like this on 
one chart? 

In order to cluster them we have-to do the analytic process 
of computing similarity coefficients, because the profiles 
now are much longer than before. 

(The screen shows a similarity plot.) 

C.Z.B (61) Euh ... What I'm getting at is that there is probably a 
process that you have to go through in order to arrive at 
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a certain thing. I'm not being critical, but in a way, 
being critical, there has to be shortcuts. As a manager, 
each time we want to ar~ive at something, we should nOt · 
have to go through the 10 st~p process. I get the feeling 
that you are locked into doing those things but I'm asking, 

• .. as a Manager, how can we take that base ± 15% of actual 
versus plan, and go into the next step of clustering? 
Showing the major problems or the minor problems, and who 

; 

a~e average. Is that possible? · 

B.K (62) That's possible to obtain the result you wish, but I. have 
to go through this lengthy process. There are two ways 
you can shorten that: either you have someone who does it 
for you, or you have an automatic device which does it for 
you. I do not have the automatic device, so someone needs 
to be here. 

C.Z.B (63) Because as a manager now, I have the feeling that to have 
a manager sit down for an hour: and go through the process 
and say ''Look, man, I' 11 see you next week" .- if you can 
walk say "Look, this is_what is involved in it and these 
are 10 steps, but hm.v-ever I can give you 3 steps", O.K. 
then I'll listen ·to you. . 

C.W.C (64) So all that you're saying is that there is no great problem, 
except he does not know what pictures to present you .•• 

C.Z.B (65) See what I keep trying to do is bring the theory hnc.k in 
operations and have a marriage someplace in-between. Bruce, 
maybe I'm not asking the ri~tt question? 

B.B (66) No, I think it is pretty clear. First he needs to know 
which of the ten things you need to know. Then you've got 
to have some understanding of what he's done to get: that. 
And then, after you hoth know thoBe things, the rest can be 
pretty well automated so that sometimes when you s+t down 
at the scope, you'll get just the three pictures you want 
and you'll have some understanding of how you got the 
pictures. So that when someone jumps up and says "how did 
you cluster me with so-and-so", you can answer "you look 
alike in this and this". 

C.Z.B (67) I think what we are going to do is -- first we want to know 
by Prime Sponsors, their performance against the 100% 
performance to plan. After we do that we would like to 
know by clustering mode, who has similar problems and what 
does the similarity mean. As far as enrollment and expen
ditures, tell us whether they are high or low, you know, by 
a quick graphic :tun. 
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B.B (68) Then what I hear you saying is that when you see the profile 
charts, you get it better than with those similarity plots. 

·However an analyst can·look at the similarity displays and 
get a lot more information out of them? 

C.Z.B (69) I can understand when he clusters them. But this kind of 
similarity thing takes me a little aboard ..• Because what 
I'd like to do. is to take these simple plots (it really is 
not that thorough an analysis) and then go back to the prime 
sponsors, check it out on the spot, and then your total 
analysis really would occur with corrective action at that 
level. 

JLK (70) O.K., now we get 3 clusters, and we can go back in Profile 
mode to interpret what they mean. 

C.Z.B (71) Now, look at that! 

B.C (72) It would be interesting if we could weight that against the 
total grant, even if it is a very small grant. So that we 
know whether it is significant in actual dollars? 

C.Z.B (73) O.K. Maybe at this point, we could suggest that we break 
for lunch. 
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APPENDIX C 

-Excerpts of the Round-table Discussion 

after the Interactive Session 

· February 9, 1976 

12:30,pm to 14:00 pm 

Mana~ment Participants. 
(U.S. Department of Labor) 

- C.Z.B (Manager) 

- B.C 

- A.l' 

- B.B 

- K.T 

(Bill, aide) 

(Al, aide) 

(Bruce, repre-
senting U.S. DOL 
~t Lawrence Ber
keley Lab.) 

(Kevin, aide of 
Bruce) 

Faculty (U.C.) 

- C.W.C (Business Admin) 

- A.C.H (Business Admin) 

- E.R.F.W.C (Industrial 
Engineering 
& Psychology) · 
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- B.K (Bernard) 



B. K. (l) 

C.Z.B (2) 

Maybe we could start the discussion first by looking at the 
tasks that this graphics system does, like selecting a 

·certain data set, eliminating the outlayer~ and alerting on 
deviations of plus or minus 50% to plan, and things like 
that. How do those tasks suit your needs? 

I'm looking at it, I think, from two standpoints. I would 
like for my staff to inject their. comments, but think:i.ng 
more as a manager as to what information would be useful to 
me to get a feel or the trend of all prime sponsors. It can 
be a kind of alert system for my F~dreps and also back to 
the prime sponsor. Secondly, from what I've heard-this 
morning trying to visualize·or understand how this could 
be presented to other people, say, if I'm making a presen
tation to the prime sponsor. 

As a manager, I think I'm looking for a kind of the end of 
the tunnel kind of information. \Vhat goes in, you know, if 
we are going on BART to the City, certainly my ears may 
feel a change in pressure as I go through, but basically 
I'm thinking what goes into the tunnel and what goes out 
of the tunnel and what kind of a quick analysis do I need in 
between. So, in relating to running information, the quar
terly information, maybe V.'e shouJ d have a kind of a clear 
indication as to what the proc~ss was all about. I'm 
thinking as a presenter nm-.7, not only presenting this to my 
staff but presenting this to CETA type sponsor. "Gentlemen, 
you are going to be receiving t.h:is kind of information 
regarding planned versus actual or actual versus planned on 
Titles I, II, and VI and also on characteristics of your 
significant segments whether thc·y arc female~, whether 
they nre ethnic or:igJn, or low income or wh<Jt. And, tldrdly, 
then, we'll he trying to arrny for your costs regarding 
vocational educnt:ion cla8Sf's, classroom training, hm-.1 do 
the~;c relate to placenwnt - the cost?, how do these relnte 
to admini~Strative costE:?" 

Now there are various steps in between that graphic picture, 
but there <Jre· other steps· that may he taken and then I think 
I would elaborate upon those steps - realizing, and I think 
it would clarify, that the computer can only respond so 
quickly, so, as \ve go thru that tunnel, this is what we are 
going to put in. \Vhile we are goinr, thru the tunnel, the 
computer will he doing certain action, but then on the end, 
the manager ,.,ill lwve this kind of informAtion. So many 
people went into the tunnel at tlt:i s e11d, and so many cnme 
across at.this cost, and so on and so forth- if that's an 
example. 

I think I could have turned off at that point. It was 
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B. C (3) 
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interesting you know as to how·you rate them, but I found my 
mind wonde~ing as to what is he telling the computer, what 
is the computer trying to tell us, are w~ reall.y focusing· . 
in on what information does a manager need to make some 
decisions. I think we were coming to that point, but I 
felt we \-Tere running out of time, and then I felt. we were 
trying to hurry the computer by trying to arrive at some 
quick analysis as to what we wanted td sec. So, I think 
the information is in-the computer, but I think we, as 
managers, need to ask specifically certain questions to 
get it out of the computer. It seems to me. that you have 
given a lot of thought- there is a lot 'more planning and 
thought and programming that goes into the system rather than 
just a quick output and I appreciate that. 

·But, again, as a manager, I'm wondering how can we get in
. formation quickly? How do we retrieve information quickly? 

So what I'm looking for is an immediate response time; witlr 
analysis buLlt in, so that I can get a handle on prime 
sponsor ~erformance or alert the Fedreps if this appea~s to 
be a-problem. "There appears to be a trend between or among 
twelve prime sponsors. This may not necessarily be signifi
cant, but I'd like for you, as a Fedrep, to check into wl1at 
a prime sponsor would say: How about this parti.cular 
factor? Why are administrative costs much higher than your 
enrollments? How do you have high enrollments and low 
administrative costs? Do you really have sufficient staff 
to have an adequate information system or is your reporting 
such that you do not have a·handle on your financial 
system~' I think these are the kinds of questions I'm 

-asking and to me, grnphically, I can see that much more 
quickly, although the Fedrcps will be do:i.ng this 
indiv:i.dually. 

·It is difficult for me as a Manager, to look at 12 pr:f.me 
sponsors. At this point we do not_have standards as far as 
evaluation~ so it is my thesis that we mtist mea~;u:re agHinst 
something. We must measure performance a:ga.i.nst that plnn · 
whether that plan is good, bad, or indifferent.. Because 
the Congress will be asking us, "hmv have you assessed your 
prime sponsors? Assessed against what?" I guc~ss, in a 
nutshell, what I'm looking for, if it is a ten-steps process,· 
is how can I get four sheets of paper that will give mtl 

that summary information. 

Apparently the capability is within the·computer to skip 
several of the processes as a mstter. of analysis .. Thi.s is 
something that would address one of C.Z's 'concerns to 
achieve onl.y that one piece of paper or the~e four pieces 
of paper. 
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B.C (4) 

A.P (5) 

B. C (6) 

C.Z.B (7) 

B.C (8) 

I think another problem is that we really haven't specifi
cally delineated what we are - for several reasons. In the 

·first place, I don't think we fully understand the capabili
ties that you can provide. I, personally, have a much 
clearer understanding now than I had four hours ago. 

I agree with Bill, but I don't think we really know what we 
·waht to get out of this. I think Bernard has given us quite 
a bit of information, and I think its more for you. As a 
Fedrep, I can do a lot more with a QPR than I can with any 
of this. I'm only responsible for Sacramento; OK? I can 
look at the QPR and I can see if they are above or below 
and how much. 

I think we have the raw data we need. I think it is put fn 
a format that firstly C.Z can manage, and make some sort 
of assignments to the individual Fedrep responsible for 
Butte and Santa Barbara or whatever. I'm saying that Butte 
and Santa Barbara appear to have some of the problems whi.ch 
you presented us. Over enrollments and under expenditures. 
So I think that the raw data is there. I think it is a 
matter of manipulating th~t data into a format that we can 
manage and I think that format is something we can't clearly 
define yet. 

Well, possibly this is more of a system for management. We 
are looking at performance on a broad scale and then asking 
tlte Fedrep to do some analysis and also some ons1.te verifi
cation. I think it has a second step possibility. Reali.ze 
that th:i.s is quarter information. I hope thnt if it ha:, 
merit, that: it woulcl go to a monthly basis. The thi.rd step, 
we. could do some comparison, for instance we could do 
montl1ly comparisons as ·far as performance~ That should g:lve 
you a continuum, on a month-to-month h<:~sis hop(!fully, or i:l 

qu<:~rterly basis if we ean' t go to the monthly, as ,t(J wh::1t 
Sacramento prime sponsor or Santa Barbara prime sponsor are 
doing. That should tie in definitely with the program 
summary that is i.n the plan they are supposed to do, tie in 
with the f:i.nrme.ial information in the plan, and so on and so 
forth. It could be used, possibly as a tracking system we 
could go hack and ask the computer to prepare quarterly and 
monthly procrams. 

Then, you are talking about <1 longitudinal sort of tracking 
system? But these are t\<7 0 separate problems. A longitu
dinal problem, and the problem of taking the current data 
and only looking at that current data. I think, what you 
are saying is absolutely right, it is terribly desirable -
the longitudinal kind of tracking system. 
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C.Z.B (9) Say, at the current time, we have 47 different prime spon
sors in the region; we have 47 different Fedreps plus 

"backup Fedreps. You may have 94 to 100 different ways of 
operating. Now, if you focus down on what is an information 
system -' a management information system - there may be 
100 different opinions as to what is an information system. 
So, you know there is many things built into· this as a 
manager. How do we get a handle as to performance against 
plan, how do we alert the Fedrep and the pri~e sponsors to 
"Look! There may be potential prob]ems in this area, maybe 
we need to correct and modify in a timely_fashion." We 
need to have, I think, some timely retrievable information 
for comparison if we need it. Why wait five years after 
the termination of a project to analyze it? Why not analyze 
what's going on during the operational phase and hopefully 
we can come up· with some analysis. Now, as an individual 
Fedrep, each one ,,;rill know what's going on within their 
project. But as a manager, I will not know nor does my boss 
know what he \vill know and as you go right up the line to 
Washington, they will not know. And if they come back from 
Washington and say, "Look, I want an analysis of.whatever 
factors in Region 9 of prime sponsors" we would be going i11 
100 different directions, I think. 

B.K (10) Can you kind of evaluate how the system could have that job 
of looking across prime sponsors and across their character
istics? That's.one question which I have. 

C.7..R (11) Let me respond to it while you ask. I found it helpful to 
me, although we would have to look at each prime sponsor for 
verification, as we come to clustering those that are off 
15% one way or another. At ] east, their perform.:ince against 
plan. That suggests to me that they are having c:ertai.n 
kinds of problPrns particularly as we 1 ook at them. T 

B.B (12) 

think the system is starting to zero in on a partlcular kinrl 
of problem. ·1 think this is quite helpful to me. 

C. Z was suggesting that we have /~ 7 prime sponsors that we 
are interested in what they are altogether. Now, we had 
only one dataset and it was a very simple dataset. We 
have the capability to study several kinds of performance 
at once. ~aybe, placements as percentage of people of 
iritake, placements as a cost, placements, etc., that we 
could analyze over several faetors all at one tLme to give 
a much more comprehensive view. For instance, :lf we take 
in the cream-of-the-crop, then we turn out cheap placements, 
but if we take people that are really hard t6 get jobs and 
turn placements, that's something else. We have the capa
hilj_ty· in this tool to begin to e:xplol-e that k:ind of thing 
which is very, very difficult to do visually. That's why 
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we tend to only talk about placements or tend to talk about 
placements per cost. This system, first, is getting a 
sophisticated view of the real performance, and permits to 
begin to compare performance to other criteria like, you 
know, how are they shuffling people through the programs. 
M~ybe it turns out that the people who take in really· 
hard-core disadvantaged people and turn out placements are 
running them into on-the-job training ~ather than basic 
education or vice-versa. We can begirt, in a sophisticated 
way, to explore the kinds of similarities that there are 
among .the people of the programs who are achieving well. 

Now, taking the regional viewpoint, you would want to do 
that amongst all the prime sponsors. Then, take C.Z's 
viewpoint, you would want to take it among his prime 
sponsors. Then take Al's vi~wpoi~t here, you would want 
to say, "Well, you Sacramento prime sponsor is following 
the pattern of the good, the so-so, the lousy!" So there 
is a key to every level and each level is going to have to 
analyze this and it's not likely to be a top management, 
itls not likely to be in the Fedreps; it is likely to be an 
analyst somewhere and he is going to be interested in an 
analysis of stuff in a similarity board, in the kinds of 
analysis he can perform. Then, he is going to want to set 
up a series of o~tput, one to go to H., our top boss, 
which shows up the whole region; one to go to C.Z who will 
show his area; and one to A.P to show how he stacks up 
compared to the rest of them. So, I see those multiple 
levels of service. 

C.Z.B (13) Bruce, on your comment here, you know, one of the other 
phases we need to run, even if it is at Sacramanto or even 
if it is at the Fresno leve], we m:1y want to know why they 
are putting more people at OJT (On the Job Traitdng) or 
classroom training in reference to placements ..• \.Je can 
start eompad.ng, I think, the adininistrative cm;U; relative 
to those factors and also placement out here. So the system 
shoulu be able to break down from national to rcgiona], to 
the valley, to particular prime sponsors. 

B.B (14) We are going to need somewhere an analyst to start thinking 
about the things you are talking ahout. Setting it up so 
that when you sit down before the screen, it pops up - OK -
''it turns out that all these people that are 100% of plan 
just changed their plan". 

C.Z.B (15) If you start looking at program performance, there should 
he some relation to their own plan and it has to he in a 
timely fash:ion. Hopefully, this kind of system or some kind 
of system will alert us that there needs to be a change in 
policy. 
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Then, are you saying that the present thrust of the emphasis 
should be on planned versus actual? 

C.Z. B (17) I think that is a very elementary step, but I.'m not sophis
ticated, you kno\ol, at this point to receive the whole 
picture. The only thing I know that \ole can measure against 
is the plan, "what is their act1,1al performance against \olhat 
do they plan to accomplish". 

C.W.C (18) The display thing assumes that you have got the picture and 
we now have to \olorry about the management of Bernard's 
thesis (\ole three are managers of this thesis). The basic 
thesis behind Bernard's work,is that somehow or other, 
graphics or some form of display is beyond the numbers and 
tell you more than you would get by just looking at the 
numbers in an array. That's, I think, for us the basic 
question. 

C.Z.B (19) I'm convinced from· the test run that \ole did last September 
that this te~t run alerted me to certain problems within 
my specific area .. I'm convinced, at least in my O\oln mind 
as a manager, that graphics \olill assist me in referring out 
those prime sponsors that m~y have potential problems. I 
have set tl1at aside, but I think the system has possibil
ities. Now, I'm trying to see what substance \ole get out. 

C.W.C -(20) That's \olhat Bernard is doing, trying to see whether there 
is something inthese graphics that say something to you. 
A couple of us here were brought up as statistieians and 

B.C (21) 

it was said to us "Here is some dat<J to massage, and masBnge 
it the \olay you want" •.. Bernard's point is that you wou]d 
not be able to get it across to people that way, by an 
analysis of the numbers alone. It: seems to me to he more 
inclination to look at that chart: in graphic mode than to 
look at numbers. 

It is certainly more understandable to the lay person, and 
that's \olhat we are dealing with. If \ole are dealing with 
an analyst, it may or may not be the case. But \ole arc 
dealing generally with lay people. 

A.C.H (22) Let me push the question further down like ... there is a 
moral problem which I see emerging. You have got a manager 
at some point. He falls do\olll here, he falls down there, he 
is cheating on this, so you get him._ And you present him 
with all of this and he says: "Why should 1 believe this?" 
Well, in statistics you find some form of a proof in numbers. 
Now, C.Z, you are showing impatience \olith that, because you 

.say "Gjvc me the 'answers". Well, that's fine until you get 
in front of that guy in Fresno who says "I <lo not 
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believe you!" Then you have to be able to come back on and 
say, "This is because .•. "and you go through the process 
of somehow convincing him that he should pay attention to 
his work. 

I am involved in a thing like this with the post office 
where the mail carriers are given a sample of mail, and the 
forecast then comes after that and the managers are up in 
arms "That sample is drawn at a peculiar time at peculiar 
days and so on ... " I find a similar debate in here: as 
soon as this thing is producing answers that you, managers, 
believe, you are going to have a problem to convince your 
assistance to pay attention - and you'll get that problem 
too, and it's related to this question of whether you want 
only answers or whether you want answers with analysis. 

C.Z. B (23) I have a conunent on that, something that in our business 
would be meaningful to me, would be to take this QPR (Quar
terly Progress Report), and bring it along with the pictures 
and say "Look, we have run your dat'il through the computer, 
and this is how you deviate from plan". 

A.C.H (24) So do you feel that his right performance is the import~nt 
thing? 

C.Z.B (25) Well, I probably take the position that we plugged in his 
own data, so that he should understand. Say "Look, from 
this information, we got these pictures". I am questioning 
the time, whether that person would take the time to try to 
understand the displays. The manager in Fresno might t11rn 
you to their MIS person who will probably unclen:;tand th:Ls, 
the ten steps. But tlte manager himself may not have that 
much titite. For instance, Al tnlk:> to a managc·r and :;;1y:; 

"This has· been tlte analysis, t:h:i.f; is what comes out, this 
is hmv it clusters". 

A. C. H (26) If I follmv that all the way, then he really does not have 
to believe it; what h~ has to believe is that if you are 
going to evaluate him on how he comes out on those things, 
so if you tell him "O.K., you fell down on these three 
measures and I am not going to do what: you want me to do 
until you bring those up" then he will pay attention to it. 
But V.'hcn it seems to me that you sho1.1ld be able to teJ l him 
how should he change his operations so that he comes up on 
those m~asures you tell him you arc going tb evalua~e. 

R.B (27) I think you can tell him because you c.an look at those simi
larities lwtween those which perform well and look at the 
way their programs are operating, and say "Here are the 
similarities among the operntions of people who are 
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performing well, maybe you could do the same, or better". 
Then you begin to help the manager run the program better. 

A.C.H (28) We did this in the Savings and Loans industry some time ago, 
and we published for the Commission of Regulations a list 
of perfnrmance ratios and theri we generated a two-page table 
which showed the performance ratios.grouped by size cate
gories and characteristics. This .went to the commissioner 
and he would say to some manager: "\vait a minute ... on 
ratio 13 you are about the next to lowest in your group 
size. Till you improve your ratio 13, I dq not see what 
reason you have to ask for a grant". It worked ... 

B.B (29) There are two levels there. One is that, some way or an
other, ratio 13 has to get up and.then there is the question 
of what is involved with ratio 13. Haybe we could have two 
people talking, one is a manager and the other is the 
analyst. 

A.C.H (30) This ~s what we actually did, and it works, but it requires 
an enormous amount of organizational backup, a level.that 
requires some sophistication of the system. You reverse 
those things and say "this is what is alleviated with 
success", they tell you what success is and you tease out 
of the grass how to get that. 

B.C (31) Well, you are talking about the Savings and Loans example, 
which is certainly a very large universe, much larger than 
what we are talking about. I do not know if we need as 
much as 13 ratios. 

A.C.ll (32) You do not need thirteen ratios, three only maybe. ·But it 
would be nice if you could be able to characterize your 
various agents in such a way that they find tlwm~;c:lves being 
compm~ed with meaningful others. In Bernard's r;ystcm it 
helps to find which the meaningful others ~e ... I am won
dering if the focus of this thing, which is focusing on the 
manager alone should not be also to focus on the 11n11lyst; 
you, C.Z, do not want to sit here in front for two hours 

E.R.F.W.C 
(33) 

K. T (34) 

and get a piece of paper, but the ana]yst does not mind. 
Maybe you should shift this a littl.c bit and work more 
closely to the analyst and get clear statements about what 
the data says. The whole thing must be. tuned. 

But if the manngcr knows what he does want, he can interact 
direct]y anc'l then he can find <mswers ·more effectively th<m 
going.through the analyst, who is nctually interpreting his 
manager. 

But it may well be that a simplified routine, makes the job 
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of the manager much easier. This is what C. Z is looking for. 
Then we could nave another set of routines that perhkps Fed
reps are interested in. And then for the researcher or the 
analyst who perhaps is looking at the regional performance, 
(and how the region fits in the nation as a whole) he might 
be interested in still more detailed routines. 

This a powerful tool when the decisions are made for the 
coming year - where to fit the money, where to .fit the 
people. If you can go back to a prime sponsor, or anoth~r 
prime sponsor can say "Aha, this is a profile of success, 
limited, or failure", then a set of graphs comi~g from that 
profile routine would give an answer. As Bruce pointed out, 
there are levels of use. I know C.Z is impatient and would 
liketo get step C right away, but we have to go from Al, 
A2 and Bl, B2, etc. 

The concept of getting the manager involved is very good 
because you get 'right away Y.'hat the manager actually says, 
and the analyst should be in a procedure to hear what the 
manager says. Perhaps it is for the analyst to then sit 
down and to work it out, so that the manager can see what 
he wants to see in the fewest number of steps. And then 
C. z- sits down the screen and you flash him what he wants 
to see, and then along the line he says "Yes, but how about 
•.. ?" And the analyst, Bernard in this case, can go through 

· and flash you whatever is necessary to get the answers to 
his new questions. So you get an interaction between a tool, 
the analyst, and the manager which has a high payoff. Some 
pre-programmed things flash off right away, and then there 
is the ability to make some additional inquir:i.es <Hid get 
an.swers' right away. 

Having watched several. different projects, t~e desi.re is to 
,get the manager in touch with the con~uter; but actually I 
·don't see it-happening; rather I sec the computer getting 

in touch with the analyst getting in touch with the manager. 
Computers are becoming analyst tools, for analysts to do 
sophisticated things quite rapidly and to make this exchange 
between the analyst and the manager very rapid. But the 
ability of the manager first to understand wha"t is going on 
(and maybe he is not interested), and second to learn how to 
type "Profile" or "Raw11 board is more than the manager is 
ever going to be able to do. 

I am not saying that it is this, or that it is a question 
of getting simpler graphics ... you need somebody there who 
1o.•n\\'S all the many possibilities and it will takE· a 
manager a long time to learn. I don't see these tools 
j~l ling into the manager's hands except at a very high 
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summary level, with a program where you wri.te the word 
"Script" .and you get whatever is written on the script. 
It's a very high s~mmary level, where the manager sees 
what is there. But if he wants anything different, he 
goes on to the script and asks the analyst "Eh, how do 
I get this and that" ... And that's where I see the level 
of computer-managerial interaction. 

Unfortunately to do this or something else, we are going to 
need a lot of time; granted that all those other various 
steps are needed, how do we manage to get the time to know 
the system? Whatever system, there are some basic concerns 
which I think the manager should have - I am addressing it 
at my level. 

I see, Bernard, you know what you are doing, and I know 
that the capability is there to make problems pop up. But 
what I am looking at as a manager is "how do I sell this 
concept: give me the things to read out which I want to 
see quickly". 

Isn't it that manager-to-manager conversation has been 
amplified by the graphics? Or could it be? Say, how 
the Fresno manager compares to the other one over here, 
Sacramento .•. My God, that's a serious improvement, isn't 
it? 

O.K., but let me clarify- I am not only looking down to 
managers that are running the programs. I am looking at 
our own ir.ternal management in this department. 

' 
But, on request, you can say "Look, I have spotted where 
the troubles are just at a glance right here". 

You see, you can pick up particular displays that attract 
you and that you find useful. The analyst, like Bernard, 
would generate a stack of these, and you will just sample 
those you want. 

B.B (41) Hopefully we could tell the same thing to different people 
in different ways. 

C.Z.R (42) I think I am looking for some standardization. I don't 
really care about the best approach, so long as I can under
stand and use it. Forty-seven prime sponsors are a lot. 
If a picture tells me "those are the factors", then it 
clarifies my thoughts. 
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